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Summary
Medical volume visualization is a valuable tool in medical practice and education to virtually
explore volume data of the human body. Real-time interaction, stereoscopic presentation, and
collaboration are required for its full comprehension in all its three dimensional complexity. Such
visualization of high-resolution data, however, is due to its high hardware demand almost only
available on special imaging workstations. Whereas remote visualization systems are used to
provide such visualization at peripheral locations, they still require complex software deploy-
ments. Since these are barriers for an universal and ad-hoc availability, the following hypothesis
arose: A high performing remote visualization system, specialized for stereoscopy and ease of
use, can provide access to real-time interactive, stereoscopic, and collaborative medical volume
visualization.
The most recent work about remote visualization utilizes pure web browsers, but without empha-
sizing high performing usability by any participant nor essential functionalities to support various
stereoscopic display systems. The web browsers familiarity, their ease of use, and wide availability
led to following main research question: Can we evoke a solution that fulfills all aspects by only
using a pure standard web browser at the client side?
A proof of concept was conducted to verify the hypothesis, including a prototype development,
its practical application, its performance measurement, and comparison.
The resulting prototype system (CoWebViz) is one of the first web browser based systems without
added software that provides fluid interactive remote visualization in real-time. Performance
tests and comparisons show the superiority of the approach to the tested existing applications,
including a native application. Its support of various stereoscopic display systems, which are
simultaneously usable in a single collaborative visualization session is currently unique via such a
lightweight client. Its usage for an usually resource intensive stereoscopic and collaborative setup
for anatomy teaching shared with inter-continental participants shows the approach’s feasibility
and simplifying character. The feasibility of the approach has also been shown by its further
successful usage in high-performance computing, and in surgery.
III
Zusammenfassung
Medizinische Volumenvisualisierung ist ein wertvolles Werkzeug zur Betrachtung von Volumen-
daten in der medizinischen Praxis und Lehre. Eine interaktive, stereoskopische und kollaborative
Darstellung in Echtzeit ist notwendig, um die Daten vollständig und im Detail verstehen zu
können. Solche Visualisierung von hochauflösenden Daten ist jedoch wegen hoher Hardware-
Anforderungen fast nur an speziellen Visualisierungssystemen möglich. Remote-Visualisierung
wird verwendet, um solche Visualisierung peripher nutzen zu können. Dies benötigt jedoch fast
immer komplexe Software-Deployments, wodurch eine universelle ad-hoc Nutzbarkeit erschwert
wird. Aus diesem Sachverhalt ergibt sich folgende Hypothese: Ein hoch performantes Remote-
Visualisierungssystem, welches für Stereoskopie und einfache Benutzbarkeit spezialisiert ist, kann
für interaktive, stereoskopische und kollaborative medizinische Volumenvisualisierung genutzt
werden.
Die neueste Literatur über Remote-Visualisierung beschreibt Anwendungen, welche nur reine
Webbrowser benötigen. Allerdings wird bei diesen kein besonderer Schwerpunkt auf die perfor-
mante Nutzbarkeit von jedem Teilnehmer gesetzt, noch die notwendige Funktion bereitgestellt,
um mehrere stereoskopische Präsentationssysteme zu bedienen. Durch die Bekanntheit von Web-
browsern, deren einfach Nutzbarkeit und weite Verbreitung hat sich folgende spezifische Frage
ergeben: Können wir ein System entwickeln, welches alle Aspekte unterstützt, aber nur einen
reinen Webbrowser ohne zusätzliche Software als Client benötigt?
Ein Proof of Concept wurde durchgeführt um die Hypothese zu verifizieren. Dazu gehörte eine
Prototyp-Entwicklung, deren praktische Anwendung, deren Performanzmessung und -vergleich.
Der resultierende Prototyp (CoWebViz) ist eines der ersten Webbrowser basierten Systeme,
welches flüssige und interaktive Remote-Visualisierung in Realzeit und ohne zusätzliche Soft-
ware ermöglicht. Tests und Vergleiche zeigen, dass der Ansatz eine bessere Performanz hat als
andere ähnliche getestete Systeme. Die simultane Nutzung verschiedener stereoskopischer Präsen-
tationssysteme mit so einem einfachen Remote-Visualisierungssystem ist zur Zeit einzigartig.
Die Nutzung für die normalerweise sehr ressourcen-intensive stereoskopische und kollaborative
Anatomieausbildung, gemeinsam mit interkontinentalen Teilnehmern, zeigt die Machbarkeit und
den vereinfachenden Charakter des Ansatzes. Die Machbarkeit des Ansatzes wurde auch durch
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Direct volume visualization is an increasingly important technique to visualize volume imaging
data as acquired for instance by Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI). Volume data contains detailed information about the three-dimensional (3D) structure of
a part or the whole human body. In contrast to the direct presentation of volume data as multiple
cross-sectional two-dimensional (2D) images, direct volume visualization enables the presentation
of a whole volume dataset in a single rendered image. Such condensed information is inevitable
to be understood by the people who use it, physicians and other medical staff [1]. They con-
siderably depend on the presentation of highly processed and compressed data as created by
medical visualization algorithms (see Section 1.1) in order to optimize the time involvement in
the professional daily life (see Section 1.2). However, compared to other data that is commonly
acquired by medical systems, e.g. high-dimensional structured data for administrative and treat-
ment documentation, quantitative data for laboratory results, and sensor data in the scope of
Ambient Assisted Living [2], volume data is unstructured and can become very large in size [3].
Because of its high compute hardware and potential network requirements, high quality volume
visualization is bound to special imaging workstations or remote visualization approaches (see
Section 1.3). Easy useable systems, however, have a positive effect on being used [4]. It therefore
is necessary to provide and evaluate a lightweight system that enables high-performing volume
visualization with least requirements on the client side (see Section 1.4).
1.1 Aspects of medical visualization usage
Understanding complex data by utilizing advanced visualization algorithms can be eased by pro-
viding interactive functionality, stereoscopic presentation, and shared visualization for discussion.
Interactive functionality. To understand virtual 3D objects as a whole and in all its details,
it is necessary to modify the visualization interactively and in real-time for a comprehensive ex-
ploration of all regions of interests. Yi at al. [5] sub-divide interactive functionality of information
visualization into seven categories, which are partially applicable to volume visualization: A user
needs to zoom into or pan a visualization (explore), to rotate the visualized object (reconfigure),
to show it in another colorization (encode) [6], to mark a Point of Interest (POI) (select), and to
change the windowing level to highlight for instance bones or muscles (filter). Further categories
described by Yi at al. are abstract and connect, which have no direct counterpart in volume visu-
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alization. For abstract, the addition of an overlaid emphasizing illustrative visualization technique
is thinkable. Connect could for instance be represented by the linkage of 3D coordinates (POIs)
to descriptive data (e.g. labels). Essential for any interactive functionality is the modification
of visualization in real-time, which requires a timely presentation, e.g. few milliseconds, of a
modified visualization after it was being requested by the user [7].
Stereoscopic presentation. The presentation technique is another important aspect to en-
hance the understanding of the visualized data [8]. The simplest and likely most often used
technique is the presentation on a 2D display (monoscopic visualization), which requires a map-
ping of the three-dimensional object (the medical volume data) to a two-dimensional image (e.g.
direct volume visualization). More advanced techniques provide the viewer with a depth per-
ception and/or a better visual immersion [9] (see Section 3.2). Thus, such systems provide more
assisting information with two or more views of the three dimensional object by using stereoscopic
or even volumetric displays [10]. Stereoscopic visualization has not yet been used extensively in
practical medical scenarios except for special disciplines (e.g. robotic surgery [11]). Its success
in other scientific disciplines and studies about its medical benefit however indicate its possible
future importance [8, 12, 13]. Stereoscopic visualization techniques provide the viewer with a
depth perception by providing separate views (eye perspectives) for each eye, which can emi-
nently support the process of understanding data [14, 15]. The movie industry pushed the usage
of stereoscopy with the wider dissemination of stereoscopic techniques to movie theaters and
homes in the past years. This resulted in the common availability of high definition stereoscopic
consumer grade 3D TVs for low costs and a general easier availability of stereoscopic technologies.
Collaborative usage. Another and closely connected aspect that is important in a treatment
workflow is the consultation between physicians within the scope of telemedicine [16]. Such a
consultation session is about a specific patient, including the patient’s data and images. They
vary from a simple asynchronous exchange of single or stacked annotated images and might
potentially result in real-time discussions with interactive and shared advanced visualization in
the future. The need for collaborative consultations between physicians, who are remote to each
other, might get especially interesting with the development of larger hospital corporations and
increasing specialization of physicians [17, 18].
1.2 Usage scenarios for medical volume visualization
Scenarios that could benefit from the provision of volume visualization with the previously de-
scribed aspects are manifold and exist in different caregiving medical divisions as well as for
education.
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Medical practice. In practical medicine, volume visualization is usually based on data that
is directly connected with the treated patient. Such is e.g. used in a surgical planning, which is
done by surgeons before, during or after a surgery to get accustomed with the specific anatomy
of the patient, to define the individual steps prior to an invasive procedure, and to evaluate the
procedure afterwards [19, 20]. An easy access to the visualization might be important for this
case, especially if the surgeon wants to do the planning independently of the location by using
mobile devices before and during the procedure. A use case that could be closely connected is
the remote consultation with multiple professionals who discuss a medical case based on a shared
visualization [21] (e.g. a surgeon questioning a radiologist about more details pre-operatively).
Remote could mean that both physicians are in different hospitals, but it could also mean that
both are in different departments of the same hospital. The latter case could be useful to reduce
the time that would be necessary to do the consultation in person. Besides the before mentioned
use cases, a wider availability of visualization in general can also provide a benefit. An example
is the presentation of visualization to a patient to explain a planned treatment. Enzenhofer et
al. [22] for example showed that the patient’s knowledge and satisfaction increases, when the
physician-patient dialog that is necessary to inform a patient before an invasive procedure is
combined with visualization.
Medical education. Whereas a new technology needs to undergo a complex process prior
to its practical application in patient care, educational scenarios without direct patient contact
are less restrictive since they only require anonymized data. There are many different levels of
using visualization of patient data to educate students, which is essential to the understanding of
complex structures of the human body. The most basic but likely the most widely spread variant
of using medical visualization for education is the presentation of static pictures, screenshots
or short videos from real patients and their data taken from productive systems. They are
presented in the class, books or in a further advanced version distributed via the Internet for pre-
or post-lecture self-studies. Examples have been shown that use recorded videos and presentation
slides [23, 24]. There are also anatomy self-study tools based on anatomical atlases that can be
used to understand the human body part by part, which, however, are usually based on surface
visualization [25] (see Section 3.1.2). On a next level, this data is provided as interactive instead
of static media on a web page for self-study. Sophisticated viewers are necessary to provide
functionality that can be used to examine interactive pre-processed media. Examples have been
shown that allow the viewing of multiple image types with varying levels of detail and zoom [26]
and to provide multiple viewpoints of 3D objects [27–34]. Such tools are easily accessible with
a web browser, making them deployable almost everywhere, but usually with the necessity of
additional software deployments. Compared to the presentation of pre-processed visualization,
stereoscopic visualization is rarely used for anatomical education. However, some projects where
initialized that utilized pre-rendered stereoscopic visualization [13, 35].
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The usage of interactive volume visualization in real-time on real patient data is rarely used during
the lecture session itself nor on web pages, especially not in stereoscopy. But real-time interactive
visualization is also interesting in a classroom scenario [36], because it allows to provide the
students ad-hoc with the visualization they require for a deeper understanding. Just as important
could be the usage of advanced and interactive visualization for self-directed learning.
1.3 Necessity for easier accessibility of volume visualization
All previously described use cases require a system with fewest usage barriers as possible. Physi-
cians for instance do already need to work with a multitude of systems in their daily life. The
provision of applications that are similar to already known applications and/or require fewer steps
in order to be used, might reduce the initial learning phase and, thus, increase its acceptance.
Departments and institutions more often have stereoscopic hardware deployed in special rooms
(e.g. conference rooms). But these might not be in the full control of the people who want to use
their own stereoscopic visualization. Thus, even in the case of stereoscopic visualization, where a
usage almost always requires stereoscopic hardware, it might be of advantage to reduce the need
for additional software deployments. In the case of collaborations with stereoscopic visualization,
remote participants might require different stereoscopic content for their setup.
There are basically two visualization types that can be used to render volume data, extracted
surface visualization and direct volume visualization (Section 3.1.2). The former can often be
rendered on standard computer equipment, which might also be powerful enough to render volume
visualization of small datasets with low interactivity [37]. But the rendering of high-quality
volume visualizations of large high-resolution volume data sets in real-time and in stereoscopy
is only available on special imaging workstations, e.g. tethered clients of imaging modalities.
Technical progression of imaging modalities and computer technology leads to increasing compute
power but also larger and more detailed data. Because of this and the current necessity to use
high-performing hardware, it is likely that full quality high-performing volume visualization will
also require more than standard hardware in the future. Access to high-performing medical
visualization is therefore limited.
Accessing volume visualization collaboratively by multiple remote participants can basically be
solved by rendering the visualization locally on every participating client (client side rendering)
or solely on a single server (server side rendering). As described in Section 3.3.2 in more detail,
a client side rendering approach requires each participant to have adequate hardware to render
the desired visualization and a local copy of the data set. In the case of a 0.5-2 GB CT dataset,
the data transfer may result in an initial waiting time of 1-3 minutes on a fast 100 Megabit per
second (Mbps) network, but 7 to 27 minutes on a standard connection of 10 Mbps. A server side
rendering does not require a specific initial data transfer to each client, but instead a continuous
stream of the images that are rendered on the server (see Figure 1.1). A single initial data
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transfer might be necessary, but only between the data server and the visualization cluster, both
are likely at the same location and, thus, likely have a fast interconnect. Each single image
requires about 10-100 ms in order to be transferred on a 10 Mbps connection. Thus, server side
rendering requires a higher network load during the usage, but is the only technique that provides
an ad-hoc usability on lightweight client systems.
The research communities that use high-performance and grid computing have lots of experiences
with centralized server-based computing and visualization. They already use approaches that
could change the typical visualization usage in hospital environments. Many groups experimented
with grid computing for medical use, e.g. for managing medical imaging data [38], for image
data analysis [39], or for providing a central point to access visualization [40]. Also the parallel
volume visualization was tested within a grid, however, without real-time interactivity [41]. A
suitable solution for hospital environments might therefore be the centralized rendering of medical
visualization on high-performing single or clustered computer systems.
Developments of the past years show the increasing importance of web-based Hospital Information
Systems (HISs) [42]. These provide remote access to centrally stored patient data and only
require a web browser on the client side. Web browsers exist for almost all devices and operating
systems. They are already installed on most computers and, most importantly, are already known
to most users. Thus, they usually do not require any special deployments, which makes web-based
systems very easy to access. The advantages for hospitals are high, especially for large hospital
























Figure 1.1. Local vs. remote visualization rendering. A data server initially holds the base data
that is to be visualized (e.g. a hospital PACS), which needs to be transferred to the rendering
computer. With a local rendering the visualization is created on the presenting device (left side).
A remote rendering requires a visualization server that creates the visualization and exchanges it
with the presenting device.
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The idea of providing access to remote rendered, interactive medical visualization via web browsers
is therefore straightforward. Many academic projects and medical technology vendors worked on
this, as discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3. Liu at al. for example state that "techniques for
supporting web-based interactive applications of high-resolution 3D Medical Images are highly
desirable" [43]. However, it is always a trade off between providing simple access to the visualiza-
tion and providing enough functionality. Web browsers with added software (e.g. Java or Flash)
can provide functionality that is almost identical to native applications. Such added software
provides simple to use development environments and the required functionality, which are there-
fore used for most existing systems. But their usage for remote and collaborative visualization
systems results in a higher complexity on the client side due to additional deployments. Also the
ad-hoc usage of such systems might not be possible, because of missing user rights on the local
computer to install the added software.
With the recent development of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 5 technologies, it is now
more easily possible to develop comprehensive applications for pure web browsers. It allows for
example for a direct usage of the local 3D hardware by using JavaScript (Web3D), which was
previously only possible by using added software. But secondly, there are also new and more
efficient techniques to transfer data from the server to the web browser and vice versa, which
can be used for remote rendered 3D visualization. Web technologies make use of a very modular
architecture with multiple distinct technologies, each with a specific purpose. These modules
can be combined as needed to produce a joint comprehensive application. Some projects already
worked on the topic of providing remote rendered visualization as described in Section 3.3.
1.4 Rationale and Objectives
Current medical visualization systems provide comprehensive functionality for interactive image
processing, collaboration, and partially also for stereoscopy in high quality. However, their usage
is either bound to special imaging workstations and, thus, to specific locations or as described in
Section 3.3 to remote visualization applications that require special deployments. None of them
conjointly support all of the above described and desired visualization aspects with minimum
user involvement (Section 1.1). This leads to following hypothesis:
A high performing remote visualization system, specialized for stereoscopy and ease of
use, can provide access to real-time interactive, stereoscopic, and collaborative medical
volume visualization.
This hypothesis can be sub-divided in the following four research requirements, each highlighting
a specific aspect that needs to be considered for such a system:
1. Minimum user knowledge and involvement during setup and usage of interactive remote
visualization in real-time.
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2. Support of multiple participants at different locations with different stereoscopic systems
simultaneously.
3. Generic support of any existing and future visualization application.
4. Automatic quality adjustment during the runtime to optimize the balance between perfor-
mance and quality on a given network condition.
Many applications, including modern Hospital Information Systems (HISs) and recent related
work systems, are of pure web-based nature, which results in a wide availability of web browsers
and people being familiar with it. Thus, an equally simple provision of highly interactive and
stereoscopic volume visualization via pure web browsers would be beneficial. The following main
question arose:
Can we evoke a solution that fulfills all requirements by only using a pure standard
web browser at the client side?
As described in Section 3.3.3, none of the related work systems can be used simultaneously with
multiple stereoscopic setups nor do the pure web-based systems provide an optimized performance
for the real-time usage on different network conditions. Thus, the focus of this work lies on
fulfilling all requirements, but especially on requirement 2 and requirement 4. It is expected that
such a system is used by not more than four simultaneously collaborating remote groups (e.g.
classrooms) as discussed in Section 8.2.
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A proof of concept conduction is a suitable method to test the feasibility of using web browsers
without added software to remotely access stereoscopic volume visualization in real-time and
collaboration. A proof of concept is "taking an idea and investigating to see if the idea has
merit" [44, Ch. 2.2.1]. Thus, the basic idea of this thesis was the development of a prototype
application that implements the approach introduced in Chapter 1 and its usage in a real practical
scenario. The overall methodology is illustrated in Figure 2.1 by referencing the corresponding
methodology and result sections.
The first task was to identify existing approaches that allow to answer the given problem of
distributing visualization by only requiring a pure web-browser. This was done via a literature
analysis and resulted in a state-of-the-art description of related work and enabling techniques,
which is described in Section 2.1.
Several of these techniques were potentially usable for the development of a prototype system. It
was therefore necessary to evaluate these techniques in order to find the most promising technique
for an efficient data transfer. This evaluation was done by developing, testing, discussing, and
grading several simple rapid prototype applications based on the requirements, which is described
in Section 2.2.
This evaluation resulted in a single technique selection, which was then used to develop a more
sophisticated prototype that implements the whole approach as described in the introduction (see
Section 1.4). This system was then used for an inter-continentally shared medical anatomy class
and further scenarios, which resulted in observations that led to further prototype improvements.
The optimized prototype was tested in detail to compare it with other visualization transfer
methods and related work (see Section 2.3).
2.1 Literature analysis
The literature analysis was done on two levels: (1.) Finding literature about projects with the
same topic and (2.) finding methods and techniques that enable such a system.
In order to get a quick overview about the topic in the beginning, the databases Pubmed [45] and
Google Scholar [46] were searched. Pubmed is ideal to find publications in the field of medicine
and medical informatics. Google Scholar in contrast has indexed a much broader scope of scientific
and other publications (e.g. patents) and, thus, is a good addition to Pubmed. Google Scholar
resulted in a very fast acquisition of popular literature ranked by search algorithms, but also in a
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Figure 2.1. Flow diagram of the overall methodology (white boxes) and subsequent results
(gray rounded boxes), each linked to the corresponding sections and chapters.
very large amount of publications that were off-topic. Among others, following search terms where
used on both databases: "shared collaborative visualization", "shared medical visualization",
"stereoscopic classroom", "state of the art visualization", "web visualization education", and
"web-based remote visualization". In case of Pubmed, it was also tested to find literature via the
MeSH terms "Education" and "Depth Perception" [47], which, however, only resulted in medical
articles that were not relevant for the very technical problem of this thesis.
A systematic literature analysis was done afterwards to get a profound state of the art description
of current systems, which is illustrated by a flow diagram in Figure 2.2. Pubmed was used
again to find the usage of the desired systems in the medical discipline. IEEE Xplore digital
library (IEEE DL) [48] and ACM digital library (ACM DL) [49] were used to find related work
in technical disciplines. The search term that was used on each database was "remote AND
visualization AND (browser OR web based)", which was adapted to each specific database search
9
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Figure 2.2. Flow chart of the literature analysis.
engine. The search was conducted in December 2011 without constraining the publication date.
However, due to the search term, the first publications were not older than the early 1990’s. The
search was updated in February 2013 by constraining the publication date to the years 2011 to
2013. The process resulted in 583 publications after duplicate removal. These publications were
screened on the basis of their title and abstract, which led to the removal of 146 publications.
The resulting 437 articles were screened and categorized based on their full text. Categories are
1) "off-topic", 2) "information visualization"1, 3) "interactive local 3D visualization", 4) "pre-
rendered visualization" (such was often used for web-based medical education), and 5) "interactive
remote 3D visualization". Categories 2, 3, and 5 were further sub-divided into a) "utilizing
1Information visualization is a field of research about the visual representation of "non-spatial abstract data" [50],
which is frequently used on web-browsers.
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additional software" and b) "utilizing a pure web-browser". All articles categorized under 5 utilize
a remote visualization rendering approach, but only the 15 articles in 5b ("interactive remote 3D
visualization utilizing a pure web-browser") are considered as directly relating to this work [51–
65], since they have the same scope of simple visualization access. The other 19 articles [66–84]
were categorized under 5a ("interactive remote 3D visualization utilizing additional software").
To find the very technical methods of distributing the visualization, it was also necessary to find
state of the art products and technologies that allow to distribute visualization via a network to
a pure web-browser. The literature analysis described above was important for that, since the
resulting articles most often describe utilized techniques. But it was also necessary to do standard
web searches to find products and specifications. The HTML specification [85] was an important
source to find potential web-based technologies.
The techniques found are presented in Section 3.3 and the most promising were evaluated in
Section 4.
2.2 Techniques evaluation via rapid prototypes
The literature analysis resulted in the description of several projects, which utilize different tech-
niques with potentials to transfer data from a server to a web browser client and vice versa (see
Section 3.3). This section describes the evaluation process that was necessary to identify a single
best performing technique suitable to develop a sophisticated prototype for the proof of concept
conduction. This step was necessary, because web browsers were initially not being developed
for real-time interactive data transmissions, which resulted in the development of many data
transmission techniques, partially built around very basic connectionless techniques.
2.2.1 Method
The desired technique that is to be selected for the proof of concept conduction needs to fulfill the
research requirements defined in Section 1.4. It needs to allow for interactive remote visualization
in real-time (requirement 1) with potentials of being most performing (requirement 4). The
prototype evaluation described in Section 2.2.2 was based on more granular aspects of these
requirements, which are described in Table 2.1. Requirements 2 and 3 are not related to the basic
visualization transfer technique and therefore not considered in this evaluation.
A rapid prototype is a prototype that implements a basic aspect of a system to show its feasibil-
ity [86]. In the case of this evaluation, the basic aspect is the transfer of visualization to a web
browser and, vice versa, the control commands to the server. Several rapid prototypes were de-
veloped to test visualization and command event transfer techniques on the web browsers Firefox
(Version 3.5.9 and 3.6.3), Google Chrome (Version 5), Safari (Version 4.0.5), and Internet Ex-
plorer (Version 8) on Ubuntu 10.04, Windows XP/7, and Mac OS 10.6. To keep the development
effort low, they were based on existing software and, only in some cases, additional programming.
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Table 2.1. Success criteria that need to be fulfilled by the desired technique to transfer visual-
ization to a web browser.
Number Criteria
1 The technique does only need a web browser without added software.
2 The technique shall provide remote visualization in real-time at the client side.
3 The technique should provide a high frame rate with a possible high efficiency.
4 The technique is useable with as many web browsers as possible.
Following rapid prototypes were tested:
Prototype 1: HTML 5 video steaming: HTML 5 video streaming is the streaming to and
playback of stored or real-time video by pure web browsers [85] (see background in Sec-
tion 3.3.3.2, Video streaming).
The HTML 5 video streaming solution was tested in two setups. (1.) The first setup was
based on VLC2 (Version 1.0.2), which was configured to capture a desktop metaphor and to
provide it as video stream via its built-in Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) interface on
a specified Uniform Resource Locator (URL). This setup was tested with the video codecs
H.264 and Ogg/Theora on Firefox, Safari and Internet Explorer. (2.) The second setup
was similar to the first, but used an additional Icecast2 streaming server3 (Version 2.3) as
middleware between VLC and the web browser.
Prototype 2: Pulling single images: Continuous pulling JPEG (pJPEG) is the continuous re-
questing and loading of the most recent image via a standard HTTP GET request [89] (see
Section 3.3.3.2, Single image transfer).
The distribution of visualization by consecutively pulling single images from the web browser
was tested using VLC (Version 1.0.2) and an HTML page with JavaScript. VLC was
configured to consecutively capture images from a desktop metaphor and to store each as
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) images on a web server directory. A JavaScript
was executed simultaneously to the server software on the client side web browser, which
consecutively updated the image source URL and, thus, the visualization image.
Prototype 3: Pushing/pulling Base64 images: The continuous pulling or pushing of Base64
images is the transfer of JPEG images that are converted to Base64 (see Section 3.3.3.2,
Single image transfer).
2VideoLAN Client (VLC) is an open source media player and streaming platform that supports various streaming
protocols and file formats [87].
3Icecast2 is an open source streaming server [88].
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Only the pushing approach was tested via a comet style design pattern [90], which is a
specific technique that allows to push data from a server application to a web browser by
only requiring client side requests4. VLC (Version 1.0.2) was used to capture the desktop
metaphor and store the images on a server side non-web-accessible directory. A JBoss server
[91] (Version 5.1) was used to run a simple Java web application that continuously captured
the newest image, to encode it to Base64, and to send it to the web browser by utilizing
the Direct Web Remoting Ajax and comet programming library [90] (Version 3.0).
Prototype 4: Pushing motion JPEG: Pushing motion JPEG (mJPEG) is the concept of concate-
nating multiple JPEG images in one file or stream. Web browsers support mJPEG streams
in the format of a Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) multipart message [92]
as shown in Listing 5.2 on page 57 (see Section 3.3.3.2, Single image transfer).
The mJPEG version was initially tested by including the streams of already existing web-
cams to web browsers, e.g. from the TelePresence Microscopy Collaboratoration (TPM) (see
Section 3.3.3.2). The web browser only requires a very simple web page without JavaScript
to be viewable. Afterwards VLC (Version 1.0.2) was used to capture a desktop metaphor
and to stream mJPEG via its built-in HTTP server.
Another important aspect of real-time interactivity is the well performing transfer of the control
commands from the client to the server. There are only two basic techniques qualified to transfer
data from the web browser to the server: the Representational State Transfer (REST) style
design paradigm and WebSockets. However, the real practical importance of optimizing the event
transfer was only discovered after experiencing delays with the REST interface in the classroom.
The comparison of both techniques was therefore done retrospectively by utilizing the proof of
concept prototype as described in Section 5. It was extended on the server- and client side in
the following way to measure the timing and rates of the command event transfers on different
network types: On the client side, a JavaScript method sends a sequence of control events one
after another to the server, which answers each command with an acknowledgment. The client
measures the round-trip transfer times of each event during test runs of 30 seconds. Multiple
tests were conducted for each network type and method, which are presented as mean.
2.2.2 Verification
Each of the visualization transfer rapid prototypes was tested to demonstrate its technical feasi-
bility. This was done between a Desktop PC and a Laptop via a fast 90 Mbps connection (see
test environment in Section 2.3.2.1). However, since these prototypes were very simple imple-
mentations utilizing different existing software, they were not comparable in terms of detailed
performance measurements. The evaluation in Section 4.1.1 is therefore based on observations




made during the prototype testing and the discussion with the success criteria (see Table 2.1)
and related work. The resulting evaluation is summarized in Table 4.1 (page 47) sub-divided by
the success criteria. Each prototype’s support of the criteria is graded on a scale from 1 (bad
support) to 3 (good support) and "/ " (exclusion), which is summed up as a simple score in the
table’s right-most column. Two of the techniques resulted in an almost equal score and were
further compared analytically in Section 4.1.2.
In contrast to the visualization prototypes, the event transfer techniques were tested retrospec-
tively by elevating real test data. These tests were conducted several times on networks with
different bandwidth conditions between two cloud computing instances, which are described in
Section 2.3.2.1. The results are summarized and scored equally to the visualization prototypes
and presented as mean values in Table 4.2 on page 50.
The results were discussed within the working group and external scientists at the Argonne
National Laboratories.
2.3 Proof of concept conduction
The rapid prototypes of the previously described technique evaluation did not have the required
functionality to access interactive stereoscopic visualization in real-time. A more sophisticated
prototype development was therefore necessary to answer all research questions described in Sec-
tion 1.4, based on the rapid prototype technique evaluation. This prototype is called Collaborative
Web-based Visualization (CoWebViz) and was used in several practical scenarios and its perfor-
mance tested.
2.3.1 Method
A proof of concept is to put a new idea or an approach into practice of a specific scenario,
examine its feasibility and show whether it has merit [44]. Hence, a sophisticated prototype was
developed that implements the approach defined by the hypothesis and the research requirements
and, afterwards, utilized in different practical scenarios. The prototype development consists of
following single steps, based on Agarwal et al. [93]:
a) Communication – an idea is discussed and leads to a quick plan: The foundational idea
was the extension of the virtual anatomy class [36] by the usage of a much simpler to use
client environment for the stereoscopic visualization (see introduction in Chapter 1).
b) Quick design – a quick design is modeled that represents the idea: An architecture draft
was created and discussed in the working group. This included illustrations and descriptions
of necessary functionalities, which were refined to the architectural illustrations in Chapter 5
and the requirements in Section 1.4. A further direct consequence of this phase was the
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analysis of techniques in Section 2.2, which resulted in further discussions within the working
group and external visualization experts (see Section 4.4).
c) Construction – the prototype is developed: C++ was selected as programming language as it
allows for the development of a high performing system with all required external libraries.
CoWebViz was developed as a web-based front-end for possibly every visualization applica-
tion and therefore relies on applications that provide the visualization. In the tests and the
proof of concept conduction this system was mainly vl3 and Med ical Volume Visualization
(MedVolViz) (see Section 2.3.2.1). CoWebViz was developed for the main usage on Linux
systems, since most scientific visualization applications are available on Linux, if not even
developed mainly for Linux. The development and test environment is described further
down in Section 2.3.2.1. The final prototype architecture is described in Chapter 5.
d) Deploy and use – the prototype is deployed and used to obtain experience: The resulting
CoWebViz version was deployed on a visualization cluster and used in the virtual anatomy
class in 2010 and subsequently also in other scenarios. The usage/test environment is
described in the following Subsection 2.3.2. Its results are described in Section 6.
e) Verification – the results are verified against all research requirements: The verification
method is described in the following Section 2.3.2.
f) Repeat – if necessary, conduct another prototype iteration: Two iterations of the prototype
development have been conducted according to these steps. CoWebViz version 0.1 was
early taken to a practical usage, after having an adequate usage opportunity in the virtual
anatomy class of 2010. Since this version did not fulfill all research requirements, the
prototype architecture was further extended to CoWebViz version 0.2, which was used for
performance tests and further scenarios.
2.3.2 Verification
The developed prototype was constantly improved along with its practical application. Never-
theless, the development process can be sub-divided into the two versions CoWebViz 0.1 and 0.2.
The most extensive practical application was the usage of CoWebViz 0.1 in the virtual anatomy
class. This version was the state of the art available at the time the class started and is de-
scribed in the beginning of Chapter 5. It did not have all the optimizations of CoWebViz 0.2,
but had all the necessary enhancements in a basic version to ease access to the visualization by
still requiring some manual technical involvement. The overall class procedure is described in the
following Subsection 2.3.2.2. The specific steps of using CoWebViz, observations made during
its usage about its technique und usability, and the advancements it provides compared to the
previous class setup are described in the results (see Section 6.1). CoWebViz’s class usage shows
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the feasibility of the approach, but does not show the fulfillment of all research requirements de-
fined in Section 1.4. The prototype architecture was therefore further extended to CoWebViz 0.2.
Subsequent utilizations of CoWebViz 0.2 in other scenarios are described, additionally to the
class observations in Section 6.2 in order to provide a hint of its feasibility and its importance for
other scenarios.
CoWebViz’s usage shows the feasibility of most research requirements in part or completely.
These results, however, cannot be compared with other tools or projects, which led to the con-
duction of detailed performance tests of CoWebViz 0.1 and 0.2 presented in Chapter 7. The tests
were conducted as described in the following paragraphs and subsections in order to verify the
hypothesis by verifying the proof of concept conduction against the four requirements.
1. To present an overview of CoWebViz’s performance and to verify the interactive usability in
real-time (requirement 1), CoWebViz was tested and measured in monoscopic visualization
mode. These tests show the different optimization steps of CoWebViz itself, but also provide
a hint to the performance of other existing tools that utilize these patterns. These results
also show the improvements originated by the automatic quality adjustment algorithm
(requirement 4). In the test conduction, the visualization was transferred via different
methods or rather design patterns to the client (e.g. send all processed images in static
quality) as described in the first paragraph of Section 2.3.2.3. The tests were conducted on
a visualization cluster (lightsaber) as server and a Laptop as client connected via different
network types (1 Mbps, 3 Mbps, 11 Mbps, and 90 Mbps) using Google Chrome. The
resulting data about frame rate, network throughput, quality, and CPU usage are presented
as mean and standard deviation in Section 7.1. The data represents all recorded data entries
that were marked as "in modification phase" by the test script.
2. The feasibility of providing different stereoscopic techniques (requirement 2) is verified by
providing performance data of the supported stereoscopic visualization content types, which
is then compared to the monoscopic test data. The test environment and data presentation
is equal to the test environment described previously. The results are presented in Section
7.1.2 and shall be used to verify the first part of requirement 2 about the support of multiple
stereoscopic systems.
The second part of requirements 2 is the verification of supporting multiple simultaneously
accessing users. This is done by a scalability test of using CoWebViz with 1 to 6 simulta-
neously accessing clients. These tests were conducted on a visualization cluster (lightsaber)
as server and 1 to 6 cloud computing instances as client connected via different bandwidth
types (1 Mbps, 3 Mbps, and 10 Mbps) using Google Chrome. The resulting data about
JPEG quality, image file size, frame rate, and network throughput are presented as mean
and standard deviation in Section 7.1.3. The data represents all recorded data entries that
had a frame rate greater than 0. However, the selected cloud computing instance type was
not equipped with a comprehensive connection of a continuously high bandwidth. This led
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to phases without any data transfer rate at all while transferring larger amounts of data to
multiple clients during this scalability test. Thus, the data represents all data entries with
a frame rate above its median with the aim to represent the peak performance usage.
3. The generic support of any existing and future visualization application cannot be tested
practically, but is a direct consequence of the system architecture. It is discussed in Chap-
ter 8 by relating CoWebViz’s approach to existing work.
4. In order to compare CoWebViz’s performance and the automatic quality adjustment algo-
rithm directly to the related work, two applications of the related work were chosen, tested
and compared with CoWebViz (see Section 7.2). The first tool is the Virtual Network Com-
puting (VNC) client Vinagre version 3.4 [94]. VNC [95] was chosen, because of its frequent
usage for remote desktop access. VNC is a protocol that is implemented in numerous specific
applications, mostly as native application. The second tool was screenleap.com [96], a re-
cently developed purely web-based remote desktop sharing service. Screenleap.com allowed
for no remote control at the time of testing, but its technique is similar to other related work
and, in contrast to others, is freely available for testing. The tests were done by executing
and equally measuring the frame rate of each application (in the case of screenleep.com
by using CoWebViz’s WebSocket event transfer). The frame rate was measured on the
client side via a special application described in the second paragraph of Subsection 2.3.2.3.
These tests were conducted multiple times on a visualization cluster (lightsaber) as server
and a cloud computing instance as client connected via different bandwidth types (see Sec-
tion 2.3.2.1) using Google Chrome. The resulting data about frame rate are presented in
Section 7.2 as mean and standard deviation of the whole test session data and divided by
quartiles in order to show highest and lowest performing phases.
The final verification of this proof of concept conduction is the verification of all observed and
measured results described in Chapter 6 and 7 against the research requirements, which is done
in the discussion (Chapter 8).
2.3.2.1 System environment
This section describes the environment of the proof of concept conduction, which includes the
development, testing, and usage of CoWebViz.
Development environment. CoWebViz is a server application developed in C++ using the
Vim editor [97] and Eclipse C/C++ Development Tooling [98] to write the source code and the
GNU GCC 4.6.3 [99] for the compilation. It is build on top of following additional libraries:
• The Boost C++ libraries [100] provide a comprehensive collection of well performing and
helpful functions and constructs, which are published under the permissive Boost Software




• The Pion network library [101] provides the functionality of a lightweight HTTP server
that is included into CoWebViz to manage most HTTP transactions. It largely utilizes the
Boost asio library [102] and is therefore also published under the Boost Software License.
• The X library (Xlib) [103] is provided by the X-Server to use its functionality programmat-
ically. It is published under the MIT License and required by CoWebViz to screen-scrape
the visualization from a visualization application and to send control commands to the
visualization.
• libjpeg-turbo [104] is a library that has the same interface and functionality as the Inde-
pendent JPEG Group’s standard library [105] with the addition of being 2-4 times faster.
It is published under the wxWindows Library License and is required for its faster JPEG
compression.
• FFmpeg [106] is a cross-platform library with various functionalities for multimedia han-
dling. It is published under LGPL and GPL and required for its image scaling functionality
and its various input and output formats, e.g. to integrate webcam streams.
• jQuery [107] is a JavaScript library that provides a common interface to the functionality of
most existing web browsers. It is published under the GPL and required for various client
side functionalities, especially for capturing mouse and keyboard events.
Server environments. CoWebViz currently depends on other applications to render the visu-
alization, which was MedVolViz during the proof of concept conduction. MedVolViz is a medical
volume-rendering engine based on the parallel-processing volume rendering engine vl3. vl3 was
developed by collaborators of the working group at the Argonne National Laboratories. Med-
VolViz was mainly developed by Nigel M. Parsad at the University of Chicago’s Department of
Surgery. Together, it is a visualization engine for the usage on clustered computers in order to
render high-resolution volume visualization with high-performance. Besides the high-performing
nature, MedVolViz provides all the basic manipulation mechanisms to explore a medical vol-
ume dataset, as for example rotating, panning, zooming, clipping, and transfer function manip-
ulations. MedVolViz supports multiple colorization modes, creating either standard grayscale
or automatic realistic, spectral, and thermal colorized visualizations in a default or perceptual
mode [6]. MedVolViz can render high-resolution stereoscopic images displayed as side-by-side
stereoscopic content. [108]
CoWebViz was mostly used on lightsaber (including all performance test runs), which is a visu-
alization cluster located at the University of Chicago’s Computation Institute. Lightsaber had 8
worker nodes and 1 head node, each with an Intel Core i7-920 quad-core processor, 6GB of DDR3
1066 RAM and two NVIDIA 275GTX GPUs running in SLI mode. The head node merged the vi-
sualization rendered in parallel by the worker nodes. CoWebViz ran on the head node to capture
the final visualization.
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Client environment. CoWebViz’s client was tested and used on following computer types:
1. Laptop: with a 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 4GB of DDR3 1067 RAM and a NVIDIA
GeForce 9400M graphics card, running Mac OS X Lion
2. Desktop PC: with a 2.8GHz Xeon Nocona CPU, 1GB RAM and a Radion 9250 graphics
card, running Windows XP
3. Cloud instance: Amazon EC2 Micro Instances with a 613MB RAM and no graphics card
in zone us-east-1b, running Ubuntu 12.04
Most tests were conducted within the University of Chicago network, having following download
conditions at the time of the test conduction:
1. LAN at the Crerar Library of the University of Chicago: ∼40 Mbps
2. LAN at the Computation Institute: ∼90 Mbps
3. WI-FI at the Computation Institute: ∼10 Mbps
4. LAN at the EC2 instance: ∼80 Mbps (The available throughput varied heavily during the
test conduction using the micro instance)
5. Lower connections were tested via bandwidth throttling using wondershaper5
2.3.2.2 Evaluation methodology for the immersive virtual anatomy class
Since 2006 an immersive virtual anatomy class was held to undergraduate biology students at
the University of Chicago [36]. The class evolved over time from a simple setup (with a direct
visualization cluster connection) to a class with "multi-location, multi-direction and multi-stream
sharing of video, audio, desktop applications and cluster based stereo volume rendering" [108].
Since this thesis’ results affect the class procedure, the previous class usage is described in this
section and the resulting modifications related to the usage of CoWebViz in Chapter 5.
The class environment. The class was lectured live at the University of Chicago (Chicago,
IL, USA), but was setup to be completely shareable with remote classrooms. In recent years, it
was shared with the Cardiff School of Computer Science and Informatics of Cardiff University
(Cardiff, UK).
The local setup of a single classroom is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Each classroom had two projec-
tion screens: The first was used for the group-to-group videoconferencing system Access Grid [110]
to display streams of the remote group (Fig. 2.3–1) and the shared web browser (Fig. 2.3–2).
The latter was used to share 2D illustrations and photographs of human anatomy, which were
stored on a web-accessible HTTP server directory. The second projection screen was part of a
two-projection stereoscopic setup (see GeoWall in Section 3.2.2.4) and was used to present 3D
stereoscopic visualization based on CT data (Fig. 2.3–3/4).
The class’ collaborative functionality completely relied on Access Grid, which was used to stream
video streams from the lecturer and the audiences to and from a remote location. Consecutively,
5The Wondershapter is a traffic shaper that allows to reduce the bandwidth connection [109].
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Figure 2.3. The class had two projection screens: The first was served by a single projector
and presented video of the remote audience (1) and 2D illustrations (2), the second (4) was
served by two projectors (3) and presented the stereoscopic visualization. The technical setup
was controlled from a dedicated workplace (5).
each classroom required an Access Grid client deployment (see Section 3.3.3.2) along with several
connected cameras, one directed to the lecturer and others to the audience.
The parallel rendering of medical visualization on a visualization cluster provides high-quality,
high-performance and high-resolution images at all times, whether the visualization is modified or
not. The rendered volume visualization was based on standard non-processed medical CT volume
data, partially taken with contrast agents. The visualization was distributed by a specialized
system that was closely developed with Access Grid.
Teaching procedure. Two types of media were used in synchronization during the lecture:
at first drawings and photographs of human anatomy and, afterwards, stereoscopic volume visual-
ization. A new lecture topic was typically introduced by using the labeled drawings. Afterwards,
the same body region was presented in stereoscopy to clarify the spatial relations of the most
important anatomical parts. The students had to wear polarized glasses whenever the 3D stereo-
scopic visualization was used for teaching. The lecturer controlled the stereoscopic projection on
a laptop via a VNC connection to the computer that was part of the stereoscopic setup.
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2.3.2.3 Performance test procedure
All performance tests were conducted via following methodology, which was required for a con-
sistent data collection.
Testing CoWebViz and its specific visualization transfer methods. The test data
described in Section 7.1 was created by a broad metadata logging functionality on the server- and
client side. The data on the server side were recorded by CoWebViz’s internal logging functionality
that allowed to record data of any functionality, especially the sending of new images to the client.
The visualization output channel was monitored to collect the JPEG quality, the image resolution,
the current file size and other internal values. The control input channel was monitored to collect
arriving command events. On the operating system level, CoWebViz was monitored by a process
that continuously collects the following performance values using the Linux command top6: CPU
load in percent and the real and virtual memory usage. During some tests, also the client’s web
browser was monitored by collecting the same performance values via top6 as on the server side.
The data was collected as summary of one second of the test conduction.
The tests itselves were conducted via a strict protocol with alternating sequences of modifying
and not modifying the visualization for 180 seconds, with each sequence being 30 seconds long
starting with a non-modification phase. The modification was conducted manually on the web
browser by moving the mouse as fast as possible in order to demonstrate the peak performance
usage. The mouse modification did not need to be automated because the event rate was higher
than the visualization rate.
Testing and comparing CoWebViz and related work applications. The performance
comparison of CoWebViz with related work applications described in Section 7.2 required black
box testing on the client side. A simple Java application was written that simulated a visualization
usage and measured the resulting visualization changes. As input, it sends mouse events in a
defined area on the test system’s desktop, where the visualization application was located during
the test session. It keeps track of the colorization changes in a desktop’s single pixel within the
same desktop area as previously described and logs the delay between these changes. The output
is a list of frame rates for each second of the test session. For each application, the test was
conducted for 30 seconds at two different daytimes.
6Top is a standard Linux tool to display information about current processes.
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This chapter starts with the presentation of background information about medical visualization
(Section 3.1) and visualization with depth perception (Section 3.2). Both are essential parts of
this proof of concept conduction and necessary to fully understand the thesis’ overall approach.
Related work about techniques that enable collaborations of remote groups with shared visual-
ization – the key interest of this thesis – is described in Section 3.3. It starts with an overview
about the different sharing approaches and ends with the specific state of the art of sharing
visualization.
3.1 Medical Visualization
The early beginnings of medical imaging technologies – technologies that image the interior of a
living human body without surgery – lie in the end of the 19th century. At this time the discovery
of X-ray beams led to first products that were capable of producing flat two-dimensional (2D)
images of the three-dimensional (3D) body [111]. This development was followed by other 2D
imaging modalities, as e.g. sonography and nuclear medical imaging. But still today, X-ray is
one of the most important imaging modalities and builds the foundation of medical imaging [42].
The 3D data acquisition of a living body was not possible until about 1972 [112], when the
development of computed tomography (CT) allowed the first time the recording of 3D image rep-
resentations of the living human body. 3D/4D Sonography, MRI, Positron Emission Tomography
(PET), and Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) are examples for further
important developments that acquire 3D data [113, Ch. 3].
The new possibilities given by the acquisition of CT volume data stimulated medical imaging
technologies, which concluded in the beginning of medical visualization as new scientific field in
the late 1980s. Medical visualization is a specialty of scientific visualization and deals "with the
analysis, visualization, and exploration of medical image data" [113, Ch. 1].
The following sections describe the basic concepts of 3D visualization in order to highlight the need
for volume visualization and the need to use it via remote visualization approaches (Section 3.1.2),
based on an overview about 2D and 3D data types (Section 3.1.1).
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Figure 3.1. A single cross-sectional CT image on the left and cutouts on the right. Each cutout
is magnified to show its pixel structure.
3.1.1 Imaging data types
This section provides a basic overview about 2D and 3D imaging. Both imaging types are also
used for more advanced imaging techniques, as e.g. time-resolved, multi-modal imaging, or a
combination of both [114].
2D imaging. Technically, a 2D image is a 2D array of pixels (a raster graphic). The pixel
structure is illustrated in Figure 3.1, with a CT image slice on the left and two magnified cutouts
on the right. Pixels have an image-specific bit size that may be further divided into sub-pixels.
In the case of grayscale, the whole image pixel bit size is used for a single gray value, which e.g.
allows in the case of a 12 bit image one of 212 = 4096 distinct gray values for each pixel. In the
case of color images, the bit rate is divided by the number of sub-pixels. An RGB1 True-Color2
image allows for instance for 256 distinct values for each color, which results in 16,777,216 distinct
color values for a pixel. The bit rate values and image resolution directly results in a specific file
size of an uncompressed image. Compression algorithms are used to reduce the image size by
multiples of the original. [3, Ch. 3]
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) is the main standard for image
processing (e.g. storage and transfer) in medicine [115]. It supports a built-in native image
format without compression and various external encapsulatable standards. Among them are Run
Length Encoding (RLE), JPEG file interchange format (JIF, JPEG), JPEG lossless, JPEG 2000,
and MPEG2 [116].
Over 60% of all diagnostic imaging procedures are based on the 2D projection of X-rays [3].
An X-ray image is the result of the projection of X-ray beams on a film cassette or a digital
detector array, which are created in a vacuum tube. The resolution of X-ray images differs
depending on the application. A typical X-ray resolution is 2048x2048 to 1780x2160 pixel with
12 bit per pixel. The image resolution for a mammography is higher with up to 4000x5000 pixel.
1RGB is a color model consisting of the three colors red, green, and blue.
2True-Color uses 24 bit per pixel, with 8 bit per sub-pixel that leads to 28 = 256 color values per sub-pixel.
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Figure 3.2. In medicine, a volume cube of CT or MRI consists of a multi-plane image stack
(left), where the voxels are represented by the pixels of each plane (x and y coordinate) and the
distance between the planes (y coordinate, center). The resulting volume cube on the right is
shown with a very low resolution to illustrate single voxels.
Subtraction angiography and nuclear medicine use a lower resolution of 512x512 and 128x128
pixel, respectively. [3, Tbl. 2.1]
3D imaging. A volume dataset is a 3D array of values (e.g. color or gray/intensity values).
In contrast to the pixel of 2D images, each volume data value is called a voxel3. Medical volume
data is often based on multiple cross-sectional images of the body as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The x- and y-axis of volume data is typically represented by the layers of the cross-sectional 2D
images; the z-axis by the shifted images (see Figure 3.2).
Volume data is a discrete three dimensional set of measured data values. Each voxel is a scalar
value on a 3D vector, which can be imagined as a cuboid (voxel) with the value in its center.
The width and height of each cuboid is typically equal. Since medical volume data is usually put
together of cross-sectional images, the voxel height depends on the z-axis distance between the
images. Thus, the voxel height is typically larger than its width and depth. If the voxel is a cube,
the dataset is called isotropic, otherwise anisotropic.
Multiple cross-sectional images of one dataset are typically stored as multiple DICOM images
with same identifiers. Besides the storage as 2D images, DICOM also allows for 3D compression
of volume data using JPEG 2000 [117].
The data size strongly varies by modality and the specific examination. CT imaging slices are
typically 512x512 or 1024x1024 pixel with 12 bit per pixel, but newer devices can provide a
resolution of up to 2048x2048 pixel [118]. Depending on the resolution and slice thickness, a
typical dataset with a resolution of 512x512 pixel and a slice thickness of under 2 mm can vary
between 75 MB to 400 MB, but can reach, in the case of a full body scan or higher resolutions,
more then 1 GB. [3, Ch. 4]
A typical MRI examination results in a volume dataset with a resolution from 64x64 up to
320x320 with 12 bit per pixel [3, Tbl. 2.1]. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and
3Voxel is an acronym for volume element in the naming style of pixel.
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Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) techniques need to acquire multiple volume datasets for a single
examination. In case of fMRI, this can be up to 400 volumes per examination. [3, Ch. 4]
3.1.2 Basic visualization techniques
This section described the two fundamentally differing medical visualization techniques. Whereas
volume visualization is the direct rendering of the volume dataset into a 2D image, surface
visualization requires additional processing steps via geometrical objects to get a 2D image.
Figure 3.3. The principle of volume visualization: The volume cube introduced in Figure 3.2
is shown again with a low voxel resolution. Virtual rays traverse the volume, each directed from
one pixel of a virtual image plane (center) and result in a grayscale volume visualization on the
right (Created by MedVolViz [108]).
Volume visualization. Most display devices (e.g. standard displays) require a 2D image as
input. Volume data, in contrast, is a 3D array of values, which needs to be converted into a 2D
raster graphic to be displayable. This process, of directly mapping a complete set of volume data
to a raster graphic is called (direct) volume visualization. It is a mapping of all volume data
voxels to raster graphic pixels, without the usage of intermediate formats.
A very basic algorithm to create such a volume visualization is volume ray casting. In a simplified
version, ray casting works as illustrated by a virtual scenery in Figure 3.3. This virtual scenery
has a camera that is positioned in front of the volume dataset. In-between the camera and
the data is a virtual image plane, a raster with the resolution of the resulting image. For each
image plane pixel, a virtual ray is sent from the camera that traverses the whole volume. Each
ray accumulates every voxel value on its path, which results in a calculated single value for its
pixel. Transfer functions are used to select and change the representation of each voxel as the
ray traverses the volume, e.g. used to colorize or hide specific voxels. [113, Ch. 8]
Every modification of the scenery (e.g. zooming or rotating) requires a whole new volume ren-
dering. Alternative algorithms have been developed to render a volume with less hardware re-
quirements, e.g. shear-warp [119] and splatting [120].
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Surface visualization. A surface visualization is the direct rendering of geometric objects
(polygons) into 2D images. A 3D dataset of medical imaging, however, is initially only available
as voxels. Hence, this data needs to be transferred into polygonal data by applying manual,
semi-manual or automatic segmentation algorithms. The aim of the segmentation is to determine
compartment edges (e.g. of vessels and bones) in the volume dataset, on which the polygons are
created. Compartment edges are represented by a gradient of intensities over several neighboring
voxels (e.g. from skull to scalp). Multiple voxels along a compartment edge have the same or a
similar intensity, since they represent the same material. This intensity is called isovalue, which
could also be a value range instead of a single value. The combination of all isovalues along a
compartment edge creates a surface, which is called isosurfaces in correspondence to an isobar
and isoline in meteorological weather and geographic elevation maps, respectively. The resulting
surface data (polygons) can directly be rendered to a raster graphic or stored via intermediate
file formats, e.g. Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML), for a later rendering, potentially
on another computer. [113, Ch. 7]
A surface visualization, in contrast to the scalar value grid of a volume visualization, is based
on polygons that only represent about 10% of the data of a volume visualization. Furthermore,
the choice of the segmentation algorithm might influence the computational data interpretation,
which might cause different visualization images and, subsequently, misinterpretations of the
data. [121]
(a) A shaded surface display of the abdomen in a
two-color colorization.
(b) A virtual bronchoscopy with the view from the tra-
chea into the two primary bronchi.
Figure 3.4. Two surface visualization examples (Created by OsiriX [122]).
3.2 Display techniques with depth perception
Still the most common way to present visualization is by just presenting 2D raster graphics on a
2D display device, as for instance standard computer displays, projectors, handheld devices, and
even printouts. This is done independently of whether the visualization is a 2D line drawing or
a 3D volume rendering.
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A real-life scenery has, in contrast to such simple display devices, a depth that the human vision
system perceives via multiple cues, some of which can also be experienced in simple 2D images
(a monoscopic image). These depth cues are described on following example with a city street
scenery of cars and houses: A car usually has a known size, which helps to identify the relative
sizes of objects that are close by, as for example a house wall. Another car, which is covered
by the first, is clearly farther away from the viewer then the first (interposition). A strong light
source in the back that leads to long shadows in the front helps to give a cue of the distance
of the light and the distance of the car to the viewer. These and other cues are some of the
ones that exist in all monoscopic images, which are not solely bound to photographs but also
to medical visualization types. But if the viewer would have multiple 2D images of the same
3D scenery taken from different positions in the scenery, it would see all objects from different
positions and, thus, would get a much broader impression of the three-dimensional positioning of
all objects. Another way to get this impression is by moving through the scenery via monoscopic
images. Such a motion-parallax can be experienced while moving a virtual or real camera through
a virtual scenery or by manipulating (e.g. rotating, zooming) these objects in front of the camera.
[123, Chap. 11]
Stereoscopic images additionally allow for stereopsis (also called retinal disparity or stereo par-
allax [124]), which simultaneously provides the brain with two images of the same scenery from
a slightly different angle (based on distance between the human eyes). As in real-life vision, the
brain can use these images to calculate the depth of all objects and, thus, provide an intuitive
perception of depth. Not all existing depth cues are already served by currently popular stereo-
scopic systems, which therefore might still lead to personal discomfort while viewing stereoscopic
visualization [10]. Such cues are for example the ones that are based on eye muscle movements,
which are accommodation (the eye’s adaption to the distance) and convergence (the lateral and
nasal eye movement) [123, Chap. 11].
Two or more 2D images of the very same object have to be provided for a single stereoscopic
visualization. These images have to be created (e.g. rendered or taken by a camera) in one point
in time from a slightly different angle [125]. A specific stereoscopic content is often necessary
to be used on specific stereoscopic display devices, which is the format in which these images
are provided to the system. An overview of common stereoscopic systems and often supported
content types is therefore provided in Section 3.2.2. These devices have in common that they
provide a specific method to lead a left and right image to one or multiple user’s left and right
eyes, respectively. But they particularly differ in the way, they achieve this. The most basic
and existing principles are therefore described in Section 3.2.1. The list and description of these
techniques is not complete and is rather provided to give an overview of different techniques and
ideas.
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Figure 3.5. The illustrations shows two projectors on the top right, each projects one of the
two stereoscopic views through polarized filters on a projection screen. The left view (blue)
is projected using a linear horizontally aligned filter and the right view (yellow) using a linear
vertically aligned filter. The viewer can view the stereoscopy using a pair of polarized glasses.
3.2.1 Stereoscopic display principles
The following sections describe the three basic principles of providing a stereoscopic presentation:
passive, active, and auto stereoscopy. Each stereoscopic principle depends on some kind of display
device that simultaneously presents stereoscopic content with two or more images of the same
scenery. The two images that an user can see at one point in time are called left and right view for
the left and right eye perspective. If the system provides more than two views, these can e.g. be
viewed after head movements. The following sections provide an overview about the stereoscopic
principles by referencing common examples.
3.2.1.1 Passive stereoscopy
Passive stereoscopic methods are all methods that allow the viewer to experience the depth percep-
tion by using some type of utility, which does not require any electronic control or synchronization
with the display device. [126]
Polarization. The light’s property of electromagnetic waves allows for polarization by using
the fact that field vectors are always rectangular to the direction of the light’s distribution.
Therefore, light can be polarized linear (all field vectors are directed in one or the opposite
direction) or circular (all field vectors circulate left or right handed to the distribution direction).
[127, Chap. 10.2]
This can be used to provide stereoscopy by polarizing each image in a distinct way. A linear
polarization encodes the left and right view with light that has all field vectors aligned in a
horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. A circular polarization encodes the left and right
view with left and right handed circulating light, respectively. Stereoscopic setups utilize equal
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polarized filters on the projector and viewer side, which are distinct for each eye perspective [128].
A viewer can tilt its head without impairment in the case of circular polarization, but not in the
case of a linear polarization. Polarized glasses do not interfere the visible light spectrum and are
retaining the view’s correct colorization.
Spectral division. The visualization views can also be encoded into the visible spectrum of
the light. A long existing technique is anaglyph stereoscopy, which utilizes two views that are
encoded in one of two complementary colors superimposed in a single image. A typical color
combination with a good color representation is red-cyan4 [128, 129]. A viewer wears glasses
with colored lenses, the left and right lens are colored in correspondence to the colored views.
However, through to the color encoding, anaglyph images have the disadvantage of providing a
stereoscopic visualization with colors that are not equal to the original image colors. This principle
has the advantages of being perceivable on almost any display devices (including printouts) by
only requiring low cost glasses and, therefore, is widely available.
A similar variant with a better color experience is INFITEC (INteferenzFIlterTEChnik) [130].
This method divides the visible spectrum of the light into six spectral bands, with two bands for
each of the three colors red, green, and blue.
3.2.1.2 Active stereoscopy
Active stereoscopic methods require the viewer to use a special utility (e.g. shutter glasses), which
is synchronized with the display device. [126]
Shutter systems. Shutter systems require each viewer to wear glasses that are synchronized
with the display device. The left and the right view is shown on a single display device consec-
utively one after another, each for a very short time frame. The synchronization is necessary
to prevent the left eye from seeing the right view and vice versa. It is done by blackening the
opposing lens of the currently presented view (e.g. the left lens is transparent when displaying
the right view) [126]. The consecutive presentation of both views has to be done with a frequency
that is higher than used on standard displays (e.g. 120 Hz, 60 Hz for each view) to keep up the
impression of a movie and to avoid flickering.
3.2.1.3 Auto stereoscopy
Auto stereoscopic methods provide a stereoscopic perception without any additional tools on the
viewer side. A wide range of auto stereoscopic techniques already exist, but many are still in
development. [124]
4In the RGB color model, the left view is often encoded in the red channel and the right view in the green and
blue channels [129].
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Spatial multiplexing. Spatial multiplexing is the presentation of the whole stereoscopic con-
tent simultaneously, with all views being merged into a single image (pixel or sub-pixel wise). It
requires a special display that is usually based on standard high-resolution display panels, which
is overlaid with an additional optical component directly in front of the panel. This component
is responsible to lead the viewer’s eyes to the proper view’s pixels. Such systems can provide one
stereoscopic view (a left and a right view), but also multiple stereoscopic views as e.g. 5 or 8
[131]. Multi-view systems allow the viewer to see different stereoscopic views of the same scenery
during a head movement. [124]
Frequently used techniques are parallax-barrier and lenticular displays. The first for instance
utilizes opaque stripes that block the viewer’s eyes from seeing some pixels from specific viewing
positions [132]. The second uses half-cylindrical lenses to lead the view from specific viewing
positions to the according view pixels [133]. Integral displays are similar to lenticular displays,
but use a 2D array of small hemispheric lenses, instead of vertically aligned lenses [134]. They
allow the viewer to move the head not only to the left and right, but also up and down [135, 136].
Spatial multiplexing devices also exist in variations with head tracking [137] to provide specific
viewing zones that automatically adapt to one or multiple viewers. Other systems are described
that use some kind of display or projection technique in correlation with various types of mirrors
to lead the views to the viewer’s eyes [138].
All methods mentioned above have in common that they have optimal viewing zones in front
of the display and that the resolution of the underlying display is virtually reduced with more
views. In the case of the parallax-barrier and lenticular displays the resolution is only reduced
horizontally, but in the case of the integral display also vertically.
Volumetric. Volumetric systems provide an almost real-life representation of virtual objects,
which allows the viewer to walk around the device and view the object from all sides.
Swept volume displays require a moving display device and many single views from all around the
object that is to be presented. While the rendering of the views is complex but straightforward,
the presentation needs to be done by some mechanism that allows to present the views at the
right position, time, and angle in reality. "The key to this technique lies in interpreting the input
images as 2D slices of a 4D function – the light field" [139]. Such a presentation could e.g. be
done with a display panel mounted on a rotating plate [140] or by projecting the visualization on
a rotating projection surface [141, 142].
A static volume display is a technique that presents any visualization pixel statically at all times
at the right location. One example is the DepthCube, which is presented by Sullivan et al. [143].
It consists of a stack of 20 transparent liquid-crystal panels, each presenting a single volume slice.
An early stage development to display volumes statically is the usage of infrared lasers to create
plasma dots right in the air. Saito et al. [144] describe such a system that can create 1000 dots
per second in a 50x50x50 cm space. Hoshi et al. [145] describe such a system with colorization
that can even be "touched".
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Semi-volumetric. Modern handheld devices allow for a completely new way to explore data.
Such devices are small and have many built-in sensors that provide enough data to get it’s exact
spacial orientation. Subsequently they can be used as a movable window to a virtual dataset
in the real world. They do not necessarily provide stereoscopy, but still a depth perception via
motion-parallax. J. Francone et al. [146] describe for instance a system that constantly re-renders
a 3D scenery towards the viewers current viewpoint. This allows the viewer to see other sides
of the visualization after a head or device movement. A built-in front camera is used to get the
viewer’s position and distance to the device, which is then used to render the specific visualization.
Subsequently, the viewer can explore a virtual object with a tablet PC as if the tablet is a real
world representation of this object itself in the viewer’s hands.
3.2.2 Common visualization setups
The main principles of providing stereoscopic visualization were described in the previous Sec-
tion 3.2.1. This section has its emphasis on the technical setups that allow to use stereoscopic
visualization by utilizing these principles.
3.2.2.1 Standard monoscopic displays and projectors
Some stereoscopic principles can be used on standard 2D displays and projection screens. The
simplest and most easily deployable method is the usage of anaglyph stereoscopy (see Section
3.2.1.1), which can be displayed on almost any display type, including printouts. To allow the
best possible quality with fewest ghosting and other stereoscopic artifacts, the display is ideally
color calibrated. Each viewer does only require to wear glasses that correspond to the color
encoding of the anaglyph images. Such are of low cost and may even be already at hand, because
they are often shipped with magazines, books, and others. The number of possible viewers
depends on the display size and quality, but is not limited by the technique. Its image quality is
low, due to the color encoding.
Shutter systems can also be used on standard displays (see Section 3.2.1.2), because the left
and the right view is presented one after the other. However, these systems require additional
technical equipment for the synchronization between the computer and each pair of glasses. Such
is available as external hardware for standard displays [147] or included in stereoscopic displays.
Such systems are of relative low cost, as they are based on existing hardware. As previously, the
number of viewers and the quality depends on the display.
3.2.2.2 Stereoscopic displays
Various companies provide stereoscopic displays using passive, active, and auto stereoscopy. Es-
pecially active and passive stereoscopic displays are already widely available on the consumer
market, after the movie industry pushed stereoscopic movies in recent years. Some of the dis-
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plays present both views simultaneously at the same time (e.g. passive displays). This, however,
leads to a final horizontal resolution, that is divided into halves. The stereoscopic content that
is directly being presented on the display is e.g. half-wide side-by-side, half-high top-to-bottom,
interlaced or checkerboard. Such displays usually have a specific range in front of the display,
from where the visualization can be experienced best. Thus, the number of viewers is limited by
the space in front of the display and the number of available glasses.
Auto stereoscopic displays are also available on the market, but are compared to the passive and
active displays of higher cost. Auto stereoscopic systems also provide two views, but their full
capabilities can only be experienced with multi-view visualization. Multi-view systems, however,
are more complex in terms of creating, processing, especially transferring, and displaying the
content than in the case of the other two types. Auto stereoscopic displays usually can only be
viewed from specific viewing areas in front of the display, which limits the amount of viewers.
The visualization content that is directly presentable with depth perception on such a display is
a single multi-view image, with all images merged into one (often on the sub-pixel level).
3.2.2.3 Tiled displays
A matrix of multiple horizontally and/or vertically arranged displays is called a tiled display.
Simple variations of these are widely used at offices to span an increased desktop across two or
three displays or projectors. More complex systems were developed to display high-resolution
monoscopic visualization on up to 72 displays [148–150]. In contrast to a single projection screen
that might have the same horizontal and vertical dimensions, a tiled display accumulates the
resolution of each display. Tiled displays can be used to present visualization with a resolution
above 300 Megapixel [150, 151]. Such displays system are not only very expensive, they addition-
ally need a clustered computer to manage the high definition desktop metaphor and may need
additional processing power to calculate such a high resolution visualization [152].
Tiled displays are also build by using active, passive, and even auto stereoscopic displays. Sandin
et al. [153] describes e.g. a tiled autostereoscopic display with passive parallax barrier screen
tiles, which allows to view a stereoscopic visualization with a resolution of 11,200 x 6,000 pixel.
Febrettia et al. describe the CAVE2 [150], a passive tiled display with 36 Megapixel per eye,
which are about 98,000 x 55,000 pixels.
3.2.2.4 Special projection screens
Special projection screens can be used to provide various types of large scale stereoscopic visual-
izations. Such systems exist that are usable by single persons or small groups as for example the
CyberDome [154] or the ImmersaDesk [155].
A GeoWall [156] is a passive stereoscopic projection system with consumer grade hardware and
polarized filters (see Section 3.2.1.1). It is one of the cheapest possibilities to build-up a large
projection-based stereoscopic setup for a larger audience. It uses a polarization pertaining silver-
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screen and two aligned projectors. Each projector projects either the left or the right view, both
overlaid on top of each other on the screen. The similar principle is also used in many movie
theaters, however with improved technology [157]. Even auto stereoscopic projection systems
were described [158].
A Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) is a cube like room with stereoscopic projection
screens as walls [159]. Either rear or front polarization pertaining projection screens are used,
each is typically served by one or two projectors. Each viewer requires polarized glasses and
stays inside the cube to fully immerse into the visualization. There are many variants of CAVE
projection systems, that for instance do include all walls, the ceiling, and the floor (full CAVE) or
only include three screens around a corner. A CAVE also allows for improved immersive remote
collaboration types [160].
There are even systems that provide a similar environment as a full CAVE, but on a large
scale. The Allosphere [161] for instance is a large-scale sphere that combines large surrounding
stereoscopic visualizations together with a 3D sound system.
3.3 Remote sharing of interactive visualization in real-time
Sharing interactive visualization in real-time is the viewing and modifying of visualization jointly
by multiple participants at different locations for the specific time of a visualization session. It
is an extension of a pure local visualization usage and requires its sharing, with all of its state
changes between all participants. Thus, the most basic design principle of a remote collaborative
visualization system is the choice of where the visualization that is to be shared is to be rendered.
This may be done on a single central location (server side rendering) or on every client computer
(client side rendering).
Advantages and disadvantages of client- and server side rendering are described in Section 3.3.2.
This foundation is then used to describe the state of the art techniques that enable a shared
visualization in Section 3.3.3. The related work that is directly related to this thesis is described
in Section 3.3.3.2. A summary of it and a selection of additional prominent projects is presented
in Table 3.2.
This section starts with the description of basic network characteristics that are important for a
shared interactive visualization system in following subsection.
3.3.1 Network aspects of interactive systems
The network type, on which a remotely shared system is based, has a substantial influence on
the visualization performance (e.g. frame rate) and network load (e.g. bandwidth usage). In
general, following basic network aspects are to be considered for such a system: (1) the network
characteristics (connection-oriented/less, routing schema, latency, and bandwidth) and (2) the
network topology [162]. However, for an application that purely operates on a high level of the
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(a) Star topology (b) Mesh topology
Server node
Client nodes
Figure 3.6. Network topologies, well usable for collaborative shared systems.







Figure 3.7. Network schemes, well usable for collaborative shared systems.
Open Systems Interconnection Model (OSI) [163] as HTTP [89] in the case of this thesis, the
network characteristics between any two participants are mostly pre-defined, especially with an
ad-hoc usability in mind. To influence the network characteristics, an application needs to work
on a lower level protocol (e.g. TCP or IP) and/or requires special hardware adjustments or
resource reservations.
A characteristic with a high influence on the bandwidth usage of a collaborative system is the
routing schema (unicast or multicast), which describes the method that is used to traverse data
through the network. With unicast any data is sent multiple times in a separate transmission
for each participant (see Figure 3.7a). Thus, a data transfer to n computers requires a server
bandwidth of n-times the bandwidth of a single connection at the client side. Multicast is usually
used, whenever the data needs to be shared with a group of participants. In this case, only a
single set of the data is transferred for the longest common path and is divided into multiple
transmissions to be transferred over the last network hops to the specific recipients (see Figure
3.7b). Since the data is only sent once at the server side, it results in a high scalability with a
server bandwidth need of a single client connection. Multicast is especially useful for audio and
videoconferencing techniques that need to send a high amount of equal data to different recipients.
However, the usage of multicast networks depends on specific protocols or network adjustments
and is not usable ad-hoc with a standard unconstrained network, as e.g. the Internet.
The network topology describes the interconnection of the system nodes, which basically is the
network-related architecture. In a partial or full mesh topology, the data is transferred directly
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from one computer to one, multiple or all others, each via a separate connection (see Figure 3.6b).
A hierarchical or a star topology is used to transfer data via one or several central servers (see
Figure 3.6a). [164]
Another aspect that is not directly related to the network characteristics, but influences any
data transfer of client/server architectures using HTTP is the way the data transfer is initialized,
whether it is a push or a pull mechanism [164]. Using pull requires every client to initiate the
data transfer itself. In the case of using push the server decides when to transfer the data [165].
HTTP provides several techniques that allow to use push and pull, where push is often based on
pull, e.g. using long-lived HTTP connections. When comparing these, the push approach results
in a higher coherence and network performance [166].
3.3.2 Client and server side rendering
Another aspect that highly impacts on the performance and network load of such a system is the
choice between rendering the visualization on the client or server side.
As described in Section 3.2, almost any current display device is based on 2D display panels
or projection screens to display monoscopic (one image for one eye-perspective) and stereoscopic
visualization (two or more eye-perspective images). Subsequently, the final result of a visualization
creating process usually is a single or multiple 2D images. If these images are being presented
at the location where they are being rendered, it is called a local or client side rendering. Vice
versa, if the images are being presented at a remote location, it is called a remote or server side
rendering. In the case of remote rendering, the visualization needs to be transferred via a network
to a remote client computer, where it is then being displayed.
A natural but in terms of performance most determining functionality of interactive visualization
systems is the modification of the visualization, as for instance to rotate, clip, pan, and zoom it.
Any modification command results in a modified image that needs to be presented. In the case of
a local visualization, every newly rendered image is directly being displayed on the display device
via a fast connection in full quality. But in the case of a remote visualization, each modified
visualization needs to be updated to the remote computer via a disproportionally slower network
connection almost always in reduced quality after compression. For a real-time access to the
visualization, the user requires to view the modified visualization within a very short time frame
after the control command was given. This time should be as short and unrecognizable as possible,
which is usually within few milliseconds [7].
Both principles are illustrated in Figure 1.1 on page 5 with the data provisioning as central service.
The main advantages and disadvantages of client and server side rendering are summarized in
Table 3.1. The following paragraphs describe the problems and prospects acompanied with client
and server side rendering methods for sharing visualization with remote participants.
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Client side rendering. A client side rendering requires every client to have a local copy of
the base data and an application that handles the visualization rendering and synchronization
with all other clients. Each client eminently requires proper graphics hardware that is sufficient
to render the required visualization. If all participants need to work on identical visualization,
each control command (e.g. requests to modify the visualization and system configuration) needs
to be managed and synchronized.
The most apparent task of a client side visualization is the initial base data transfer to each client.
A fast 100 Mbps network connection allows to transfere a dataset of about 0.5 to 2 GB within
about 1 to 3 minutes. But it may take about 7 to 27 minutes on a slower but more commonly
available connection of 10 Mbps. Whereas a participant might wait 3 minutes in the first case,
an initial waiting time of 30 minutes is unfeasible.
A multi-user access control management is necessary to allow only one participant to modify the
visualization at any point in time. The synchronization of all clients is therefore unavoidable to
provide every participant with the exact same view. Technically, this could be solved generically




◦ Only control commands need to
be transferred on a continuous
basis
◦ The server does only have to
provide data and manage the
synchronization (in specific cases)
◦ A visualization session starts with
a possibly large and long-lasting
data transfer from the server to
the clients
◦ Every client needs adequate
graphics hardware
◦ The synchronization between




◦ The visualization session has no
time-consuming initialization
phase (e.g. base data transfer)
◦ The clients do not require special
hardware
◦ The data stays on the server
(more secure)
◦ State synchronization is less
complex (client to server)
◦ The resulting raster graphics have
to be transferred on a continuous
basis to each client as soon as
they are created; Therefore the
network traffic of the whole
visualization session is larger
◦ The delay between giving a
control command and seeing the
resulting visualization is larger
(depending on the longer
round-trip time to the
visualization renderer)
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on the level of the operating system by recording and distributing the mouse and keyboard
commands of the modifying participant to any other client. But in order to have more control
about the visualization, it could also be solved on the level of the specific visualization application,
by keeping track and distributing all visualization parameters (e.g. camera positions and filters).
On principle, the data transmission could be done with both, star and mesh topology. If restricted
to HTTP, however, any transmission needs to be done via the web server, which is a clear decision
for a star topology. The absence of such synchronization would allow every client to interact in
parallel on the same data, but different visualization views.
A real-time system requires the visualization algorithm to render the visualization result within
few milliseconds to provide the user with the desired frame rate. Whereas the transfer of the
control commands to the visualization application is negligibly short, the transfer to the remote
clients causes a delayed rendering at the remote client. However, the data that is to be transferred
is very small and, thus, a minor issue.
Transferring only the control commands to synchronize the visualization and not the visualization
itself results in a low network load and allows for high frame rates on according workstations. In
summary, a client side rendering has the main disadvantages of requiring a long lapse of time for
the initial data transfer and high-performing computers for each participant.
Server side rendering. A server side rendering requires the server to have the data and the
visualization application. The latter handles the rendering of the desired visualization and its
continuous transfers to every client. Every client only requires a lightweight application to con-
tinuously receive and present visualization images and to capture and send the control commands
to the server. As a consequence, only the server requires to have access to the base data, which
is a very basic kind of data security. The server requires to have proper graphics hardware to
render the desired visualization and the client only basic hardware.
Whereas client side rendering requires a long initial time to transfer the base data, a server side
rendering only needs about 8 to 80 ms to transfer each modified image with a size of 10 to 100 KB
on a slow 10 Mbps network. These file sizes allow for a theoretical frame rate of about 125 to
12.5 frames per second (fps).
The base data might initially be stored on a data server (e.g. a PACS) and therefore might
need to be transferred to the visualization server. However, both servers will likely have a static
location (e.g. the same data center) and, thus, likely have a much faster interconnect. In any
case, only the host of the visualization session (the participant who initiates it) in opposition to
any participant might need to wait for this initial data transfer.
Whereas the client side rendering almost only depends on a fast local rendering, the server side
rendering depends on a fast transfer of the control commands from and the visualization to the
client. Therefore, the time for a single visualization modification is a summation of the time
to transmit the command from the input device to the visualization application, the time to
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render the visualization, and the time to transmit the visualization to and display it at the
display device. By nature, the time to transfer the data from and the visualization to the display
device is much higher with a remote than a local visualization rendering. Real-time Interactive
visualization systems therefore highly depend on a fast transmission of control commands and
the subsequently modified visualization.
A server side rendering also requires the management of the currently controlling participant,
which is clearly done in the same network topology as the visualization transfer (star topology).
From using one visualization session with server side rendering follows that each client displays
the exact same visualization. A second server instance with a second visualization session would
have to be initialized, if one user needs to view a specific visualization asynchronous to the other
clients.
3.3.3 State of the art of shared visualization techniques
This section describes the state-of-the art of techniques and projects usable and used for shared
visualization. Due to the specific research hypothesis, the server side techniques are described in
greater detail. A recent review of such work is also provided by Mouton et al. [55].
3.3.3.1 Client side rendering techniques
Until recently, all existing research projects that use client side 3D rendering were about the pro-
vision of special software that runs natively on the operating system or as added software within
a web browser. Some of these systems were limited to specific web browsers. Tongleamnak et
al. [167] for instance describes the distribution of ActiveX controls to render volume visualiza-
tion at the client side, using an Internet Explorer. Also web browser extensions of standard web
browsers were provided for such collaborations, e.g. the provision of custom sidebars to the Inter-
net Explorer to list objects used for a collaborative annotation [168]. An often used framework is
Java [169], which takes advantage of having an interpreter that is available on many platforms.
Gerth et al. [170] for instance describe a Java web start application that is launchable via a
web browser and can be used to show 3D body models with gene expression patterns. Java also
supports 3D renderings via Java3D [171], which can directly being used within web browser Java
plugins [172]. More general visualization plugins are used to load and render intermediate file
formats, like VRML and Extensible 3D (X3D) files [37, 173]. In this respect, VRML is a very of-
ten used file format for medical visualization as for instance for remote image segmentation [174],
exploring anatomical models [175], and many more [176–181]. Melzer et al. described a system
that provides X3D files of medical data that is interactively viewable via plugins on a big variety
of clients [182]. Such X3D visualization can also be combined with interactive data acquisition
from the server [183].
With the recent introduction and broader support of HTML 5, there are now technologies to
present 3D visualization with pure web browsers to the user. Interactive 3D visualization can be
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rendered within a web browser by using WebGL, which allows to utilize 3D graphics hardware
with OpenGL commands by just using JavaScript and the HTML 5 canvas element [184]. WebGL
can directly be used for an interactive rendering. Congote et al. [185] implemented for instance a
ray casting algorithm in WebGL to provide interactive and locally rendered volume visualization
within the web browser. WebGL can also be used to render X3D files without the use of plugins.
Such is e.g. demonstrated by Birr et al. [33], who presents a surgical teaching application that
renders anatomical surface visualization. It stores data as X3D file, which is loaded and rendered
with the X3DOM framework [186], a JavaScript library that allows the rendering of X3D and
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) files via WebGL.
3.3.3.2 Server side rendering techniques
Various techniques can be used to distribute interactive visualization rendered on a central vi-
sualization server to multiple clients. The basically differing approaches are to transfer multiple
distinct images consecutively one after another by using image compression standards and to
transfer video streams compressed by a video codec with inter frame compression. The related
work of each technique is introduced by describing the systems that deploy native applications,
which were typically introduced earlier and are capable of providing the most advanced func-
tionality in a rather unrestricted way. Such projects describe applications that transfer the
visualization via any approach, with single images compressed via JPEG [104, 105], JPEG2000
[187] or Portable Network Graphics (PNG) or with video codecs compressed via MPEG or H.264
[188, 189]. Projects that describe remote visualization approaches via web browser added software
and pure web browsers are presented afterwards.
Table 3.2 presents an overview of the direct related work and a selection of additional prominent
projects, each is graded by its support of the research requirements (see Section 1.4).
Video streaming. Videoconferencing systems were developed to take a video from a video
camera, encode it via a video codec and stream it to remote locations. Video codecs, e.g. H.264
[190] and H.265 [191], utilize similarities in the same and succeeding images with intra and inter
frame compression to reduce the size of the resulting video stream or file [192].
Standard videoconferencing systems (e.g. H.323 supporting systems [193]) are often used for
participant-to-participant conferences in an unicast network topology. More efficient and better
performing videoconferencing systems are used for group-to-group conferences in a multicast net-
work topology, e.g. EVO [194] and Access Grid [110]. Videoconferencing systems of each category
usually provide the functionality to stream a participant’s desktop metaphor, e.g. including a
visualization application.
Access Grid was initiated by the Argonne National Laboratories (ANL) in 1994 and developed
closely together with the Globus Toolkit architecture [195]. In the first place, it is a collaborative
room based group-to-group conferencing software, but it additionally provides an infrastructure of
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videoconferencing rooms (in May 2013: 326 nodes in 32 countries of the world), and at last it also
is an access point to Grid middleware [195]. Access Grid is based on the multicast tools vic and
rat [196, 197] and provides extensive functionalities in order to interconnect many different groups
of people. It was and is being used between scientific project partners and for education [36], but
also for other purposes as for instance during the SARS outbreak in Taiwan [198].
The streaming of stereoscopic video content can be realized by using the straight forward way
of compressing a side-by-side or top-to-bottom video. More sophisticated codecs, as e.g. the
H.264/MVC (Multiview Video Coding) [199], compress stereoscopic video with inter frame and
inter view compression. The latter utilizes similarities of two or more related views. Two-view
(stereoscopic) [192, 200, 201] and multi-view compression [202] are already introduced in several
projects.
Special remote visualization applications can be used to interconnect standard computer up to
high-end display systems. The access to monoscopic visualization via special software clients and
devices is shown by many projects [204–206]. An example that generically extends visualization
applications is described by Lamberti et al. [207], which parses the visualization application’s
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and provides it in a reconfigurable version for the remote client.
Special high-end video streaming applications and network reservations can be used to transfer
high-resolution monoscopic visualization of up to "12,800 x 4,800 pixels or an astonishing 61.44
Megapixels per frame" [208] over hugh distances, as shown on conferences [208–210]. Also stereo-
scopic displays can be used with remote visualization as described for an auto stereoscopic setup
by Christodoulou et al. [211]. In this case, however, the stereoscopic views are transferred sep-
arately to the client, where they are then transformed to the specific auto stereoscopic content.
Kurillo et al. [212] described the remote interconnect of CAVEs by using special applications and
video streaming.
Special medical video streaming solutions are for instance being used in operating theaters to
record sessions of endoscopic procedures [213–215] in order to stream them to a remote audience
for educational use [216, 217]. Also stereoscopic videos of invasive procedures were already used
for surgical education [218, 219].
The streaming of video is also being widely used on web browsers, as for instance on news
sites, video clip sharing sites or commercial movie streaming services. Most commercial video
streaming provider use added software to provide their content, but common video clip sharing
sites increased the support of HTML 5 video considerably from 10% in 2010 to over 60% in 2011
[220], which likely will further increase. HTML 5 video streaming is a rather new alternative,
defined by the W3C that does not require any added software [85], which by now is supported
by most web browsers. However, the specific video container and codec was not defined by the
HTML 5 specification, which results in a variety of supported formats by different web browsers.
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Table 3.2. Overview of related work. This table includes the work that is directly related to
this thesis (as defined by the literature analysis in Section 2.1) and other prominent examples.
Each is graded by its support of any aspect of the requirements (defined in Section 1.4) into three




















Generic and scientific visualization tools
1998 Richardson
(VNC) [95]
Yes Yes Partly Yes No Partly
2003 Bethel
(VisPortal) [78]
Partly No No No No No
2005 Ichimura [57] Partly Yes Yes Yes No No
2007 Zhao [56] Partly Yes Yes Yes No No
2008 Zhu [54] No Yes Yes No No No
2008 Mc Lane [61–63] Partly Yes Yes Yes No No
2009 Johnson
(Envision) [69]
Yes Yes Partly Yes No Partly
2010 Gedda
(Guacamole) [58]
Yes No Yes Yes No No
2010 Zhou [64] Yes No Yes Yes No No
2011 Wessels [60] Partly No Yes No No No
2011 Jourdain
(ParaViewWeb) [59]
Yes Yes Yes No No Partly
2011 Truong
(Screenleap) [96]
Partly Yes Yes Yes No Partly
2012 Śniegowski
(Vitrall) [65]
Yes Yes Yes No Partly No
Tools used for medical visualization
2002 TPM [203] No Yes Yes No No No
2002 Temkin [32] No No No No Partly No
2006 Parvati [35] No Yes No No Partly No
2007 Silverstein [36] Yes Yes No No Partly No
2008 O’Byrne [26] Partly No Partly No No No
2009 Petersson [30] No No Partly No No No
2011 Suwelack [66] Yes No Partly No No Yes
There are some web browsers that only support the freely available video codecs Theora and/or
WebM, while others only support H.264 [221]. HTTP live streaming [222] is an alternative that
was developed to better integrate video streaming with web-based applications. It provides an
environment to store a video on a web-accessible directory of a standard HTTP server by splitting
the video file into multiple parts that are combined via a playlist file.
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Video streaming is used for web-based learning systems via the provision of pre-recorded video
and visualization [23]. Wiecha et al. [24] for instance described a web-based course system that
provides pre-recorded video files and other materials for self-study. Another technique to provide
video-like but interactive visualization is a Quicktime VR movie. This is a special format that
stores multiple images of all around a 3D object, which is then explorable on the web browser
client using a Quicktime plugin [29]. There are also medical system that utilize plugins to stream
volume visualization as e.g. by using Silverlight [66].
Single image transfer. A computer-generated visualization does not change, if the scenery
does not change. This stays in contrast with a video recorded by a video camera, which always
leads to a different image on the pixel/colorization level, e.g. due to little movements of the
objects. A visualization that is merely modified on an irregular basis can therefore also be trans-
ferred as single intra frame compressed images.
In current medical environments, standard non-interactive 2D images are mainly retrieved and
transferred by using DICOM and Health Level Seven (HL7) standards. These standards can for
instance be used with the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) workflow integration pro-
file Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing (XDS) [223] to allow an interoperable document transfer.
A newer addition to these standards is the Web Access to DICOM Persistent Objects (WADO),
which is part of DICOM and can be used to access DICOM images on a server by using an HTTP
REST style interface [224]. WADO also allows to convert a requested image to JPEG prior to it’s
transfer to be directly displayed via the web browser. It further allows to request image parts to
minimize the necessary bandwidth usage, if a specific point of interest is known. Noumeir et al.
[187, 225] showed the interconnection of XDS, WADO, and JPIP to access 2D DICOM images
using interactive JPEG. This system allows the user to zoom and pan the visualization on the
2D layer. There are other medical systems that provide interactive viewers for DICOM images
that can be integrated into web-based clients, e.g. of a PACS or HIS [226]. A possible scenario
with these techniques is the viewing of volume data as single cross-sectional 2D images with [227]
and without web browser added software [226, 228]. In the latter case, the viewers provide only
very basic functionality.
Exceptionally large image files, which are too big in file size and resolution to be transferred and
displayed as a whole, can be viewed with different resolution and zoom levels by using special
applications and pure web browsers. Such is for example of interest in digital microscopic imag-
ing, as demonstrated for parasitology [229] and pathology [230, 231]. Both are presenting large
images via pure web-based image viewers, which enable the presentation of multi-layered images
and different resolutions.
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Interactive 3D visualization requires a faster interactive image-reloading functionality than it is
provided and required by the previously described techniques for 2D image transfers.
The most often used application type that allows to access GUI applications on remote computer
systems likely are general screen sharing applications. A popular example is Virtual Network
Computing (VNC), which was introduced in 1998 and allows for an interactive usage of a remote
desktop metaphor [95]. It constantly captures the desktop metaphor and transfers the changed
image data to the client. Further improvements have been made to use remote 3D graphics hard-
ware with VNC [232, 233]. VNC supports different kinds of reducing the data transfer, as e.g.
sending only updated parts of the screen and having special window managers at the client that
even prevent the transfer of pixel data from the server. VNC clients are developed for various
systems, which also includes Java web browser plugins [72, 76, 234]. Large data centers have used
such VNC plugins to make high-performing visualization accessible via web browsers [69, 71].
Alternative systems with a similar principle have been developed by various companies, which
are also being used for research [73, 235, 236].
Many special applications have been described that utilize single image transfers for remote in-
teractive visualization, based on web browser added software [77, 83]. Most often, they are built
on top of Java [70, 74, 75, 79–82, 84], but also utilize other techniques, e.g. Silverlight [60]. Albu
et al. [237] and Vazhkudai et. al [67] for example describe systems with Java-based clients for
Computer-aided Design (CAD)-based liver cancer analysis and neutron scattering experiments,
respectively.
Compared to the literature of interactive visualization systems that use web browser added soft-
ware, the pure web browser based solution is rare (see comparison in Table 3.2). Whereas the
previous paragraphs only provide examples of technique usages, the following paragraphs provide
a full overview of the pure web-based systems as defined by the literature analysis.
The TelePresence Microscopy Collaboratoration (TPM) [203, 238, 239] is a project that allows
to monitor remote resources (e.g. machinery) using remote web cameras via pure web browsers.
It is for example being used to provide remote monitoring for earthquake researchers of the
NEESgrid [240]. The system provides the functionality to modify the camera’s point of view
(tilt, pan, and zoom) from remote. The TPM cameras use a very simple but effective technique
that pushes single images in a multipart HTML message to the client. This technique is called
motion JPEG (mJPEG) and is most widely used for web cameras and, thus, supported by many
web browsers.
A very early remote visualization system was demonstrated by Bethel et al. [78], who describe
the VisPortal, a Grid-computing based rendering system that provides multiple renderings of a
single dataset based on a pure web browser as client. This system, however, did not provide
real-time interactive visualization, but rather allowed to render the visualization multiple times
at once, which was afterwards downloadable as video files. Bohne-Lang et al. [241] described
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one of the first systems that allowed for interactive visualization on a pure web browser via
continuously pulling single images, which however is not optimized for a real-time usage. Similar
applications with no real-time interactive functionality (low frame rate) have been developed for
medical volume visualization [242] and other scientific visualization fields [54].
Pure web-based systems were also already being demonstrated to be usable for general screen
sharing applications. Ichimura et al. [57] describe a very scalable system for remote education,
which however can not be controlled from remote. It screen scrapes the desktop metaphor of
the lecturer with the resulting images being stored as tiled images on a web server, from where
the clients download the images after polling. Guacamole [58] is a special server application
that is a combination of a web server and a VNC client which is accessible from HTML 5 web
browsers. The system uses a pulling mechanism to fetch full Base64 encoded images. Base64
images, however, are about 30% larger than its binary counterpart. Screenleap.com [96] is freely
usable service that allows to share the local desktop metaphor via a Java applet with remote
participants. In contrast to the server, the remote participants just require a pure web browser,
but do not have interactive control of the desktop.
Web services have also been used to provide interactive visualization as a service. Zhao et al. [56]
describe a system that generically integrates visualization applications and can be used on a pure
web browser. However, they also describe an image delivery delay of more than 500 ms per
image, which is not highly interactive. A web service based framework is also used by Mc Lane
and Greensy et al. [61–63]. It runs on various web browsers and transfers Base64-encoded JPEG
images. However, the latency of 1 second and 500 ms (in a later version) for a single image results
in a low interactivity [64]. Jourdain et al. [59] describe ParaViewWeb, a web-based access point
to the ParaView rendering service that provides interactive visualization in real-time. Besides a
Java and Flash applet, ParaViewWeb also provides a pure JavaScript-based client interface that
uses long-polling to inform clients about a newly modified image, which then is instantaneously
loaded as a binary image. Its web server utilizes web service interfaces to connect to the rendering
service, where the rendered visualization is statically compressed with a JPEG quality of 50 in
order to decrease the image delivery time. Wessels et al. [60] suggest to use web sockets to
transfer a server side rendered visualization, by pushing an image as soon as available. They also
describe the necessity of using Base64 encoding to transfer visualization via WebSockets. One
of the most recent tools that allows for a pure web based remote visualization is Vitrall [65]. It
provides remote and collaborative access to visualization, mainly surface visualization rendered
with OpenSceneGraph [243]. Vitrall was also already being used with a remote access to a single
stereoscopic content.
3.3.3.3 Mixed rendering on client and server
Some projects aim to combine the best properties of client and server side rendering, by sending
as less data as possible and/or by processing as much of the performance intensive tasks at the
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server to keep the requirements on the client low. However, most of these systems currently
require special software deployments.
One method to do this is to reduce the data size by subsampling it for the specific client sys-
tem [244]. Engel et al. [245] shows for instance a shared visualization system that emphasizes
this aspect by reducing the data on the server side. It cuts and converts the initial DICOM files
into VRML textures, which are then renderable with much lower computer power on the client.
The usage of surface visualization based on volume visualization is also a type of mixed rendering,
where the computation intensive part, the procession of the volume data to geometrical objects
(see Section 3.1.2) can be done on the server. The resulting objects can be stored in an intermedi-
ate file format (e.g. X3D) to be transferred and rendered on the client. The surface visualization
is usually based on only about 10% of the volume data and, thus, requires less transfer time and
performance than the volume visualization [121].
Turner et al. [246] describe a client-server architecture, which provides an instantaneous access to
a remote volume rendering, but in background also transfers the dataset to the client. This setup
allows for an instantaneous useable server-based visualization and a fast client side visualization,
after the base data is available. Another example solution is to utilize the compute performance of
any client and server by dividing the workload as for instance described by Grimstead et al. [68].
They describe a parallel rendering system that renders on the client, if enough graphics power
exists, but utilizes remote server side rendering, otherwise.
3.3.3.4 Utilization of compute infrastructures
Many projects have been using grid- and cloud computing infrastructures for various tasks, e.g.
with the focus on compute and/or data management [195, 247]. Both infrastructure types provide
the user with the capability of using remote storage, CPUs, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs),
and General-purpose Computing on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU).
Projects in the medical environment also utilized such infrastructures for various image related use
cases. Grid computing can for instance be used for server discovery [248], image retrieval [38, 248],
and analysis [39]. It was also demonstrated that these infrastructures can be used for distributed
visualization and remote rendering [41, 249, 250]. The main problem of such infrastructures is
to simplify the initialization of and access to the visualization session. Such resource reservation
systems have often been solved via web-based systems. The subsequent interactive visualization
usage, however, is mostly provided by special applications, e.g. VNC-like applications [251]. But
in the case of Paraview [252, 253], it can be seen that this paradigm is changing. Paraview is
a powerful visualization system that allows to utilize remote visualization resources with local
native client applications. As described earlier, Paraview was recently also being extended by a
client that is usable on pure web browsers.
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using web browsers
The related work projects and applications described in the previous sections utilize different
techniques to transfer data from and to pure web browsers. This chapter describes the evaluation
of these techniques in order to find a single technique selection for the proof of concept conduction.
Section 4.1 is about the transfer of images from the server to the client and Section 4.2 is about
the transfer of control commands as single events from the clients to the server.
4.1 Visualization transfer
The evaluation of the visualization transfer techniques is based on rapid prototypes, which are
described in Section 2.2.1. The results are summarized in Table 4.1 with an overall grading in
the right-most column. Two of the techniques resulted in a similar grading and where further
evaluation in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.1 Prototype observations and evaluation
Prototype 1: HTML5 video steaming. HTML 5 video is an increasingly often used
method to stream video and audio content to pure web browsers and will likely be the future
direction of streaming video to web browsers. However, any test to load a real-time generated
HTML 5 video stream on a pure web browser resulted in a delayed client side presentation of
more than one second. The server side test system (VLC) was extensively adjusted by modifying
most parameters in order to optimize the encoding and transfer, which, however, did not result
in a faster presentation. It was therefore assumed that the delay is caused by a buffering delay
added by the web browser.
This observation was later verified by the work from Metzger et al., who state that "the time
scale on which streaming applications buffer content lies in the range of seconds" [254]. They
conducted detailed tests about HTML 5 video streaming and show that the delay of a client side
video playback increases after network delays occurred. This behavior can be explained by the
HTML 5 video specification [85], which recommends a video playback algorithm for web browsers
that only starts the playback "when it can be ensured that the video can be played without
interruption" [254]. The HTML 5 specification currently has no option to control this behavior.
This means that a short transmission delay that might even occur on a very fast connection may
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already result in a buffer increase. Such a buffering behavior is very useful for the continuous
presentation of video content without the need of a user intervention. But it follows that it can
not be assumed that a web browser continuously presents video frames with low delay and, thus,
it currently prevents the usage for a real-time interactive visualization system.
Table 4.1. Comparison of visualization transfer techniques (rows) by the criteria defined in
Table 2.1 (columns). Each cell shows the summarized main arguments and a grading of 1 (bad
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4 Evaluation of data transmission techniques using web browsers
Another disadvantage of HTML 5 streaming is the codec support of the web browsers. No single
supported video codec exists that is supported on any browser [221]. Thus, it would be necessary
to provide specific streaming methods for different web browsers.
Prototype 2: Pulling JPEG (pJPEG). Pulling single images from the client side is a very
straightforward method to transfer the visualization, because it is the default technique to load
images of web sites. It results in a fluent frame rate with a subjective low delay on the client
side. On the contrary, it requires a communication overhead between the client and the server,
because any new image needs to be request separately via a new connection.
Prototype 3: Pushing Base64 images. The continuous pushing of Base64-encoded images
resulted in a subjective fluent playback. Testing it on a single computer did not result in a
noticeable longer delay than the pJPEG image approach. But Base64 image files are on average
33% larger than its binary version [255], which results theoretically in either a lower frame rate or
a higher network load factor. Transferring Base64-encoded images seems therefore less performant
than the continuous pulling of single JPEG files.
Prototype 4: Pushing motion JPEG (mJPEG). Pushing mJPEG provided a fluent
sequence of images on the client with a subjective very fluent playback. In contrast to the other
single image transfer techniques, it utilizes a single persistent connection to transfer all images
binary. Each new image is just pushed to the client via the opened connection. Therefore, it does
not have the additional communication overhead of prototype 2 and 3 of continuously establishing
new connections and/or larger file sizes.
4.1.2 Motion JPEG vs. pulling JPEG
Whereas pulling JPEG (pJPEG) requires a separate establishment of a network connection for
each image, motion JPEG (mJPEG) only requires a single connection establishment in the begin-
ning of a visualization session. Due to this architectural difference, each technique’s performance
capabilities can be easily compared analytically. In a setup with
tinit = time (in milliseconds) required to initialize a new HTTP connection
and the time (in milliseconds) to transfer an image with a file size s (in MB) on a network with












and pJPEG a frame rate of
fpspJPEG =
1000
timg(s, b) + tinit
.
The comparison of control event transfer techniques in Section 4.2 provides a good reference value
for tinit with 20 ms (the overhead of REST compared to WebSockets). This is true, because both
of REST and pJPEG utilize HTTP GET to load data and both of WebSockets and mJPEG
utilize a persistent connection for any transfer. Thus, with the additional tinit = 20ms, pJPEG
always results in a lower frame rate than mJPEG. Figure 4.1 illustrates the frame rates of pJPEG
(red) and mJPEG (blue) based on these equations with a file size between 1 and 100 KByte on a
3 Mbps (dashed line) and 10 Mbps (solid line) connection. It shows that the difference between
mJPEG and pJPEG gets less important with larger files, because of the steady decrease of the
tinit/timg ratio. But it also shows that there is a large performance difference when using low
image file sizes.
4.1.3 Image format choice
Transferring single images to pure web browsers requires the web browsers to support the image
format. Currently, the most widely supported image formats on web browsers are PNG [256] and
the JPEG file interchange format (JIF) [257]. JPEG is a lossy image standard (which also exists
motion JPEG on 10 Mbps
pulling JPEG on 10 Mbps
motion JPEG on 3 Mbps
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Figure 4.1. Frame rate comparison of mJPEG and pJPEG.
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in a lossless compression version), which means that an image differs on the pixel level after a
single compression and decompression cycle, even with the highest possible image quality of 100.
In return, JPEG provides a good overall image quality with a compression ratio of more than
10:1 and is optimized for smooth transitions, as they usually appear in medical visualizations.
In contrast, PNG is a lossless image compression standard, optimized for hard transitions as
e.g. line drawings [258]. A more efficient image compression format is JPEG2000 [259], which
uses wavelet compression in contrast to the discrete cosine transformation of JPEG, resulting in
a better compression ratio [260]. Unfortunately there is almost no web browser available that
supports JPEG2000 by default. The same is valid for other newer formats as WebP [261] or
H.264 intra frame compression [262].
4.2 Event transfer
There are fewer techniques that allow a data transfer from the client to the server than vice versa.
Typical techniques are HTTP GET and POST [89], which both are HTTP requests that can be
utilized via a separate short lasting connection for each data transfer (e.g. via a REST-style
interface). Whereas, browser plugins were developed to circumvent this issue by providing long
lasting connections, only WebSockets [263], a rather new technology, allows for a similar transfer
without added software.
Both, REST and WebSockets, where tested as described in Section 2.2. The results of their com-
parison are presented in Table 4.2. It shows that each technique requires an almost equal transfer
time on the different tested networks, with an exception on the very slow 1 Mbps connection.
Thus, it seems that the available bandwidth is of minor importance to transfer control events of
very small size. But, whereas the REST-style interface requires on average 46 ms for each control
event, WebSockets only requires about 25 ms. Thus, WebSockets are on average 21 ms faster,
which results in a faster average event transfer rate of 35 events per second (eps), which are 16
events more compared to the 19 eps of the REST-style interface.
Table 4.2. Test results of using REST and WebSockets to transfer control commands on different
network conditions. Presented is the average time to transfer a single event (time in ms) and the
average event rate (rate in events per second).
1 Mbps 3 Mbps 90 Mbps Average
time rate time rate time rate time rate
REST 51.3 18 44.2 20 43.0 21 46.2 19
WebSockets 34.9 26 21.0 43 20.5 38 25.5 35
Difference 16.4 8 23.2 23 22.5 17 20.7 16
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Table 4.3. Comparison of event transfer techniques (rows) by the criteria (columns) defined in
Table 2.1. Each cell shows the summarized arguments and a grading of 1 (bad support) to 3
















































The possible techniques that are evaluated in this chapter were also discussed with two collab-
orating working groups, who had similar aims of high-performing remote visualization and/or a
simpler access to it.
The first working group1 had extensive knowledge with remote visualization [188, 195, 242, 264].
They told us about the problems and solutions they already experienced and linked us to new
projects and thoughts. A key point of the discussion was that they already developed a system
for a pure web-based remote access that utilized pJPEG [242]. This system, however, resulted
in a slow visualization update on the client side. Therefore, they also suggested the usage of
mJPEG to provide a faster transfer.
The other collaborator2 was already using mJPEG to stream the video of webcams in the TPM
(see Section 3.3.3.2). This system was used to stream video in various projects. The most
interesting approach, however was the usage in a hospital, which is the same environment as
CoWebViz was intended for.
4.4 Discussion
HTML 5 video streaming would be the most desired solution, due to its best performance. How-
ever, it is currently be excluded, because it can not be assured that the visualization is instanta-
neously transferred and presented on the web browser client.
1Personal communication with Joseph Insley, Eric Olson and Tom Uram, Futures Laboratory, Argonne National
Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA.
2Personal communication with Nestor J. Zaluzec, Electron Microscopy Center, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, IL, USA.
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The two best graded techniques are pulling JPEG (pJPEG) and pushing motion JPEG (mJPEG).
Both provide a feasible approach to transfer visualization to a web browser. The main disad-
vantage of the first is that it requires a separate request/connection for each image, but on the
contrary is capable of providing visualization on the widest range of web browsers. mJPEG’s
advantage is the lower transfer overhead for a fast image transfer, but is not supported on all web
browsers. Since mJPEG seamed to be the most efficient of the tested techniques, it was chosen to
be used for the proof of concept prototype. This decision was further promoted by the personal
discussion with collaborating working groups (see previous Section 4.3).
The selection of a control command transfer technique was straight forward, since this evaluation
was done after the prototype conduction already started. The first implementation only supported
the REST-style interface, and WebSockets were additionally implemented after this evaluation.
The tests show that both techniques are feasible in terms of transfer rate. Due to the possibly
higher event rate of WebSockets, it is more preferable than the REST-style interface.
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web-based visualization
The previous section describes the evaluation of possible techniques to transfer visualization
and command control events to and from web browsers, which resulted in a preferred technique
selection for each type. This technique selection was the foundation of a more sophisticated
prototype developed for the proof of concept conduction, which is called Collaborative Web-
based Visualization (CoWebViz). It was developed to fulfill all research requirements defined
in Section 1.4 by utilizing a pure web browser as client system for collaborations with remote,
interactive, and stereoscopic volume visualization. The primary goal of this prototype was to
ease the deployment and conduction of the virtual anatomy class (see Section 2.3.2.2). The
prototype usage experience in the class is described in Chapter 6 and detailed performance tests
in Chapter 7.
This chapter describes the system design and necessary functionality of the prototype, which was
partially already published in [51, 265, 266]. The development and test environment is described
in Section 2.3.2.1. The final prototype is CoWebViz 0.2 and includes the entire functionality
that is described in this chapter. CoWebViz 0.1 is a subset of CoWebViz 0.2, which was already
capable to access monoscopic and two-view stereoscopic visualization from remote, but did not
have the current visualization and event transfer optimizations nor the parallel architecture that
are described in Section 5.2 and 5.3. The image transfer of CoWebViz 0.1 was done via a fixed
quality and resolution as described in configuration A of Section 7.1.1.
5.1 System design
The anatomy class relied on MedVolViz to create interactive medical volume visualization (see
Section 2.3.2.1). Thus, CoWebViz required to meet all requirements necessary to be used with
MedVolViz in the first place. But on the same time it also required to be generically usable with
other applications to meet future changes of MedVolViz or the class. The system was therefore
designed to incorporate visualization of an external base application (see Section 5.1.1) and to
provide a server side HTTP interface (see Section 5.1.3) that is easily accessible by a web browser.
This basic principle makes CoWebViz to a web-based front-end for potentially every visualization
application.
CoWebViz is developed as multi-threaded application in C++ with an architecture that shall
provide the greatest possible freedom of use, by providing interchangeable modules. The appli-
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Figure 5.1. This data flow diagram shows CoWebViz’s system architecture on the left side and
its web browser client instances on the right. The top part shows the event transfer and the
bottom the visualization transfer chains. In contrast to the light blue part, the dark blue part of
the architecture is new, compared to the related work.
cation fulfills two basic tasks, the visualization transfer from the server to the client and, vice
versa, the transfer of control commands as single events from the client to the server. Both tasks
are implemented as following separate process chains [265]:
Visualization transfer chain: This chain directs from the the server to the client. It is attached
to a base visualization application, from where it continuously takes rendered visualization
images, forwards them to an HTTP interface that provides functionality to send the im-
ages to any currently connected client. After receiving a new image the client displays it
instantaneously.
Event transfer chain: This chain directs from the client to the server. It captures mouse and
keyboard events at the client, transfers them to the server side HTTP interface, where they
are being processed and transferred to the base application.
Each chain consists of several modules that fulfill different subtasks, which are illustrated for
the event and visualization transfer chain on the top and bottom part of the Figure 5.1, re-
spectively. Each module is represented by a virtual class, which is an implementation blueprint
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for various specific implementations that provide the same class methods. Thus, modules are
exchangeable with other implementations in order to provide an architecture with customizable
and interchangeable functionality. Each module runs in a separate thread, which are connected
via shared memory.
Due to its objective, the system requires modules for data input, data output and intermediate
processing, which are called input, output, and process channel, respectively. An input channel
takes data from a system-external source, processes it, and puts it to a shared memory. An
output channel takes data from a shared memory and provides the data via an interface to an
external application. Process channels take data from a shared memory and put the processed
data back to another shared memory. The consumer/producer pattern is used for the shared
memory implementations.
The modular architecture enables the parallel execution of multiple modules of the same and
different types. The parallel execution of a single module or a whole chain of modules is for
instance necessary to handle multi-view stereoscopic formats (e.g. one for each, the left and right
eye view). Multiple modules of the same type are for instance necessary to provide two parallel
visualization output channels, e.g. to simultaneously stream images to a web browser and to
record them to a file.
The whole network communication between the application and the web browsers is realized by
HTTP interfaces (REST, multipart/x-mixed-replace, WebSockets) on a single integrated HTTP
server, which only requires a single network port.
All currently implemented modules (introduced in Figure 5.1) are described in the following
subsections.
5.1.1 Integration of visualization applications
Visualization input channels are designated to take visualization from external sources into
CoWebViz, where it is converted into an internal uncompressed RGB image format.
The InputX11 module provides functionality to screen scrape visualization from a single base
visualization application that runs on X11. It connects to the specified application and automat-
ically recognizes its GUI window size, which is then screen scraped from the desktop metaphor
via a shared memory with the X11 server. Thus, any X11 application can be used as a CoWebViz
base application. Many scientific visualization applications just provide a visualization window
with no GUI (e.g. MedVolViz). But other applications provide extensive GUIs, which can be
handled in two ways, either by screen scraping the whole application window or only the part of
the window that contains the visualization, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The latter case, would
prevent a client user to directly access the GUI-elements and would therefore require the addition
of a specific client interface that makes the hidden functionality available (e.g. similar to the client
GUI shown in Section 5.6). A sophisticated example is demonstrated by Lamberti et al. [207].
The third method is to connect programmatically to the base application, which is only hinted in
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Figure 5.2. Possibilities to integrate existing visualization applications (e.g. Voreen [267]) into
CoWebViz via screen scraping or a direct programmatical connection.
Figure 5.2, because it is enabled by CoWebViz but requires specific additions. Two instances of
this module can be used to integrate stereoscopic content in the form of a side-by-side or half-wide
side-by-side visualization, with a left and a right view displayed in full or halved resolution next
to each other. Each instance is then used to separately screen scrape one of the virtually halved
application windows. Side-by-side is the default stereoscopic content provided by MedVolViz.
Other types that present full resolution images next to each other, e.g. top-to-bottom or two
views in separated windows, could be integrated with few modifications.
The InputFfmpeg module provides functionality to integrate visualization from any FFMPEG
source [106], which among others includes most video file formats and video cameras.
Event output channels are designated to send or write control events from CoWebViz to an
external destination.
The ControlOutputX11 module provides functionality to send control command events to the
connected base application on an X11-Server. It gets CoWebViz internal events from a shared
memory, converts each to an X11 event and sends it to the connected application. It is the
counterpart to the InputX11 module.
The ControlOutputScriptingFile module provides functionality to write events to a file, which
is necessary to record a whole visualization session for later playback (see Section 5.6). It gets
events from a shared memory and stores each in the format described in Listing 5.1.
5.1.2 Internal procession
Visualization process channels are designated to take one or multiple images from one or
multiple shared memory instances, which are processed and put to another shared memory.
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Listing 5.1. Format of the event recording file, including the time to the most recent event,
the event type (k or m for key or mouse event), the event number (a CoWebViz internal event
definition), and the x and y coordinates of a mouse event.
1 <DelayInMs > <EventType > <EventNumber > <MouseXcoordinate > <MouseYcoordinate >\n
2 ...
Listing 5.2. Specification of a motion JPEG (mJPEG) stream based on a multipart message [92]
as it is used to stream to web browsers [106, 268]. The boundary name is a string and the image
size a positive whole number. A mJPEG stream requires the MIME type to be "image/jpeg".
1 HTTP /1.0 200 OK\r\n
2 Content -Type: multipart/x-mixed -replace;boundary=<boundary -name >\r\n
3 \r\n
4 --<boundary -name >\r\n
5 Content -Type: <MIME -type >\r\n
6 Content -Length: <image -size -in-bytes >\r\n
7 \r\n
8 <image -data >\r\n
9 --<boundary -name >\r\n
10 ....
Such channels were implemented to create anaglyph and half-wide side-by-side stereoscopic con-
tent of two separated stereoscopic views in the ImageFilterAnaglyph and ImageFilterHalfWideSbS
modules, respectively (see Section 5.5).
Event process channels are designated to take control events from a shared memory, which
are processed and put to another shared memory.
The ControlManagement module provides functionality to handle every event that comes into
the system from multiple participants before forwarding it to the base application. It keeps track
of the most recent events and filters them based on their sources (see Section 5.4 for more).
5.1.3 Interfaces to access and control the visualization
Visualization output channels are designated to take images from an internal shared memory,
to forward it to an external destination.
Each of the following output channels require an output format module, which takes the internal
RGB image and transforms it to the required output image format. Such are currently imple-
mented for JPEG (OutputJpeg) and mJPEG (OutputMjpeg).
The VisualizationOutputHttp module provides extensive functionality to distribute visualization
to multiple participants via a MIME multipart message shown in Listing 5.2. The module is
listening for new client connections and starts a new visualization destination servant as soon
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as a connection request is stated. Each destination servant handles the data transfer of a single
view for a single participant. It is running in its own thread and manages the connection and
any data transformation using the output format. At first the destination servant sends a simple
HTTP header (Listing 5.2, line 1) to initiate the HTTP connection. Afterwards, a specific header
is sent for the output format, which is OutputMJPEG in this case (Listing 5.2, line 2-3). Any
consecutively sent image is transferred as shown in line 4-7. The web browser loads the mJPEG
stream via a given URL, as for instance http://<URL>:8080/left. The web browser receives
the simple HTTP header, recognizes the mJPEG multipart message and consecutively displays
the following images. The mJPEG stream can be accessed by web browsers, but also by network-
enabled video players (e.g. VLC [87]) or other applications. In order to provide the user with a
control mechanism, a web page is necessary as described further down.
The OutputFile module provides functionality to write each processed image to a single or mul-
tiple files, which is necessary to get a session recording (e.g. in mJPEG) or single visualization
snapshots.
Event input channels are designated to take control command events (e.g. mouse and key-
board events) into the system.
Any network data transfer to and from the system is managed by an integrated HTTP server,
which provides either services for a web page delivery or data connections. Each service is acces-
sible via a specific URL, as e.g. http://<URL>:8080/ctrl for REST-style control events.
The HttpServiceControlInput and HttpServiceWS modules were developed to integrate control
events via a REST-style and WebSockets interface, respectively. Both are continuously listening
for new control events, which are transferred as described in Listing 5.3 and 5.4. Each event is
converted into an internal event format and put on a shared memory. These modules are also
listening for other defined data transfers, which are necessary to configure the system.
The visualization control service provides the web pages that provide the interactive functionality
to a web browser. Different web pages are dynamically created and delivered for specific func-
tionalities. They include a superimposed active layer on top of the mJPEG stream with the exact
same size of the stream that captures the events via JavaScript. The visualization is included
into the web page via the specific mJPEG stream URL. The events are captured and sent to the
REST or WebSockets HTTP interface (see previous paragraph). The required URLs (e.g. of the
mJPEG stream) are already pre-defined in the delivered web page. The user can instantaneously
start modifying the visualization using the base application’s control functionality (see Figure
6.3a and 6.3b).
The control service is basically the same as the visualization control service, but without showing
the mJPEG stream (see Figure 6.3c).
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The ControlInputScriptingFile module provides functionality to load events from a recorded text
file (see Listing 5.1), which is used to playback a recorded visualization session (see Section 5.6
for more).
The file service provides basic functionality to transfer files to the client, as necessary to access
JavaScript libraries or Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) files.
Listing 5.3. Transfer format of a single WebSockets event, including the event number (a
CoWebViz internal event definition) and the x and y coordinates of a mouse event.
1 <EventNumber > <MouseXcoordinate > <MouseYcoordinate >
Listing 5.4. Transfer format of a single REST event, including a client user ID, the event
number (a CoWebViz internal event definition), and the x and y coordinates of a mouse event.
In addition to the WebSocket message, REST requires a user ID, because of its connection-less’.
1 http://<URL >?<EventType >=<UserID >,<EventNumber >,<MouseXcoordinate >,
<MouseYcoordinate >
5.2 Visualization transfer optimization
Following methods were utilized to provide each participant with a fluent visualization on its
specific network conditions.
5.2.1 Bandwidth optimizations
JPEG was chosen as image format, because it still is the one format with the best compression
ratio supported on all web browsers (see Section 4.1.3). Its streaming via mJPEG was firstly
done to access web camera videos from the web browsers. In contrast to video, which requires the
constant sending of new images, an interactive visualization only changes after a control command
was given. Thus, the most significant method to reduce the network throughput is to send only the
images that have been changed. CoWebViz utilizes a simple algorithm that compares consecutive
images on the sub-pixel level, which starts at the image center and proceeds to the beginning and
afterwards to the end. The image center is a good starting point for the comparison, because a
volume visualization is typically centered, which means that most modifications while have an
effect on the image center. The algorithm, which is located in the visualization input channel,
stops with the first occurrence of an unequal sub-pixel and marks the image as modified or not
modified. Since this image might still be relevant for some specific output channels (e.g. to record
a session movie), it is in the responsibility of the output channel to handle the image accordingly
(e.g. send or not send). [51]
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Initialization:
- Conduct a bandwidth test
- Calculate the ideal image file size (C1) that is needed to get a desired frame rate 
Compress and send the image image
Set image quality to the 
quality of the last image of the 
previous modification phase
Set image quality 
to the maximum
Adjust image quality (C2) 
based on last image to 
approximately achieve the 
ideal file size
yes yes yes
The current image is 
the first image
of a modification phase
The current image 
differs to the last
The time to the last image
reaches a thresholdno no no
Figure 5.3. This flow chart describes the adjustment of the quality to the specific bandwidth
conditions. The calculation of C1 and C2 is illustrated in Figure 5.4a and 5.4b, respectively.
Using mJPEG for the continuous transfer of single images results in an image presentation issue
that we experienced on some web browsers while sending only modified images, which would be
of no concern if using mJPEG for its original designation (video transfer). Of two sent images,
the first is only displayed if the second is transferred to the web browser. A simple work-around
would be to send each image twice, which, however, would result in a large overhead of twice the
necessary data transfer rate. The solution that is implemented in the system is to send the same
image a second time, after no modification occurred for a specified time (e.g. 500 ms).
The usage of this system for a visualization session might lead to a long time without any modi-
fications. We never experienced a connection loss during long class visualization sessions, which
even included periods of up to 30 min with no modification.
5.2.2 Quality and performance optimization
While providing real-time remote interactive visualization, not only the image quality is impor-
tant, but also the fluidity in which consecutive images are being presented. The perceived quality
that a user experiences therefore is a combination of the visualization’s image quality and the
fluidity of its presentation.
A straightforward method to increase the performance is the reduction of any procession time
on the server side as for instance done by using the improved JPEG compression library libjpeg-
turbo [104]. However, most time of a remote visualization process chain is required for the image
transfer over the network. While sending JPEG images, the image quality is mainly based on
the JPEG quality1 and the image resolution. Rendering and compressing a specific image by
applying a specific JPEG quality and resolution results in a specific image file size. Transferring
1Another variable is the JPEG quantization matrix, which can also be modified to create smaller files [269].
However, the standard matrix is recommended for best quality.
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multiple images over a specific network condition results in a frame rate, which is a common
metric for the image presentation fluidity. The network condition, however, is mostly pre-defined
by external circumstances (in the case of an ad-hoc usability). An automatic adaption of the
image file size towards the specific network condition of each single accessing client is therefore
necessary to provide the best possible perceived quality. Thus, the frame rate and the image
quality needs to be balanced with the current bandwidth condition. The parallel architecture
enables such a specific provision for every connecting client.
CoWebViz’s automatic quality algorithm, implemented in the OutputMjpeg/VisualizationOut-
putHttp modules, is illustrated as flowchart in Figure 5.3. It basically adjusts the JPEG quality
and image resolution of each consecutive modified images i : 1 . . . n to meet an initially calclu-
lated ideal image file size (ifs) that is sufficient to get a desired frame rate (dfps). The algorithm
utilizes an abstract quality value φ on a scale from 0 to 100, which is defined as
f : φ 7→ {JPEG quality, image resolution} .
The image file size is increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing φ in the following way [51]:
1. The initial step of the algorithm is the bandwidth measurement of bw in Mbps. bw is then
used to calculate the ideal file size ifs as
f : {bw, dfps, sv} 7→ ifs ,
where ifs is the maximal file size that enables the system to achieve a desired frame rate dfps
on the specific network bw. ifs is basically calculated by dividing the available bandwidth
by the desired frame rate (see Figure 5.4a). sv is the amount of stereoscopic or other
visualization streams the participant has opened. sv is important, since multiple open
visualization streams result in a multiple of a single stream’s throughput. The single stream
throughput therefore needs to be reduced.
2. A modified image i that is to be sent needs to be compressed using a φi, which results in a
compressed image with the file size cfsi (current image file size). This φi is set to a default
value, if the modified image is the first image of the first visualization modification phase of
a visualization session. If the modified image is the first image of a follow-up modification
phase, φi is set to φi−1 (the last non-maximized quality setting of the previous modification
phase).
3. Every following image is compressed with a φi that is calculated based on the a cfsi−1/ifs
ratio (see Figure 5.4b). This difference ratio, is a comparison of the most recently sent
image’s current image file size with the ideal image file size:
f : {ifs, cfsi−1} 7→ diffi .
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The file size of the last instead of the current image has to be taken for this calculation,
because the current file size is only available after compression. diff is a positive or negative
value that is used to increase or decrease φ as
f : {diffi} 7→ φi with

increase φi−1 diffi < 1
φi−1 diffi = 1
decrease φi−1 diffi > 1
4. If no modification of the visualization occurs for a specified time (start of a viewing phase),
φ is set to its maximum value. Otherwise the loop repeats with step 2.
The CoWebViz client allows to select between this algorithm and two other methods to specify the
image compression handling as shown in Figure 5.5. The automatic quality adjustment further
allows to slightly balance between quality and fluidity by manually adjustment (see Figure 5.5.A).
This is implemented by increasing or decreasing the ideal file size dynamically after request. The
second method is a semi automatic adjustment that provides a single slider at the client side
to specify a required quality by modifying φ directly (see Figure 5.5.B). The third method is a
complete manual setting that allows to specify every value separately (see Figure 5.5.C). This
latter method allows for the most control, but is only useable for development.




















































(a) The algorithm’s initial calculation to
achieve a desired frame rate during the usage:
The ideal image file size (y-axis, in Kbps) is
calculated based on the users bandwidth con-
nection (x-axis). [51]







































(b) The algorithm’s ongoing quality calcula-
tion: The comparison of the current and the
ideal file size (x-axis) maps to a quality dif-
ference value (y-axis, greater/lower 1), which
results in a quality value change for the cur-
rent image.
Figure 5.4. The graph in Figure 5.4a illustrates the approach of calculating an ideal file size
based on the bandwidth. During a modification phase, this visualization’s ideal file size is ap-
proximated by modifying the φ based on the current and ideal file size. As shown in Figure 5.4b,
a current file size that is larger than the ideal file size (ratio > 1) results in a quality reduction.
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Another minor method that should increase the frame rate is to limit the resolution of the images
to the maximum resolution that the client can display. By default, the system sends the same
resolution to the client that the base application provides. But collaborations might also include
devices with smaller screens. Thus, the client’s maximum resolution (the dimensions of the web
browser window) is exchanged to the server directly after the connection was established or the
browser window was resized, which is then used as maximum resolution.
Figure 5.5. Illustration of all quality handling methods supported by CoWebViz: A) a complete
automatic quality setting that allows for an optional manual speed adjustment, B) a manual
quality setting of a single value that is used for any image without considering the frame rate,
and C) a complete manual setting of all parameters.
5.2.3 Visualization smoothness optimization
The modification of visualization using CoWebViz resulted in an observable lag, if it was modified
at a high pace. This lag could potentially be a very specific issue of using mJPEG on TCP
networks (defined by the HTTP basis) and could correlate with the non-controllable process of
decompressing the JPEG images on the client in the following way: If sending multiple images
that are completely transferred (because of TCP), each image is decompressed and displayed
with a speed that is too slow to be presented on time. This could finally result in a stepwise
decompression of all images and, thus, a delayed presentation.
CoWebViz’s approach to reduce this observed lag is to set a specific delay after an image has been
sent, which the system has to wait for this participant and visualization view before it can sent
the next image. It is implemented in the OutputMjpeg/VisualizationOutputHttp module and is
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based on the bandwidth test and the file size of the image that is to be sent (see Section 5.2.2):
f : {bw, cfsi} 7→ delayi .
The delay basically is the time that is theoretically necessary to completely transfer the image
on the specific bandwidth condition from the server to the client. [51]
5.3 Event transfer
A visualization can only be re-rendered by the base application, after it received according control
commands from the user. The event transfer therefore is an equally important network related as-
pect of interactive remote visualization as the visualization transfer. The specific implementation
is described in Section 5.1.3.
The initial implementation of the event transfer was the REST interface. An example of this
interface as implemented by CoWebViz is http://<URL>:8080/ctrl?m=1,1,40,50, which has 5
specified variables that are the event type (m), the user ID (1), the left button down event (1),
and the x- and y position of the mouse event (40,50). The class experience (see Section 6.1.2),
however, showed that this interface led to a slow and lagging visualization. The only other newly
available technique with a potentially faster transfer was WebSockets, which was implemented as
a consequence of this lag. It was later proofed by the analysis in Section 4.2 that it actually is
faster than the REST interface.
5.4 Collaborative multi-user access control
If multiple participants need to have access to a single visualization applications, the access to its
control mechanism needs to be managed in order to avoid confusions on the programmatical level
(illegal event states) and the user level (notification of who is modifying). Other collaborative
systems utilized various different types of access control mechanisms. A most simple one is to
provide only one participant with the right to control, where all others are only passive viewers
(e.g. supported by [95, 270]). Another method is to allow every participant to get dedicated
control, but only after an explicit control request (e.g. supported by [271]). Subjectively, either
provides too few flexibility or management overhead.
For collaborative usage, CoWebViz requires a parallel running system for personal communication
between all participants (e.g. audio and/or video conferencing, or chat systems). Since all users
can communicate with each other, it seems to be natural to just talk about who is using the
visualization next. Leigh et al. [160] suggested to minimize the application management for such
collaborative cases.
The specific implementation of CoWebViz is realized in the ControlManagement module. This
control mechanism lets every participant freely control the visualization instantaneously as long
as wanted, if no other participants is modifying in the beginning. But as soon as the user stops to
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modify the visualization for a specified amount of time (e.g. 3 sec), every other participant is able
to gain control as before. In order to let everybody know the current usage state, one of three
message is displayed at every client saying if somebody modifies the visualization as illustrated
in Figure 5.6.
5.5 Stereoscopic visualization support
Another collaborative aspect is the provision of distinct stereoscopic content types for different
display devices. Thus, multiple monoscopic and stereoscopic visualization types were implemented
in CoWebViz, which allows each remote user to choose a specific type that is best suited for its
local environment. Supported are standard monitors, larger scale projection based stereoscopic
setups and consumer grade 3DTVs.
The specific adaptions of the system design (see Section 5.1 and Figure 5.1) to support each
stereoscopic methods is shown in Figure 5.7. Each relies on two input images from the base
visualization application, one for the left and right eye perspective. The event transfer chain is
not affected by the stereoscopic visualization provision.
Stereoscopy using a two-projector solution. Two-projector stereoscopic systems are in-
troduced in Section 3.2.2.4. They require a left and a right view, each projected via a separate
projector. In CoWebViz, both views are provided as separate visualization streams on separate
web pages. The implementation is basically the duplication of the visualization transfer chain of
a monoscopic visualization as shown in Figure 5.7b (compare to Figure 5.7a). Both visualiza-
tion chains are processed completely parallel. The resulting two mJPEG streams are provided
Figure 5.6. Types of notification each user gets during a multi-user session: A) The user
modifies the visualization itself (all others will see "Shared control: Somebody is modifying")
and B) Nobody is modifying the visualization.
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Figure 5.7. CoWebViz’s monoscopic (a) and stereoscopic visualization transfer chains and
formats (b-e).
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via an HTTP interface on specific URLs, e.g. http://<URL>/left and http://<URL>/right.
They are accessible with control mechanism via web pages with very similar URLs, e.g. http:
//<URL>/leftView and http://<URL>/rightView.
Stereoscopy using a 3D TV. 3DTVs are introduced in Section 3.2.2.2. They are capable of
taking various kinds of stereoscopic content as input. A widely supported content type is half-wide
side-by-side, which has the advantage of requiring both stereoscopic views in a single image, with
both views being separated on the image’s left and right half. The separation allows to compress
and transfer such images to a web browser without the need for a client side post-processing before
it is displayed. This content type is implemented in two types of visualization transfer chains.
The first is only usable if the base application provides a side-by-side visualization. It just screen
scraps the whole visualization view in one image and scales the horizontal aspect ratio down
to its half width (see Figure 5.7e). The second separately takes the left and right view, scales
each view down, and merges them afterwards (module FilterHalfWideSbS, see Figure 5.7d). The
second is more hardware intensive, but is also the variant that is usable in a more versatile way
with different base applications and/or collaborative scenarios with multiple display devices. The
half-wide side-by-side image is provided via a specified URL, e.g. http://<URL>/3dtv, which is
accessible with control mechanism via a specific web page, e.g. http://<URL>/3dtvView.
Anaglyphic stereoscopy. Anaglyph stereoscopic content is usable on standard non-stereo-
scopic displays as introduced in Section 3.2.2.1. CoWebViz provides this content via the Image-
FilterAnaglyph module, which takes two input images and creates a single anaglyph image. The
content is transferred as single mJPEG stream, e.g. http://<URL>/anaglyph, with the control
mechanism available via a specified web page, e.g. http://<URL>/anaglyphView. The chain is
illustrated in Figure 5.7c.
This content type eminently influences the perception of the visualization’s original colorization.
Different algorithms were tested in order to get a good perception of red, especially the ones
described by Wimmer [129]. Red is one of the encoding colors, but is also important for volume
visualization. It is for instance being heavily used in the colorization modes that highlight muscles
in different shades of red, but also in the perceptual colorization algorithm [6]. The current
implementation is based on Wimmer’s optimized algorithms with a further brightening of the red
tones.
5.6 Special classroom additions
Some additional functionality was implemented in CoWebViz in order to make the remote usage
of the visualization easier for a classroom setting.
The first addition is a screenshot functionality in order to allow students to take a picture of
the current visualization state for their records. Each user can take a screenshot by clicking
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on the according button, as shown in Figure 5.9. The server stores the picture that is being
presented during the button click in a specific web-accessible directory. Afterwards, all pictures
are downloadable via a specific web page, which is shown in Figure 5.8. It is implemented by
combining the visualization output channel OutputFile with the output format for JPEG. This
implementation allows to store images of any visualization type, even if the system currently shows
another stereoscopic content type. This means that it allows to take for instance an anaglyph
picture, while watching a two-view stereoscopic visualization in the classroom.
The second addition is a client side GUI, implemented to ease the visualization manipulation
of the base application as shown in Figure 5.9. CoWebViz is mainly developed for the proof
of concept usage with MedVolViz as base visualization application. MedVolViz, however, does
not provide any GUI by itself, as e.g. for data exploration, but instead is completely controlled
via keyboard events. This allows for a fast visualization-centered usage by people who know the
application, but slows down people, who are not familiar with it. The GUI itself is implemented
as HTML/CSS controls. Each button is assigned with a JavaScript function, which are collections
of those mouse and/or key events that a user would have to give via the mouse and/or keyboard.
On button press, these events are sent to the server.
The third addition is a record and playback functionality of a visualization session with the aim to
guide a user (e.g. a student) through different states of a visualization without any knowledge of
the application functionality. In detail, a user can access CoWebViz as usual, start a recording by
clicking on a button, use the visualization as usual and eventually stop the recording by clicking
on a button (see Figure 7.2: 1). It was implemented by storing all mouse and keyboard events
that the user raises during this time (see ControlOutputScriptingFile module), each with the
time difference to the previous event (see Listing 5.1). Multiple of such event sequences can be
combined and stored as a lesson (see Figure 7.2: 2). A lesson can be played back, sequence by
sequence (see ControlInputScriptingFile module). At every time the user has the opportunity to
stop the automatic playback for a manual manipulation of the visualization (see Figure 7.2: 3-5).
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Figure 5.8. Presentation of screenshots taken during a visualization session.
Figure 5.9. This illustrations shows a CoWebViz v0.2 client with GUI buttons for CoWebViz’s
and MedVolViz’s most important data exploration functionality: (1) Presentation mode switch,
(2) Persistent control bar, (3) Visualization exploration modes (e.g. rotation), (4) Windowing,
(5) Clipping, (6) Volume mouse pointer, (7) Reset all variables to default, (8) Screenshot taking,
and (9) Manual rotation, panning, and zooming with arrow buttons.
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Figure 5.10. This figure illustrates the recording functionality at the client side: (1) Start, stop,
and name a new recorded sequence, (2) list recorded sequences for playback and lesson creation,
(3) store a new lesson created by the + buttons of (2), (4) select, and (5) play a lesson.
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This chapter describes the proof of concept conduction: the practical application of CoWebViz in a
collaborative anatomy class with shared stereoscopic visualization. This most eminent utilization
of CoWebViz and its advantages compared to the previous class setup are described in Section 6.1.
During the development phase and after the initial classroom usage, CoWebViz was also used
for other projects by our own working group and collaborators. These applications are briefly
described in Section 6.2 and 6.3 to show that the approach is also interesting for other scenarios.
An overview of all usages is given in Table 6.1.
6.1 CoWebViz usage for collaborative anatomical education
CoWebViz was introduced in the collaborative virtual anatomy classroom for undergraduate bi-
ology students in spring 2010. The overall procedure and previous technical setup of the virtual
anatomy class are introduced in Section 2.3.2.2. As before, it was a collaboration for education
between two groups. It was held at The University of Chicago’s John Crerar Library in Chicago
(IL, USA) with remote participants at the Cardiff School of Computer Science and Informatics in
Cardiff (UK) (see Section 2.3.2.2, [108, 266]). The University of Chicago room setup was similar
to the setup of the previous years, it is illustrated in Figure 2.3 on page 20. An Access Grid client
with two cameras was used for the videoconferencing, which was projected on a single projection
screen, together with the 2D illustrations (see Fig. 2.3, right side). The stereoscopic visualiza-
tion was rendered by MedVolViz (Section 2.3.2.1) on a visualization cluster at The University of
Chicago’s Computation Institute. It was presented via a permanently installed stereoscopic two-
projector setup (see GeoWALL in Section 3.2.2.4). The remote classroom had a very similar setup.
The specific procedure of using CoWebViz 0.1 (see Section 5) for the stereoscopic visualization
in the classroom is described in Section 6.1.1. Usage experiences and observations that led to a
well performing system are described in Section 6.1.2. In Section 6.1.3, it is compared with the
previous remote visualization system.
6.1.1 Procedure of using CoWebViz in class
On the server side (the visualization cluster), CoWebViz and MedVolViz required to be directly
started on the command line via a ssh connection (Figure 6.1, step 1). Afterwards the left and
right eye view were accessible via previously configured URLs.
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The client was a single computer with two desktop metaphors, each was attached to one of the
two projectors of the GeoWALL. A separate web browser window was opened on each of the two
desktop metaphors. The specific URL of the view that corresponded to the desktop metaphor/
projector was loaded on the browser window and set into fullscreen mode (Figure 6.1, step 2).
Google Chrome [272] was used, because of its splendid mJPEG support and fullscreen mode.
After each web page and its visualization was loaded successfully, the visualization was usable
(Figure 6.1, step 3).
Whereas the remote participants only require to perform step 2 in order to have interactive access
(step 3), only the initiating user needs do step 1.
The lecturer used an additional laptop, without any connection to the stereoscopic presentation
setup, on which a web browser window with the control view was loaded (see Figure 6.3c).
Whereas the lecturer also required this second computer to control the 2D illustrations, a tablet
PC could also have been used for this control view. [266]
6.1.2 Experiences of using CoWebViz in class
CoWebViz was gradually introduced into the class over the time of the first sessions. In the
beginning, the class environment was only used to test CoWebViz in order to get an impression
about its stability and real-time interactive performance. After assuring that it was stable for
multi-participant usage, it was used to replace the previous setup. Nonetheless, manual config-
urations where necessary in the beginning, which were reduced stepwise over the time of the class.
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Figure 6.1. Steps to use CoWebViz in class: (1) Server session initiation by the lecturer or a
technician, (2) loading the visualization web pages, and (3) use it on each device. The lecturer
controls it via a dedicated control view from a laptop or tablet-PC.
The first tests were conducted from a single destination at the Chicago classroom using a non-
threaded image streaming, which sequentially served each view and participant. The loading of
the left and right view resulted in a fluent and responsive usability. However, a short lag between
the presentation of the left and the right view became faintly recognizable. These observations
slightly intensified, after increasing the number of active clients to three, each loading a left and
right view. Still, the visualization was fluid and had little loss in the directness while modifying
it. But the lag between the views became more recognizable.
The next step was to test the visualization usage from two remote locations. At first both views
were only loaded at the Chicago classroom, which resulted in a frame rate of about 15 fps, and
afterwards in Cardiff. However, after Cardiff started the visualization, the frame rate dropped to
about 3-6 fps at both classrooms. The lag between the left and right view was also recognizable.
Both issues, the inter view presentation lag and frame rate drop, can be explained by the se-
quential system architecture of CoWebViz 0.1. The sequential image procession and distribution
was no issue on a fast network connection. The Chicago classroom had a distance of 180 m to
the visualization cluster and therefore had a low round-trip time of about 1 ms (measured with
ping1). But the Cardiff classroom was about 6180 km away and, thus, had a higher round-trip
time of about 133 ms. The result was that the Chicago client needed to wait for the image
transfer to Cardiff in order to get an image update. Whereas, the later developed parallel system
1ping is an utility to check the availability of a remote host with a simple timing functionality.
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architecture improved the scalability, including the improvement of the low frame rate with mul-
tiple connections, a temporary solution was necessary for the immediate class usage. This was
mainly done by providing two CoWebViz server instances, which allowed to provide a specific
configuration for Chicago and Cardiff. This resulted in a fluent visualization at both classrooms,
which however was not scalable and based on manually defined configurations and, thus, was
not ad-hoc usable. The inter view lag was due to the high bandwidth connection almost not
recognizable in the class and therefore did not require any immediate solution, but was overcome
by parallelizing the system architecture later (see Section 7.1.3). [265]
The next test was conducted to get an impression of the directness of the visualization as observed
from remote. A mJPEG stream is not directly testable from the web browser client, which
prevents the speed measurement of transferring single images in the productive environment.
Thus, only a simple test could be done, by pointing one of the Access Grid cameras on the
visualization at the Chicago classroom. Our collaborators in Cardiff were then able to binary
compare both visualization streams as provided by CoWebViz and the video stream. Objectively
observed, both were similar fast. [265]
The traversal speed of a single image can obviously be reduced directly by reducing its file size.
The automatic image quality algorithm (Section 5.2) is a direct method to increase the traversal
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image resolution and JPEG quality settings on different
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Figure 6.2. Effect of JPEG quality, image resolution, and bandwidth conditions on frame rate
in the configurations used for the class.
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With a remote visualization system, there always is a tradeoff between a good image quality
and a fluent usability. Thus, the next task was to find the best pair of a JPEG quality and
image resolution for a usable system at both classrooms. A matrix of JPEG images with 5
different aspect ratios (from 320 x 240 to 1024 x 768) and 21 different JPEG quality levels (from
0 to 100) were created and visually compared next to each other. These images were produced
with CoWebViz and show a CT volume visualization rendered by MedVolViz. This graph is too
large for this thesis, but a small selection is presented in Figure 7.2a. Subjectively, they showed
few loss of detail between a JPEG quality of 70 to 100. Compression artifacts were noticeable
between a JPEG quality of 50 to about 70 and strongly noticeable below 50. The file size of these
images was compared to each other in Figure 6.2a, which shows a strong file size increase with a
JPEG quality above about 85.
Figure 6.2b presents the bandwidth usage that some of the previously defined image quality/
resolution settings (see Figure 6.2a) would require in order to get a desired frame rate. The
Chicago classroom had a very high bandwidth connection to the visualization cluster and, thus,
was provided with the best quality (image resolution: 1024 x 768, JPEG quality: 85). This
resulted in a very high throughput of about 25 Mbps for both streams, each with 17 fps (see
Figure 6.2b). Cardiff had a much lower, but still decent network connection. After several test
sessions we ended up in sending them a quarter of the original resolution and a lower quality
(image resolution: 512 x 384, JPEG quality: 65), which resulted in about 11 Mbps for both
streams, each with 7 fps. The previous class system only allowed to stream a static aspect ratio
of 704 x 576 pixels (also see Section 6.1.3). Its peak bandwidth usage during modification phases
was about 2.8 Mbps. Extrapolated to the aspect ratios 512 x 384 and 1024 x 7682 as used by
CoWebViz, it resulted in 1.4 and 5.4 Mbps, respectively. [266]
The previous system utilized inter frame compression, which naturally has a much lower network
utilization. Consequently, the usage of CoWebViz 0.1 resulted in a significantly higher band-
width usage. The later developed automatic quality adjustment optimizes the frame rate as well
as the image quality, but still has a high bandwidth usage compared to video codecs (Section
5.2). Compared to the static resolution of the previous class system, these optimizations also
improve the presented quality during viewing phases, which is then maximized to full resolution
and full JPEG quality. [266]
In order to test the collaborative functionality more extensively, a test session with three remote
clients was conducted. The visualization was rendered as usual on the visualization cluster in
Chicago and loaded at clients in Chicago, Cardiff (UK) and Göttingen (Germany) with an aspect
ratio/JPEG quality of 1024 x 768/85 for the Chicago class and 512 x 384/65 for Cardiff and
Göttingen. The visualization was fluid at all locations, but lagged few milliseconds up to 1 to 2
seconds behind, if controlled from Europe. Each client had different frame rates of 4 fps, 6 fps,
and 15 fps, depending on the specific network connections in Göttingen, Cardiff, and Chicago,
2This is valid, under the assumption that the bandwidth usage increases linear with the resolution.
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respectively. It seemed that the frame rate was higher in Cardiff and Göttingen, when controlled
from Chicago compared to the controlling from their clients. [266]
The lagging visualization could therefore be explained by a slow control event transmission by
the REST interface. This issue was optimized by implementing WebSockets for the event transfer
(Section 5.3), which brought a further speedup to the interactivity shown in Section 4.2. An-
other observation during this session was that it was not always clear for everybody, who was
modifying at any point in time if multiple participants started to modify. This issue was solved
by additionally implementing the multi-user access control module as well as providing status
notifications of who is currently modifying (see Section 5.3). [266]
6.1.3 Comparison of CoWebViz with the preceding class setup
While the previous section describes the observations made during the usage in the classroom by
referencing associated improvements, CoWebViz’s application in the class itself already improved
the situation compared to the class’ previous remote visualization system.
The most basic and most significant difference is the usage of a web browser as client application
instead of a special native application. The previously used application was a special development,
which was tied to the server application. It required to be specifically deployed with additional
dependencies (e.g. Python [273] and vic [196]) and managed on the client computer. Associated
with this is the continuous development overhead due to the client provision for multiple client
environments (MacOS and Windows). Such is necessary, because every little change of the base
environment may break the system, as happened with Python updates on the previous client
application. The usage of an external application as the web browser in this case, may also result
in the necessity of maintainance. But this only affects the server side, since web browsers are
usually already being maintained.
The initial steps that were necessary to perform a class session were reduced by switching to
CoWebViz. Now, the usage is as simple as using any other web application after the server is
started: open a web browser and load a specified URL. A stereoscopic two-projector visualization
only requires to open a second window and to set both into fullscreen mode (see Figure 6.3a and
6.3b). Previously, it was additionally necessary to manually align the left and right stereoscopic
view exactly on top of each other (each provided via a single application window). This was nec-
essary, because the application did not support full screen mode and no automatic centering. But
a web-application is much simpler extendable and thus simply allowed to center a visualization
stream in a web browser window with fullscreen functionality.
Previously, a specific H.261 video streamer was included in the visualization application and used
to stream the visualization to the classrooms. Meanwhile, H.261 is a rather old video format, but
is still frequently used in Access Grid. H.261 only supports a restricted set of aspect ratios with
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the largest being Common Intermediate Format (CIF), which has an aspect ratio of 352 x 288
pixels. The previous remote visualization system therefore utilized a complex system of four
single CIF streams for each eye perspective, resulting in a static aspect ratio of 4x Common
Intermediate Format (4CIF) (704 x 576 pixels) and 8 streams [108].
CoWebViz allows to use a single stream, in contrast to the previous four streams, with an ar-
bitrary choice of the aspect ratio. This allowed for a much easier handling and, thus, simpler
client system. This can for instance be seen in the differentiation between the destinations during
the first class sessions, where it was easily possible to send a specific higher aspect ratio to the
Chicago classroom and a lower to the Cardiff classroom. But still, our collaborators empirical
opinion at Cardiff was that the CoWebViz usage resulted in a better overall visualization quality
in terms of compression artifacts and colorization. [265]
The usability of the base visualization application’s remote usage via CoWebViz is on principle
equal to its direct local usage. An obvious difference of both remote applications (CoWebViz
and previous system) is the slightly slower performance, because there always is a noticeable lag
between the finished rendering on the server side and its presentation on the remote client. But
whereas the previous remote system was only able to exactly stream the two stereoscopic streams
to the client, CoWebViz also allowed for other usage patterns. Previously, both stereoscopic
streams needed to be loaded on the computer that was responsible for the stereoscopic projection.
The lecturer, however, required to sit in front of the class with a separate computer to control
the 2D and 3D visualization. It was therefore required to connect the lecturer’s computer via a
VNC connection to the computer of the stereoscopic setup in order to control the stereoscopic
visualization.
CoWebViz in contrast simply allowed to open a specific control view (see Figure 6.3c) that shows
no visualization but allows to fully control the visualization without further deployment.
6.2 Other applications of CoWebViz
The previous section describes the utilization of CoWebViz 0.1 on a two-projector stereoscopic
system. The optimized CoWebViz 0.2 was developed und used for other scenarios and stereoscopic
setups, which are described in this section. Whereas, each of these stereoscopic content types can
be used solely, they can also be used simultaneously in a single collaborative session as enabled
by the parallel architecture (see Section 5.1) and illustrated in Figure 6.4.
6.2.1 Anatomical education in medical school
CoWebViz was used to teach anatomy to medical students at The University of Chicago’s Pritzker
School of Medicine in August/September 2011. The class was conceptualized as an optional
session additional to the standard medical anatomy class. The visualization was presented on a
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(a) Client instance: stereoscopic left eye view. (b) Client instance: stereoscopic right eye view.
(c) Client instance: control view.
Figure 6.3. CoWebViz’s distinct client instances (web pages) as used in the classroom. Each
can be used to control the visualization, but the control view is dedicated to this functionality.
stereoscopic two-projector system, which required two CoWebViz client instances (one for each
view). Teaching assistants held the class and controlled the visualization via a CoWebViz control
client instance (see Fig. 6.3c) on a Laptop. They did not have any experience with this setup
before the class started. We therefore developed several additions in order to help them using
it: the client side GUI controls and the visualization scripting, both described in Section 5.6.
Whereas the scripting was not used, the GUI was supportive for an instantaneous system usage.
But since they used the system the first time in class, they quickly switched to take our direct
personal support with the keyboard based control. The class was only realized for two sessions.
This class was based on the same setup as the previously described anatomy class for biology
students (Section 6.1), but had no second participating remote group.
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Figure 6.4. Stereoscopic visualization types for a sole or simultaneous usage as provided by
CoWebViz (based on [51]).
The usage of the optimized CoWebViz version 0.2 in this class showed the advantages of the
revised design in a practical setting. The main observations where that the inter view lag (lag be-
tween the presentation of the left and right view) was not recognizable anymore. The system was
also usable without specific server side configurations, but delivered a fluent usable visualization
during modification phases and maximum quality when viewing.
6.2.2 Demonstration in conference rooms
CoWebViz was and is occasionally used to present stereoscopic visualization for various reasons
to current or potential future collaborators. The visualization was presented on state of the
art 3DTVs at two locations, The University of Chicago Hospital and the NorthShore Univer-
sity HealthSystem Research Institute. These sessions usually required several client instances of
CoWebViz, one for the 3DTV and others to control it on a Laptop. Such TVs are much eas-
ier deployable than two-projector setups. It was therefore also possible for a colleague to use
CoWebViz instantaneously on his private 3DTV.
The technical environment was in principle and apart from the stereoscopic presentation identical
to the class setup. Due to its simplified system architecture, few effort was necessary to extend
CoWebViz to support a stereoscopic content type that is supported by 3DTVs (see Section 5.5).
The visualization was rendered by MedVolViz either on a visualization cluster at The University
of Chicago or a high performing single computer at NorthShore University HealthSystem.
The usage in conference rooms was CoWebViz’s first usage on 3DTVs and therefore showed its
feasibility.
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6.2.3 Informing surgeons in the operating room
In 2013, CoWebViz was used in a pilot study3 to present stereoscopic visualization to a plastic
surgeon during reconstructive surgery in the operating room, e.g. for craniofacial and free-flap
breast reconstruction. While the diagnosis is raised on other systems, this stereoscopic presen-
tation is an additional resource for a fast real-time guidance for the surgeon. The visualization
of the patient specific imaging data is presented in stereoscopy on a 3DTV, which was specially
deployed in the operating room. The system is currently not controlled by the surgeon, who is
too much involved into the procedure, but by another person on his command.
A single CoWebViz client instance is used on a Laptop that is connected to the 3DTV. The visu-
alization is remotely rendered on a high-performing computer at NorthShore University Health-
System by MedVolViz. The distance to the operating room is about 20km.
Since this is an ongoing study, the results will follow. However, the current state of the study
already shows that real-time visualization via CoWebViz is usable in the operating room of a
single health corporation’s hospital with the visualization being rendered in a remote located
data center.
6.2.4 Monoscopic ad-hoc collaborative usage
CoWebViz was used a single time for a truly unscheduled collaborative ad-hoc demonstration. It
was used to present MedVolViz’s visualization and CoWebViz to collaborators at The University
of Chicago with the visualization being rendered at the University of Chicago, but us being at
NorthShore University HealthSystem. The demand for this session arose during a telephone
conference. It was basically done during the phone call by starting CoWebViz and sending the
URL to the collaborators via email. Both participants loaded the URL and modified as needed
after oral communication.
6.3 Integration of CoWebViz into external web-based systems
CoWebViz’s system design involves its integration into external systems on the server and the
client side. The server side integration of base visualization applications is already described in
Section 5.1.1. The client side integration is already shown by CoWebViz’s client itself, which
integrates the MJPEG visualization stream into a web page that adds the control functionality
(see Section 5.1.3). But it also allows to be integrated into external client side systems, preferable
into web-based systems. The HTTP interfaces provided by CoWebViz is optimized to be accessed
with web browsers, but is also accessible by any other application.
3This pilot study is conducted by Nigel M. Parsad and Jonathan C. Silverstein, NorthShore University Health-
System, Evanston IL, USA
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Figure 6.5. This screenshot shows the integration of CoWebViz as web-based front-end of a high-
performing visualization cluster setup at the Argonne National Laboratories. This screenshot was
provided by Tom Uram.
6.3.1 Viewing visualization in TPM
CoWebViz’s monoscopic visualization was integrated into the TelePresence Microscopy Collabo-
ratoration (TPM) [238] for testing purpose without its control functionality4 (see Section 3.3.3.2).
The visualization was rendered and stored as mJPEG file using MedVolViz and CoWebViz on a
visualization cluster at the University of Chicago’s Computation Institute. CoWebViz was then
started without base application to play the recorded visualization session in loop on a defined
URL. Since the TPM is a system that already provides access to various mJPEG web camera
streams, the integration of CoWebViz’s mJPEG stream was straight forward. This setup can be
used as described above to play a recorded visualization session. But a pure real-time rendered
visualization stream can also be integrated into TPM or any other external web application, with
the user modifying the visualization directly via CoWebViz’s control client instance.
TPM is used to stream real-time video from a hospital’s operating room to a hospital’s conference
room. This integration test might be of interest for the audience, since it shows that a monoscopic
or stereoscopic visualization can be integrated additionally to a surgical video stream.
6.3.2 Integration into a high-performance computing environment
CoWebViz was used to provide high-performing interactive visualization to researchers who render
visualization on a visualization cluster at the Argonne National Laboratory’s Future Laboratories
(e.g. for astrophysics).
4The integration into TPM was tested together with Nestor J. Zaluzec, Electron Microscopy Center, Argonne
National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA.
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CoWebViz was integrated with full functionality into a web application as part of a Grid com-
puting setup to be seamlessly usable from a pure web browser. The external web application
handles the user authentication (via MyProxy [274]), the data selection, the initialization, and
the management of the visualization session5. The integrated CoWebViz provides the interactive
access to the visualization. Figure 6.5 shows a screenshot of CoWebViz as it is integrated into
this Grid web application. The top menu bar shows the user information, a help button for ad-
ditional information, and all necessary functionality to manage the visualization. The large part
of the application screen is reserved for the visualization presentation, which is equally usable as
a standalone CoWebViz.
5The integration of CoWebViz, including information and screenshot are provided by Tom Uram (Argonne
National Laboratories Future Laboratories).
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This section provides detailed performance test results of CoWebViz’s usage under peak perfor-
mance in defined test environments and its comparison to a selection of the related work tools.
These measured results stay in contrast to the pure observations based on the practical utilization
described in the previous chapter.
The performance comparison in Section 7.1 compares different methods of transferring the vi-
sualization by starting with the class configuration and ending with a configuration that uses
all optimizations. This comparison provides a quantified description of CoWebViz’s usability,
but also provides a hint of the performance of other applications that use these methods. This
comparison of the principles, based on CoWebViz’s implementation, is of interest, because most
applications are either not freely available or bound to specific visualization applications, which
prevents a direct comparison.
Performance test results of the supported stereoscopic visualization types show each type’s us-
ability (see Section 7.1.2). The scalability test results show the possible usability with up to 6
simultaneous clients (see Section 7.1.2).
All of these tests are based on CoWebViz internal measurements, which provides detailed informa-
tion, but can not be compared with related work. Thus, a self-developed frame rate counter (see
Section 2.3.2.3) was used on the client side to provide a performance comparison of CoWebViz,
VNC, and ScreenLeap (see Section 7.2).
7.1 System performance tests
The monoscopic, stereoscopic, and scalability performance test results of the following sections
were conducted as described in the Section 2.3.
7.1.1 Comparison of different visualization transfer optimization levels
The baseline configuration (A) is the transfer of any processed image with a fixed quality, as used
in the virtual anatomy class (CoWebViz 0.1). The second configuration (B) is the transfer of only
those images that have been modified with a fixed quality, which is also used by other web-based
visualization applications. The third test configuration (C) is the transfer of only those images
that have been modified with an automatic quality/network adaption, which is the optimized
version of CoWebViz 0.2. The quantified results of these tested configurations are presented in
Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.1. Comparison of different variables of the most simple (all processed images with
fixed quality settings, see configuration A in Table 7.1) and most advanced image transfer type
(modified images with automatic quality settings, see configuration C in Table 7.1): (A) The file
size per image, (B) the frame rate, (C) the JPEG quality, and (D) the resolution (partially based
on [51]).
A. Fixed quality, send always: The transmission of all processed images (regardless of whether
the image has modifications or not) with a fixed JPEG quality of 80 and a resolution of
1024 x 768 results in a very high maximum frame rate of 76.2 fps on a fast network (see
Table 7.1, A). Associated with this high frame rate is a very high network throughput of
25 Mbps, but also a high server (51.7%), and client CPU usage (86.7%). On the other side,
if using a slow connection of 1 Mbps, the frame rate is very low (2.9 fps). Both, the high
and low image transfer rate is a direct consequence of the available network bandwidth.
Since only few of the transmitted images are actually modified this method has a huge
redundancy. [51]
B. Fixed quality, send modified: The sole transmission of the modified images with a fixed
quality and resolution eliminates the previously observed redundancy (see Table 7.1, B).
The maximal possible frame rate therefore is the base application’s frame rate. This method
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is often used by other web-based remote visualization systems, with the difference of pulling
single images instead of a persistent motion JPEG connection. On the 11 and 90 Mbps
networks, the frame rate is reduced by 59.5 fps (78%) and 18.0 fps (54%) and the network
throughput by 19.6 Mbps (78%) and 6.2 Mbps (54%), respectively. On the 3 and 1 Mbps
networks, the frame rate and throughput reduces only insignificantly by less than 1 fps and
1 Mbps. This almost non-existing decrease on the slow networks shows that the network
in configuration A was already on its full capacity. If there is no modified visualization at
the base application, no images are transmitted. Consequently the frame rate and network
throughput decreases to 0 and the client and sever CPU usage go into an idle state. [51]
C. Auto quality, send modified: The automatic quality adjustment towards the available net-
work conditions and the sole transfer of modified images is a necessary step to provide
interactive usability on all network types (see Table 7.1, C). On the higher bandwidth
connections of 11 and 90 Mbps, the frame rate slightly changes by less than 1 fps to-
wards configuration B. But due to the JPEG quality increase of 5.7 and 4.1, the network
throughput also increases by 1.2 and 0.2 Mbps, on both networks. On the lower bandwidth
connections of 3 and 1 Mbps, however, the frame rate increases by 2.0 fps (24%) and 7 fps
(374%), respectively. Due to the associated JPEG quality decrease of 9.9 and 56.5 and a
image resolution decrease of 31.6% and 92.4%, the network throughput is almost similar to
configuration B. Accompanied with the frame rate increase is the client/server CPU usage
increase of 11%/13.3% and 6.8%/13.2%, on the 3 and 1 Mbps network, respectively. This
is caused by the higher image procession need. As previously, if there is no modified visu-
alization, there is no active image transfer with a frame rate of 0. But in contrast to the
previous system, each user is provided with an image of maximal quality, which results in
the best possible image quality on all network types during a viewing phase. This behavior
is illustrated in in Figure 7.2, which shows the recording of several parameters during a
whole visualization session. [51]
Figure 7.1 illustrates the differences caused by the automatic quality adjustment (configuration C)
compared to the fixed quality setting (configuration A). The fixed quality setup results in a low
file size variation (Fig. 7.1A) but in a large frame rate variation (Fig. 7.1B) on different networks.
Vice versa, the automatic quality setup results in a large file size variation, but a low frame rate
variation. This difference between the two setups is caused by the adapted JPEG quality and
image resolution towards the available bandwidth as shown in Fig. 7.1C/D. These subfigures
show equal JPEG quality and image resolution settings on the fixed setup, but varying values on
the automatic quality setup. The latter leads to reduced file sizes and consequently results in the
higher frame rate. [51]
Figure 7.2 illustrates the auto quality adjustment’s behavior of the JPEG quality (Fig. 7.2b),
frame rate (Fig. 7.2c), bandwidth (Fig. 7.2d) and the mouse event rate (Fig. 7.2e) over the course
of a 140 second visualization session. Example image cutouts of selected phases are presented
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in Figure 7.2a. A modified image is caused by mouse events, given by the user (Fig. 7.2e).
Different mouse event behaviors cause a different visualization transfer behavior between 20-40,
60-80, and 100-120 seconds. The events are raised slow and constant, fast and constant, and slow
and inconstant in the first, second, and third phase, respectively. These event variations cause
a slightly different visualization streaming behavior with a JPEG quality that slowly changes
over time, changes abruptly, and constantly varies with interruptions of maximal quality in the
first, second, and third phase, respectively. The overall enhancement of the automatic quality
adjustment is highlighted in Figure 7.2b, which are the different quality levels of 100 (1), 85 (2),
60 (3) and 35 (4) for each of the different network types. Between these modification phases, the
quality is maximized on all networks. These quality levels result in the different image quality,
shown in Figure 7.2a.
Figure 7.2. CoWebViz’s behavior during three visualization modification phases of 20 sec (at
20, 60, and 100 sec). As shown by the distance between the mouse pointer events in Subfigure
e, the mouse movement is slow & steady at 20, fast & steady at 60, and slow & unsteady at 100
sec. This results in a specific image quality (a, b), frame rate (c), and bandwidth usage (d).
(Subfigure (a) from [51])
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Table 7.1. Performance measurement results of different algorithm settings (I) and stereoscopic
transfer types (II). The values are presented as mean ± standard deviation. (fixed resolution =























I. Method comparison on the basis of monoscopic visualization
A. Send all images,
fixed resolution/
JPEG quality
90 Mbps 76.2±3.0 25.2±0.1 86.7±1.5 51.7±0.2 80±0.0 100±0.0
11 Mbps 33.5±6.2 11.4±0.1 85.6±1.7 23.6±0.4 80±0.0 100±0.0
3 Mbps 7.7±1.4 2.6±0.0 46.1±0.5 13.0±0.3 80±0.0 100±0.0





90 Mbps 16.7±0.2 5.6±0.1 54.1±1.2 18.5±0.4 80±0.0 100±0.0
11 Mbps 15.5±4.0 5.2±0.1 61.8±1.9 16.5±0.3 80±0.0 100±0.0
3 Mbps 8.2±0.1 2.6±0.0 44.6±1.2 13.6±0.3 80±0.0 100±0.0





90 Mbps 17.3±0.3 6.8±0.1 52.5±1.5 17.6±0.5 85.7±0.2 100±0.0
11 Mbps 15.5±0.3 5.4±0.1 63.7±1.9 21.7±0.8 84.1±0.3 97.6±0.2
3 Mbps 10.2±0.2 2.1±0.0 55.6±2.0 26.9±0.9 70.1±0.6 68.4±0.5
1 Mbps 10.1±2.3 0.3±0.5 14.7±3.5 21.2±4.6 23.5±9.2 7.6±9.2
II. Comparison of stereoscopic visualization transfer techniques based on Configuration 3
D. Anaglyph
stereoscopy
90 Mbps 14.9±6.1 5.3±2.5 44.6±20.3 121.3±8.6 85.7±3.1 100±0.1
11 Mbps 14.9±5.1 5.6±2.1 63.0±23.5 130.0±17.7 82.7±5.9 94.3±4.5
E. 3D TV
90 Mbps 16.2±5.1 6.2±1.8 64.5±27.2 40.7±17.1 85.8±3.3 100±0.0
11 Mbps 15.1±4.9 5.8±1.9 70.3±28.2 37.6±14.8 85.5±3.5 99.6±1.3




77.3±28.0 73.9±37.5 79.3±6.3 89.1±7.1
15.8±5.2 5.0±1.9 80.1±7.0 89.7±6.8
11 Mbps
13.9±4.1 2.9±1.1
79.7±27.7 59.2±25.6 66.9±11.5 63.9±13.8
13.8±4.5 2.8±1.1 66.4±13.1 62.1±14.7
7.1.2 Stereoscopic modes
All stereoscopic visualization tests are based on configuration C of Section 7.1.1.
The utilization of anaglyphic visualization results in a similar client side observable performance
as it does for monoscopic visualization. The one big difference lies in the server CPU usage in-
crease of 103% and 108% on the 90 Mbps and 11 Mbps networks, respectively. This high increase
is caused by the constant merging of two input images into one anaglyph image. This proces-
sion overhead causes a slight frame rate decrease on the fast networks (-2.4 fps, -0.6 fps), which
in turn causes a slight decrease of the network throughput (-1.4 Mbps) and, subsequently, in a
slightly lower client side CPU usage. The JPEG quality and image resolution is slightly lower
on the 11 Mbps network, which is likely caused by a different bandwidth availability during the
algorithm’s initial bandwidth test.
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Half-wide side-by-side stereoscopic content also results in a similar performance as the anaglyph
content, although with a lower extra CPU usage, when using the single view capturer. The frame
rate and throughput are almost equal. The slight JPEG quality and image resolution difference
on the 11 Mbps network is likely again a result off the bandwidth availability during the algo-
rithm’s initial bandwidth test.
The two-view stereoscopy requires to transfer two streams from the server to the client for a
single stereoscopic presentation. On each tested network, both related streams have very similar
values of ±1. This is an expected behavior, since both are streamed in a single session, conducted
with equal network conditions and initial bandwidth test. However, these minimal differences
between the values (including the one slightly larger difference of the image resolution at the
11 Mbps network) point out that both streams are transferred independently from each other.
Whereas the difference between two related streams are very small, there is a larger difference
when comparing a single stream to the standard monoscopic visualization (configuration C).
On the 90 and 11 Mbps network, all but the CPU usage values are decreased. The automatic
quality adjustment algorithm results in a reduced JPEG quality (about -6.5 and -17.5) and image
resolution (about -10.5% and -34.0%). Despite this decrease of the quality values, also the frame
rate is slightly decreased by 0.6 and 1.6 fps on the 90 and 11 Mbps networks, respectively. These
changes are a direct consequence of the automatic quality algorithm, which accounts for multiple
views. This fact can be seen in the increased client (24.8% and 16.0%) and server side CPU usage
(56.3% and 37.5%), which increases despite the fact that all other values are lower. [51]
7.1.3 Scalability tests
In order to show CoWebViz’s scalability, it was tested with 1 to 6 simultaneous accessing clients
as described in the Section 2.3.2. The results are presented in Figure 7.3. They show different
performance behaviors on the client (Fig. 7.3A-D) and server side (Fig. 7.3E-F).
CoWebViz retains a steady performance on each network type, independently of the amount of
the tested 1 to 6 simultaneous accessing clients. This can be seen in a similar average frame
rate of 10.5 fps, 11.4 fps, and 10.9 fps (Fig. 7.3C) per network type. This similar frame rate
is caused at the expense of the image file size (Fig. 7.3B) and, consequently, the JPEG quality
(Fig. 7.3A), both are showing separate curves on each network type. Averaged over all 6 tests,
it results in a specific JPEG quality of 26.3, 56.9, and 69.4 (Fig. 7.3A) and consequently in a
specific image file size of 3165 KByte, 15238 KByte, and 25519 KByte (Fig. 7.3B) on a 1 Mbps,
3 Mbps and 10 Mbps network, respectively. The small variations of each graph are caused by
network variations. The combination of the frame rate and the file size leads to an average client
side bandwidth usage of 0.3 Mbps, 1.4 Mbps, and 2.2 Mbps (Fig. 7.3D).
Whereas the client side performance is almost constant between 1 and 6 clients, the server side
is marked by constantly increasing values with an increasing number of connected clients. The
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Figure 7.3. Scalability of CoWebViz using monoscopic visualization. The figures show the
mean and standard deviation of following variables while simultaneously accessing with different
numbers of clients. The client side behavior is described by the JPEG quality (A), file size per
image (B), frame rate (C), and bandwidth usage (D). Notable parameters on the server side are
the server side CPU usage (E) and overall bandwidth usage (F).
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constantly low client side throughput (Fig. 7.3D) leads to an increasing bandwidth usage on the
server side (Fig. 7.3F). Also the bandwidth usage on the 1 Mbps, 3 Mbps, and 10 Mbps networks
increases: 0.6-3.6 Mbps, 3.2-18 Mbps, and 4.6-24 Mbps (respectively with 1 to 6 connecting
clients). Due to the higher image processing need also the server CPU usage (Fig. 7.3E) is
increasing with more simultaneously accessing clients.
7.2 Comparison to similar tools
This section presents the results of the blackbox frame rate tests of CoWebViz and two selected
tools as described in Section 2.3.2. The measured frame rates are illustrated in Figure 7.4 as
total mean frame rate per session (white bars) and interquartile mean frame rate per session
(gray bars). Quartiles divide the measured data in four equally large parts to show the mean
frame rate of the slowest (<25%), the fastest (>75%) and two middle time periods of the test
session.
The bargraph shows a total frame rate of 1.45±0.64 fps, 4.01±1.14 fps, and 8.92±2.35 fps for
VNC, Screenleap.com, and CoWebViz, respectively. CoWebViz has the highest frame rate, which
is more than twice the frame rate of the other tools. The low frame rate of the VNC client might
be explainable by its optimization for the remote usage of full desktop metaphors. Such requires
much more often the transmission of little modified parts than the re-transmission of the whole
desktop metaphor (necessary in the case of volume visualization). Screenleap.com results in a
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Figure 7.4. Comparison of CoWebViz’s frame rate with alternative remote visualization appli-
cations.
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CoWebViz’s minimum frame rate (below quartile 25%). Both, Screenleap.com and CoWebViz
are transmitting JPEG images of the whole visualization. The higher frame rate of CoWebViz
might be explained by the utilization of a highly parallelized server application and/or by the
mJPEG streaming, instead of single image pulling (see Section 4.1.2).
CoWebViz’s maximum frame rate is 11.41±0.9 fps (>75% of the data). Despite the fact that this
value is acquired via client side measurement, it still lies within the range of the data shown in
the performance test results in Section 7.1. This basically shows the consistency of CoWebViz’s
performance across different measurement methodologies.
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An educational scenario that requires the most dynamic and life-like volume visualization of the
human body to present visual answers to all emerging questions from the students is its usage in
an interactive and remotely shared gross anatomical class. It requires interactive and stereoscopic
volume visualization, rendered on full resolution volume data of modern imaging modalities (e.g.
Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)). Because such visualization
can not be rendered on any computer (e.g. available in a typical classroom), remote visualization
needs to be provided using client software that is as simply deployable and usable as possible.
This is particularly important if remote participants need to be involed in the scenario.
The approach proposed by this work provides volume visualization with all desired aspects
(see Section 1.4) and lowest software requirements on the client side by using a pure standard
web browser. The importance of pure web browser solutions is for example being shown by
the literature analysis, which shows a shift from the usage of web browsers with added software
(mean publication date: 2005, N=21) towards the usage of pure web browsers in recent years
(mean publication date: 2010, N=15). In contrast to each single visualization aspect (interactive,
stereoscopic, collaborative), which was previously possible, this approach combines all concepts
allowing for various extensive use cases with reduced user involvement.
The feasibility of this approach was analyzed via a proof of concept conduction in an educational
class scenario. A proof of concept conduction is an adequate methodology, because it allows to
analyze new concepts in a real-world application with direct observations and experience feedback.
The virtual anatomy class was a use case with exceptional high exploitation of different techniques
and media and, thus, very suitable to test a complex scenario. However, due to the class design,
the developed prototype Collaborative Web-based Visualization (CoWebViz) was only being
used by the lecturer. Its application in other uses cases, e.g. presentations on a conference room’s
3DTV (Section 6.2.2), high-performance computing environments (Section 6.3.2), and clinical
surgery (Section 6.2.3), show their basic feasibility and benefit. CoWebViz’s usage in defined test
environments shows the technical feasibility via performance comparisons with different transfer
methods and related work tools.
The proof of concept conduction and any subsequent performance test proofs the initially defined
hypothesis valid. The four research requirements that need to be fulfilled are discussed in the
following sections.
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8.1 Minimum user knowledge and involvement during setup and
usage of interactive remote visualization in real-time
The setup phase includes all steps that need to be done before the system can be used. The
approach of this work was to reduce these steps by reducing client requirements. In case of
the proof of concept conduction, the stereoscopic presentation system was already available at
a designated location on the university campus. The specific steps that were necessary to use
this setup with CoWebViz are described in Section 6.1 and compared with the previous class
system in Section 6.1.3. From these descriptions follows that CoWebViz requires less steps for
the setup then the previous system. When the server application is started, a participant is
only required to open a web browser and to load the specified Uniform Resource Locator (URL),
which is comparable to the usage of most other web applications. The host of the visualization
session, however, still needs to initialize the server session on the server command line, which is
not straight forward for a naïve user. But the remote session initiation and data upload via pure
web browser front-ends is straight forward and was already shown by other projects [69, 251].
The approach of using pure web browsers is especially interesting, if it is to be used on a corporate
or hospital computer, which is mostly associated with limited user rights. Such an environment
would aggravate the instantaneous deployment and usage of native applications, including web-
based applications with added software (e.g. Java or Flash [169, 275]). In turn, no further
deployment is required if only a standard web browser is required. The capability of being ad-hoc
usable on a remote computer without deployments was shown by a daily-life incident where the
system needed to be demonstrated to remote collaborators without prior scheduling (see Section
6.2.4). Due to their wide availability, usage, and ease of use, web-based applications are familiar
to most people and, thus, have a positive effect in people using it [4].
CoWebViz’s approach to ease the system’s usage phase is to provide an experience that is as
close to the local usage of the base application as possible with the aim of being most transpar-
ent to the user. CoWebViz was developed as web-based front-end for possibly any visualization
application and is specialized for remote and collaborative stereoscopic visualization on different
stereoscopic systems. In case of the class usage, the base application was already known to the
lecturer and, thus, did not require any new learning. But the second class scenario was lectured
by student teaching assistants (see Section 6.2.1), who had never used the system before. A client
side Graphical User Interface (GUI) with domain specific vocabulary was implemented specifi-
cally for them on top of the base application’s control mechanism (see Section 5.6). However,
they used this GUI only in the beginning. With our direct support available in these sessions,
they quickly switched to the faster but non-graphical control mechanism of the base visualiza-
tion application. The first class scenario shows that the system reduces the need to acquire new
knowledge by extending existing base applications (see generic integration discussion in Section
8.3). The second scenario shows that the added GUI might be of some value for people who
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have no direct personal support, e.g. because they are remote. Because the teaching assistants
only needed to learn the specific commands of the base application, it also shows that CoWebViz
allows for a transparent usage of the base application.
There are various other software systems available that could potentially be used to provide
remote and collaborative visualization, including web-based approaches. Most of them differ to
CoWebViz’s approach by requiring special software and/or hardware deployments and especially
by not having the necessary stereoscopic functionality. The work that is partially and directly
related to this work as defined by the requirements is shown in Table 3.2 on page 41 and discussed
in following paragraphs.
Video/audio conferencing systems can most often be used to share a desktop metaphor with
a visualization application. Group-to-group conferencing systems (e.g. Access Grid [110], EVO
[194]) provide an environment that brings multiple participants from multiple remote locations
virtually close together (tele-presense) by using multicast, multiple cameras and microphones at
each location. They are used for large cooperative projects or for special events, e.g. for the SARS
outbreak in 2004 [198]. Such systems provide extensive functionality and require a relatively low
bandwidth due to the frequent usage of multicast, but are complex in deployment and usage [276].
Standard person-to-person video conferencing systems (e.g. H.323-based systems [193]) provide a
similar but usually inferior functionality [277, 278]. They are widely available by being deployed
at conference rooms of almost every department. Both system types utilize high-performing
video codecs that provide a decent quality with a low network load [279]. However, they are not
primarily designed to be used for visualization and, thus, may require specific configurations at
the server and client side, as for example to provide stereoscopic visualization, a desired image
quality/resolution, and interactive access [108]. They usually require a specific software and/or
hardware deployment. Even if some web-based conference systems with added software exist (e.g.
EVO [194] or Portable Access Grid [280]), pure web browsers cannot fulfill all requirements of a
video conferencing system yet and, thus, rely on added software [85].
General remote screen sharing applications were developed by many companies [95, 281–
283] and are widely applied to access remote desktop metaphors [69], which might include a
visualization application [284]. Such systems utilize various kinds of algorithms to reduce the
data transfer [234, 285], as discussed in Section 8.4. Whereas early systems required a special
software deployment at the client side, some have been developed that run within web browsers,
but still rely on added software. Envision for example provides a pure web browser interface for
most tasks, but requires a Virtual Network Computing (VNC) Java plugin for the interactive
visualization itself [69]. In recent years, many long existing systems were extended by a browser-
based access method [281, 282]. Other systems were specifically developed for the pure web-based
access purpose [57, 58]. Guacamole [58] for example provides a VNC server access via a pure
web browser for a single participant. Ischimura et al. [57] provides a highly scalable web-based
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approach via a standard web server, which however is due to its architecture not highly interactive.
ScreenLeap.com [96] provides a pure web-based remote viewing access to a desktop metaphor via
a Java web-start application as server, but is not controllable from the client side. However,
these applications are usually specialized for the remote access to the whole desktop metaphor.
In order to be used with stereoscopic visualization applications (see Section 8.2) and a multitude
of stereoscopic display devices, they would require special configurations and/or developments.
Special visualization streaming applications provide all the required functionality for spe-
cific use cases of projects and communities, which are not or not without special configurations
possible by general screen sharing applications. They are used to access visualization applications
in many scientific disciplines [75, 82, 286] and are sometimes optimized to transfer very high pixel
amounts for tiled displays [208–210]. But similar to the general screen sharing applications, they
mostly require specific software deployments at the client side. Only very few and the most recent
projects provide a remote visualization via pure web browsers [56, 59, 61–65]. ParaViewWeb [59]
is the remote visualization system of the ParaView server. Its client is either based on pure web
browsers, Java, or Flash. Its web-based part is similar to CoWebViz’s technique regarding the
web-based access, but without the specific stereoscopic functionality (see Section 8.2 and 8.4).
Another very recent development is Vitrall [65], which provides a visualization access via pure
web browsers but also native software. Vitrall mainly provides remote and collaborative access
to surface visualization via OpenSceneGraph [243], but is extendable. Vitrall was already tested
with remote access to a one-view stereoscopic system. The other systems are less advanced and,
due to their system design, provide a lower frame rate [56, 61–64]. None of the related work pro-
vides an automatic quality setting specific for each user’s network condition as required to serve
participants with low bandwidth connections (see Section 8.4) nor do they provide functionality
for different stereoscopic display systems (see Section 8.2).
The technology that CoWebViz applies to transfer visualization to a web browser is the pushing
of binary Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) images via a persistent multipart Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) message, which is called motion JPEG (mJPEG). mJPEG was chosen,
because: 1. it is potentially the best performing choice (see Chapter 4), 2. many web browsers
support it for the playback of webcam video streams, and 3. because of the positive experiences
in the external project TelePresence Microscopy Collaboratoration (TPM) (see Section 6.3.1).
TPM was used to stream video from an operating room to the audience at a conference room of
the University of Chicago hospital1. This scenario is important, because of its technical similarity
to remote visualization and its usage in the same environment as CoWebViz was planned for.
CoWebviz’s feasibility to provide remote access to interactive volume visualization in real-
time was shown by its usage in the virtual anatomy class (see Section 6.1.1) and associated
comparative tests with a parallel running Access Grid deployment (Section 6.1.2). Real-time
1Personal communication with Nestor J. Zaluzec and John C. Alverdy, University of Chicago, IL, USA.
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interactivity requires a timely presentation of a modified visualization after it was requested by the
user (e.g. using a mouse and/or keyboard). Real-time interactivity highly depends on the specific
network connection, the transfer compression, the specific application’s implementation, and the
utilized hardware. Such applications therefore have high optimization potentials. CoWebViz’s
approach to retain interactivity is an automatic quality adjustment algorithm, which is discussed
in Section 8.4. This system cannot be compared directly to most web-based systems of the related
work, because they are not freely available or utilize other visualization types. However, their
implemented methods were compared analytically (see Section 4.1.2) and by black box frame rate
measurements on the client side (see Section 7.2). The superiority of CoWebViz’s approach was
shown in both cases.
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 5 video streaming enables the utilization of high-end
video codecs, as e.g. H.264, on pure web browsers. Using such codecs with efficient inter frame
compression would seem to be a better choice than mJPEG. But the evaluation in Section 4.1.1
shows that HTML 5 currently results in a delayed visualization presentation. This is mainly
caused by the buffering algorithm suggested by the HTML 5 specification [85], which is optimized
for a continuous non-interrupting instead of an instantaneous presentation [254]. Thus, HTML 5
does not provide a reliable low presentation delay on the web browser, which currently makes
this choice not usable for real-time visualization.
Streaming inter frame compressed video results in a continuous low bit-rate stream with
a high frame rate (in movies about 30 frames per second (fps)). Sending an equivalent frame
rate via single images would result in a very high bandwidth usage. But in order to reach such
a high frame rate with an interactive visualization system, the user would need to modify the
visualization continuously at a great pace without any time for viewing. In practice, visualization
is modified gradually (modification phases) and then viewed for a period of time (viewing phase).
This was also the case in the virtual anatomy class, where modification phases were usually shorter
than viewing phases. There were even periods of up to 30 minutes without any visualization
usage at all. But despite sending only modified images, a peak performance usage might lead to a
high bandwidth load (see Chapter 7). Nevertheless, due to frequent viewing breaks without any
bandwidth usage at all, the overall summarized network usage of sending single images is only a
fraction of the short peaks of high network usage.
Another alternative to mJPEG is the continuous transfer of single Base64 compressed images
[287]. These have the advantage of being trouble-free transferable on web-based systems [60].
They can be pushed to (e.g. via WebSockets [60]) and pulled from a web browser (HTTP
requests or a Comet-style application as used by Guacamole [58]). The big disadvantage is that
such images are about 30% larger than its binary counterpart (see Section 4.1.3), which makes
this choice less efficient.
The best other alternative to mJPEG is the continuous pulling of single binary images from
a web browser (see Section 4.1.2). This is the default technique used to load images of standard
web pages, which makes this technique to be best supported on all web browsers (see Section
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4.1). However, every image needs to be requested by a separate connection [89], which results in a
higher transfer overhead and thus in a slower possible frame rate (see Section 4.1.2). In contrast,
mJPEG just pushes a new image on the initially opened connection and thus has a lower network
overhead. Many of the existing web-based visualization applications use this transfer technique,
as e.g. ParaViewWeb [59].
The technique analysis in Section 4.1.1 shows that mJPEG is a favorable and well performing
choice. However, it is currently not usable on all web browsers, because Internet Explorer and
Opera do not support mJPEG by default. Providing interactive visualization with best perfor-
mance and quality on all web browsers would therefore require to provide different methods. The
need of providing fallback mechanisms is a big disadvantage of several web technologies, e.g. video
streaming [221]. Regardless, a specific fallback mechanism without added software as substitute
to mJPEG (Safari, Chrome and Firefox) could be pulling single JPEG images (Internet Explorer,
Opera) as described by ParaViewWeb or, alternatively, the transfer via WebSockets [60]. The
specific image transfer technique is independent of the stereoscopic presentation discussed in Sec-
tion 8.2 and the automatic quality adjustment discussed in Section 8.4.
The requirement of using pure web browsers reduces the choice of image codecs to JPEG [257]
and Portable Network Graphics (PNG) [256] (see Section 4.1.3). PNG is ideal to compress text or
line drawings with hard edges and lossy JPEG to compress images with smooth transitions, to get
low file sizes [288]. The typical volume visualization of the human body shows muscles, organs,
and bones, each usually with smooth transitions. JPEG is therefore a good choice to compress
the visualization. Another image format is JPEG 2000 [259], which utilizes wavelet compression
instead of the discrete cosine transformation of JPEG, and results in a higher quality/file size
ratio. Since this is ideal for remote visualization, it is used in many projects that utilize native
applications. But since JPEG 2000 and other newer image compression formats, e.g. WebP [261]
and H.264 intra frame compression [262], are not supported by default on any web browser, they
can not be used.
8.2 Support of multiple participants at different locations with
different stereoscopic systems simultaneously
The previous discussion in Section 8.1 highlights the importance of the easy accessibility of inter-
active visualization and discusses available remote visualization approaches and implementations
using web browsers. The described pure web-based systems were mostly developed for a mono-
scopic usage. Stereoscopic remote visualization, in contrast, is less frequently used and mainly
based on native applications, e.g. the special Access Grid-based deployment of the previous vir-
tual class setup [108]. The general screen sharing applications (e.g. Guacamole [58]) might only
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be able to provide a well performing interactive remote stereoscopic visualization with special con-
figurations or additional developments. The specific web-based applications (e.g. ParaViewWeb
[59]) are used together with a base application and, thus, are bound to the stereoscopic capabilities
and visualization algorithms of their base application. Only Vitrall [65] provides a specific single
stereoscopic content type. The simultaneous provision of multiple stereoscopic content types to
serve different stereoscopic systems simultaneously would require additional development in each
of the described cases. No literature was found that describes such an easy to use system for
stereoscopic volume visualization.
CoWebViz fills this gap and provides the same ease of use for stereoscopic remote visualization
on different stereoscopic display systems via a pure web browser as it does for monoscopic vi-
sualization. Its feasibility is shown by its usage in different practical scenarios for stereoscopic
but also monoscopic visualization (see Section 6.1 to 6.3), which is underpinned by performance
tests in Section 7.1.2 (see also discussion in Section 8.4). As described in Section 3.2, various
stereoscopic display systems exist, which partially utilize differing content types. Thus, in order
to provide ad-hoc usability in a remotely scattered group with different stereoscopic systems,
multiple content types need to be provided simultaneously. CoWebViz provides three different
stereoscopic content types (two-view, side-by-side and anaglyph), which can be used on different
classes of stereoscopic display devices (projector-based setups, three-dimensional (3D) displays
and standard two-dimensional (2D) displays). This is a range from standard desktop and tablet
computers to large-scale projection setups.
The projector-based setup was used successfully during the anatomy classes. Due to its large
presentation, this display technique provides a high degree of visual immersion.
The side-by-side stereoscopic visualization on a 3DTV was successfully used in multiple scenarios.
At first it was used for several visualization demonstration sessions in a hospital conference room.
But to be highlighted is the stereoscopic usage within an operating room to inform a plastic
surgeon during reconstructive surgery, which shows the feasibility of CoWebViz’s usage in a real
practical medical scenario. The usage on 3DTVs is an important use case, because of the low
cost of such TVs and their simple setup.
A content type that requires no stereoscopic hardware deployment at all, is anaglyph stereoscopic
visualization, which only requires low-cost glasses. Its big disadvantage is the color shift caused
by the colorized lenses, which, however, is still under research and can be considerable minimized
[289, 290]. But its ubiquitous usability makes this technique still interesting for simple use cases
[291]. Because of this simple accessibility, it was implemented to be used for self-directed learning
on-campus, but was only tested in test sessions.
Monoscopic visualization was also used for different scenarios, e.g. an ad-hoc demonstration
of CoWebViz to collaborators with a parallel teleconference and to provide researchers with
interactive visualization rendered on a remote visualization cluster.
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Auto stereoscopic systems are increasingly often used, because of their advantage of not
requiring any personal gear (e.g. polarized glasses). Such systems, however, are currently not
supported by CoWebViz, because they require a specific content type that has all stereoscopic
views merged into a single image. This means that any two neighboring pixels or sub-pixels of
an image presented on most auto stereoscopic 3DTVs represent another stereoscopic view. Such
a merged image cannot be transferred with image compression and would require client side
procession, which would entail further research.
Stereoscopic displays are not yet available as widely as standard monoscopic displays, which
are provided with every computer workstation. But stereoscopic display devices are increasingly
often deployed at special visualization centers [161, 292], conference rooms/lecture halls [293], or
directly at the demanding departments [236]. An important factor that influences the availability
of stereoscopic devices is the movie industries’ initiative of producing more stereoscopic movies
in the past years, which entailed an increased production and wider availability of stereoscopic
devices. Whereas the hardware is more often available, the specific software for interactive visu-
alization still needs to be deployed, which is eased by CoWebViz.
CoWebViz can be used simultaneously by multiple participants from different remote locations.
The scalability analysis (see Section 7.1.3) shows that the system has a good performance with
up to the maximal tested six simultaneously accessing participants. It is further shown that
the server’s Central Processing Unit (CPU) usage and network throughput increases with every
additional user. Thus, the maximal possible number of simultaneously accessing users highly
depends on the environment in which the system is used. But it is expected that most use cases
are not requiring more than about four simultaneously accessing groups, which is discussed by
the following examples.
The proof of concept conduction in the class involved two participating groups, each with a
two-view stereoscopic visualization. While this could be slightly increased to provide visualization
to more than two groups, a real contrast would be the usage for self-directed learning by students.
This could potentially require the synchronous access by 10 to 100 students, depending on the class
size. This scenario, however, would not be viable, since only one student would be able to modify
the visualization at any time. Providing each student with a freely controllable visualization would
require a separate server instance for every student. This, however, would be a whole another
use case with only one participant per instance. It is therefore estimated that a small group of
up to four remote participants is realistic, at least for education use cases. Four participants
with a two-view stereoscopic visualization (each view 1024x768 and a JPEG quality of 85 and a
peak frame rate of 15 fps) would result in a peak network usage of about 25 Mbits. This is high,
but currently viable with a high-performing network on the server side. A possible solution to
provide visualization to more participants would be the usage of multicast networks. Multicast
however requires special network arrangements between the server and each client, which would
reduce the ad-hoc usability. An alternative that does not require any specific client adjustments
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but more effort on the server side would be the addition of load-balancing servers. This issue,
however, was not a central topic of this work, because the proof of concept conduction did not
require large amounts of simultaneously accessing users. The central issue rather was the network
throughput optimization to each single client as discussed in Section 8.4.
The sharing of monoscopic visualization is not new compared to the other web-based and
non web-based systems. However, while developing such a system, the pattern of how remote
users interact with each other needs to be considered. Interactive systems with multiple users
have been used with different interaction methods. Prominent methods are to give only one per-
son the right to modify and the others only the right to view [270], to give all participants the
right to modify after a request [271], and to let every participant freely modify after oral coor-
dination [160]. The idea behind the proof of concept was to provide a most simple system with
least required user knowledge. Thus, CoWebViz’s method is to inform the participants about
the current state and to give everyone the instantaneous right to just modify, if nobody else is
modifying. Because of the few direct users in the proof of concept conduction, these methods
could not be evaluated against each other. But this method seems to be as natural as possible
without any system restrains. It requires mutual oral coordination, which is always necessary
for synchronous collaborative working and can be done via video and/or teleconferencing. No
barriers regarding this method were observed during the proof of concept conduction.
CoWebViz’s stereoscopic and collaborative functionality can be seen as a stereoscopic remote
visualization service, which is a mix of a stereoscopic player [129] (taking stereoscopic input
formats and providing desired output formats) and a video-streaming server (taking input and
streaming to multiple participants). By requiring no special software deployment, CoWebViz
allows for various advanced use cases with the utilization of interactive 3D and stereoscopic
visualization on remote computers and multiple participants.
8.3 Generic support of any existing and future visualization
application
The provision of different stereoscopic content types at the client side as discussed in the previous
section is necessary to include various display devices and, thus, participants. In contrast, the
generic integration of different visualization applications and stereoscopic content types at the
server side is necessary to be independent of a single visualization type and application. In the
first place, this is important for keeping the development overhead low via functional separation
and to provide a quick access to existing visualization applications. In the second place, it has
the advantage of providing remote access to existing applications, which are already familiar to
the user. The familiarity of an application and/or application logic potentially reduces the time
that needs to be spent for learning because it keeps the knowledge that a user requires low.
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The generic integration of whole desktop metaphors and specific monoscopic visualization ap-
plications is already widely used on native and pure web-based remote visualization applications
[58, 69, 95]. It is also already possible to integrate some single stereoscopic content types via ex-
isting applications (e.g. half-wide side-by-side for 3DTVs) handled as monoscopic visualization.
However, the simultaneous usage of different display devices and more complex stereoscopic vi-
sualization formats (e.g. two-view stereoscopy) requires a specific handling and processing of the
stereoscopic input content. Existing remote visualization applications (see Table 3.2 on page 41)
would require substantial development in order to achieve this, while keeping the client side
requirements low.
CoWebViz’s architecture shows the feasibility of integrating an existing visualization appli-
cation with a two-view side-by-side stereoscopy (see Section 6.1.1 and 5.5). The effort, required
to integrate another stereoscopic format highly depends on the specific format (e.g. very simple
is top-to-bottom and interlaced), but is basically enabled by the architecture. While CoWebViz
currently integrates a stereoscopic application with two views, some stereoscopic display devices
require more than two views to provide a higher visual immersion, e.g. a partial CAVE with three
or four walls, a floor, and/or a ceiling (introduced in Section 3.2.2.4). The integration of more
than two views is possible, but would require few straightforward modifications. The integration
of monoscopic visualization is a subset of the stereoscopic streaming with only one instead of two
views.
The generic integration is solved by using screen scraping, which is already used by other
remote applications [58, 95, 96]. It uses an operating system’s window system (e.g. the Linux
X-Server [103]) as an intermediate layer and is therefore generic towards any existing and future
application that runs on this window system. The proof of concept conduction shows that this
approach is simple to use and is capable of providing an adequate performance for an interactive
usage (see test in Chapter 7). A disadvantage of this approach is that the server always requires a
window system. This causes technical complexity in case of servers without a connected display,
which is common on visualization clusters. Other methods were described that allow the integra-
tion of visualization by utilizing knowledge about the visualization application’s interior design.
TechViz for example integrates visualization generically for OpenGL applications, by accessing
the OpenGL data (e.g. vertices) on a low operating system level to modify the visualization
application’s rendering to custom needs [294]. This however is only possible with a specific appli-
cation’s insight (e.g. the application is OpenGL based). In contrast, volume visualization is often
developed specifically for each application with CPU or Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)-based
rendering and, thus, can not be integrated generically. The most generic access to different kinds
of visualization applications therefore is to screen scrape, where the word "generic" relates to the
window system.
Direct connections to specific visualization applications are not generic anymore, but might
enable a more efficient connection as well as more technical possibilities. CoWebViz generally
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supports such cases by providing an architecture that eases the development of specific modules
to integrate visualization libraries (e.g. VTK [295]) or external visualization applications via
shared memory (see Section 5.1.1), as it was used by the previous classroom’s setup [188].
Med ical Volume Visualization (MedVolViz) is the stereoscopic visualization application that was
used for the proof of concept conduction. It has no GUI in order to emphasize on the visualization
itself. A new user only requires to learn few key commands to access all necessary functionality
for a quick and full usability. But, due to the need of remembering these key commands, which
might complicate a usage, we provided a GUI on top of these commands. This was simply done
on the layer on which CoWebViz works: the event transfer. Buttons were created on the client
side that release the specified events on button press (see Section 5.6). This functionality was
further extended by the session recording/playback functionality (see Section 5.6). As already
discussed in Section 8.1, both were not used besides tests, but could potentially be of value in
the described class environment. In contrast, an often used extension is the pure control view
that only allows to modify the visualization. Such is necessary to reduce the bandwidth usage in
environments that already have a large projection of the visualization, e.g. the class. This view
was only used by the lecturer and the teaching assistants but could be used by any participant
of an audience, which allows for new scenarios by including all participants instantaneously and
directly in the visualization usage via pure web-browser.
An obstacle with the generic integration of many visualization applications is the GUI.
While the quality of the application window’s visualization part can be reduced without a direct
usage limitation (apart from not being able to see all details), the GUI needs to be available
in high quality for readability. CoWebViz is developed to screen scrape the whole or a part of
a window in order to allow the remote access of pure visualization. While the first method is
ad-hoc usable without specific additions, the second method requires to add specific client side
additions (one time only) in order to make the hidden functionality available (see Section 5.1.1).
Such a solution is the addition of GUI controls or key commands at the client side that provide
control commands, necessary to access the hidden GUI (as discussed in the previous paragraph).
CoWebViz could easily be configured specifically for a new application with hidden GUI. But an
automated and much broader solution is already proposed by Lamberti et al. [207], who provide
a framework that analyses the GUI as image and automatically identifies control elements (e.g.
buttons), which are then linkable to a new remote client GUI.
In contrast to the other web-based remote visualization applications, CoWebViz provides addi-
tional functionality specifically for educational scenarios (see Section 5.6). The session scripting
(record, organization in lectures, playback) might ease the usage for the lecturer and people who
have never used the system before [296]. Other visualization input types (e.g. a movie without
sound or a webcam stream) can also be streamed, as for instance to play a recorded visualiza-
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tion session or an animation from remote. A screenshot taking functionality was added to allow
students or any other participant to take a stereoscopic (anaglyph) or monoscopic image for per-
sonal documentation. These additions, however, have only been developed and tested, but not
yet evaluated in the educational scenario.
Hospital Information Systems (HISs) are being more often developed as web-based systems
[42]. But their imaging functionality is mostly being integrated via added software [297–299].
This development choice is presumably chosen because of its simple way to get comprehensive
functionalities. However, the native integration of pure web-based visualization into a pure web-
based application seems natural and the technical possibilities provided by pure web browsers are
continuously increasing [85]. It would provide for a seamless usability by not requiring differing
techniques and therefore again reduce the user involvement. The feasibility of such an integration
on the client side was already successfully shown with CoWebViz (see Section 6.3.1). In the first
scenario, this was done via the direct integration of the pure monoscopic visualization (without
interactivity) into the TPM [203] and in the second scenario by integrating the whole CoWebViz
functionality into a large visualization cluster environment with a web-based Grid-computing
scheduler2.
8.4 Automatic quality adjustment during the runtime to optimize
the balance between performance and quality on a given
network condition
CoWebViz’s performance optimization is a direct result of the additional development follow-
ing the first practical usage in the virtual anatomy class. These developments are the parallel
architecture, the automatic quality adjustment algorithm and the event transfer optimization.
CoWebViz’s automatic quality algorithm continuously adjusts the visualization quality specifi-
cally for every user’s bandwidth connection (see Section 7.1). It retains a minimum interactivity
on different very low to high bandwidth conditions (see Figure 5.4 on page 62). Such an adap-
tion is especially necessary to allow a real-time visualization usage in collaborative settings with
multiple client systems connected via standard unconstrained networks (e.g. the Internet).
Movie and video streaming services cover such varying environments via client side buffering
and by providing multiple versions of a video stream, each for a specific class of bandwidth envi-
ronments. They retain the frame rate by utilizing state of the art video codecs and compression
towards defined bitrates, each allowing for a fluent playback with according best quality on the
correlating network. Frame rate is a common descriptive metric in computer graphics and video
techniques to describe performance of video-like techniques (continuous images), which gives a




hint to the fluency perceived by a user. In contrast to videos with consecutively changing images,
visualization is only changed after requested and only needs to be transferred in these cases. A
descriptive metric for interactive visualization could therefore also be the round-trip time from
giving an event to seeing the resulting visualization. This event-to-image-time should be as short
as possible (usually few milliseconds [7]). Frame rate, however, is a common and well known
metric and multiple event-to-image-times, considered over time, result again in the frame rate.
But a maximum frame rate is only reached with a continuous modification and, thus, is only a
metric of maximum performance, as presented in the performance tests in Chapter 7. Because of
these reasons, the modification and viewing phases (see Section 8.1) need to be considered sepa-
rately while discussing algorithms to improve the access to highly interactive remote visualization.
CoWebViz’s automatic quality adjustment algorithm calculates an ideal (maximal) image file size
for each specific network connection in order to provide a desired frame rate during a visualization
modification phase. This calculation is basically the division of the available bandwidth by the
amount of the desired frame rate. The ideal image file size provides a reference value towards
which the image quality of each image is continuously adapted. Maximizing the image quality
after a specified time of no modification results in an optimal visualization presentation for the
viewing phase.
While this adaption includes a tradeoff between a decreased JPEG quality/resolution and
performance, the theoretical best-case scenario is to continuously send every modified image with
high frame rate and a constant high quality. However, this case is only possible in real-time on
high-performing networks (16.7 fps with a quality of 80 on 90 Megabit per second (Mbps) and
15.5 fps with a quality of 80 on 11 Mbps). On a low bandwidth network of 1 Mbps it results in
only 2.7 fps. Thus, it is necessary to provide specific quality settings for any participant instead
of a static quality (see Section 7.1.1 B vs. C).
Most related web-based systems transfer each single modified image with a static pre-
defined quality setting. Single images can be reduced by manipulating many specific parameters,
as e.g. in case of JPEG the JPEG quality and image resolution, but also the JPEG quantization
matrix [269]. But the usage of a statically defined quality results in decreasing frame rates
with decreasing bandwidth conditions. Of the web-based related work, only ParaViewWeb also
modified the quality according to the two phases (e.g. maximizing the quality for viewing).
ParaViewWeb [59] provides the most advanced approach of the related work by using a pre-
defined JPEG quality of 50 for every connection type during the modification phase and 100
during the viewing phase. But as shown in Section 7.1.1 and 7.2, a static quality setting does not
account for different bandwidth conditions for any client.
A theoretical maximum performance of CoWebViz is shown by transferring every image that
CoWebViz processes. This setup resulted in the transfer of as much as 76 frames per second on a
very high bandwidth connection of 90 Mbps and a static JPEG quality of 80 (see Section 7.1.1 A).
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While the base application is not rendering on such a high pace, these frame rates include lots of
duplicate frames and, subsequently, a high network overhead (see Section 7.1.1 A vs. B).
Compared to the related work, CoWebViz’s approach is a very performant method (see
Section 7.1.1 and 7.2). General non-web-based remote screen sharing systems utilize all kinds
of algorithms in order to prevent and/or reduce the transfer of image data, e.g. moving image
parts on the client side while transferring only the missing data in VNC. Such methods are very
beneficial to access standard desktop metaphors, including multiple windows with standard GUI
elements and little fast changing visualization. But as shown in Section 7.2 this approach seems
not to be as sufficient for highly interactive visualization with content where almost any pixel
changes between any two consecutive modified images.
CoWebViz, in contrast to the related web-based work, also includes the stereoscopic visu-
alization with multiple views into the quality adjustment (see Section 5.2.2). This is done by
reducing the ideal image file size by the number of opened views for each participant’s network
connection. As described in the Section 5.2.2, this results again in a quality reduction for each
separate view of a two-view stereoscopic visualization, but is the straightforward continuance of
the algorithm. The initiation of multiple views occurs while using e.g. a two-view stereoscopic
visualization as well as the parallel usage of two identical views. An anaglyph stereoscopic visu-
alization, in contrast, is equal to the monoscopic visualization with a higher server load for the
creation of the anaglyph visualization. A side-by-side stereoscopic visualization for state of the
art 3DTVs is comparable to monoscopic visualization with a high resolution.
CoWebViz’s parallel executing architecture is a consequence of the requirement to provide a
specific image quality for every connected client. Serving each client with a specific quality is
necessary to optimally balance the visualization quality with the available bandwidth that is
preset and specific between the server and each connected client. The architecture allows to
send multiple streams, each with a specific configuration to one or multiple other participants
simultaneously. During a viewing phase the system requires very few resources, including no data
transfer and a low server CPU usage of 9.6% to 40.5% for 1 to 6 participants, respectively, but at
the same time having a maximum quality. During a modification phase, these values change. As
described in Section 7.1.3, the automatic quality algorithm retains the frame rate and the quality
of a single user session, independently of the amount of participants (from 1 to 6). However, on the
server side the CPU and bandwidth usage increases linear from 21.8% to 82.5% on 1 to 6 clients,
respectively. This causes the existence of an upper limit of simultaneously accessing participants,
depending on the available server side CPU and network conditions. However, high numbers of
simultaneous users are not feasible, as already discussed in Section 8.3. But utilizing the system
with about 6 participants is also no performance issue for most state of the art servers, because it
only requires about 1-2 cores of a standard computer and a network of 15 Mbps, which is usually
available at universities. The procession of image scaling and compression could further be sped
up by using General-purpose Computing on a Graphics Processing Unit (e.g. CUDA [300]).
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Whereas the image transfer is the largest data transfer of the event-to-image time, the other
crucial transfer is the control event transfer from the client to the server. Web browsers were
initially not developed for interactive real-time systems. The common technique to transfer data
from the client to the server is therefore a Representational State Transfer (REST)-style interface,
which is still used by most applications. It requires the establishment of a new connection for any
event, which results in unnecessary network overhead. Since the visualization on a remote server
will only be modified after the corresponding events reached the server, the event transfer needs
to be as fast as possible. WebSockets is still a new but very promising development allowing for
faster data transfers and thus is a more appropriate mechanism to transfer data in real-time. This
is shown by CoWebViz’s WebSockets implementation which is almost 50% faster than the REST-
style interface (see Section 4.2). In the related work, the event transfer technique is not always as
clearly described as the visualization transfer. It is very likely that most of the systems still use a
REST-style interface and only some already use WebSockets (e.g. Vitrall [65]). CoWebViz mainly
utilizes WebSockets. But, since WebSockets are still in development and REST-style interfaces
seemed to be more robust against network issues and available on every web browser, they are
very appropriate as fallback mechanism.
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This dissertation’s contribution is a proof of concept conduction that shows the feasibility of
conjointly using interactive, stereoscopic, and remote collaborative visualization for anatomical
education via pure web browser based clients.
The system (CoWebViz) described in Chapter 5 is one of the first systems that provides fluid
interactive visualization in real-time via pure web browsers. Only recent developments made
such extensive applications on web browsers without added software possible. To the best of our
knowledge, the combination of supporting all requirements stated in the introduction Section 1.4
is currently unique, which allows for extensive use cases.
Stereoscopic and real-time interactive medical volume visualization for collaborative usage is not
bound to special software deployments. Due to the system’s stereoscopic emphasize described in
Section 5.5, it is simultaneously usable with different stereoscopic content types to serve different
stereoscopic setups at different locations. This is made possible by the separate treatment of each
stereoscopic input view on the server side, as discussed for the generic integration in Section 8.3.
Chapter 6 shows that not only setups with a single stream (half-wide side-by-side, anaglyph),
but also setups with multiple streams can be served (two-projector solutions). To the best of our
knowledge, this support of various stereoscopic systems via such a lightweight client is currently
unique.
The quality and performance optimization described in Section 5.2.2 is a newly combined ap-
proach to provide fluid interactivity for each simultaneously accessing user by adjusting towards
each user’s specific bandwidth connection. As shown in Chapter 7, this approach is superior to
the tested existing applications, including a native application.
Web browsers are known for their familiarity and web-based applications for their simple deploy-
ability. CoWebViz’s practical usage described in Chapter 6 shows that the usage of web browsers
supports the reduction of time-consuming steps, necessary before and during a system usage. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such a pure web-based system has been used
for such an usually resource intensive stereoscopic and collaborative setup in medical education.
The interest of its usage across the boundaries of anatomical education is shown by other appli-
cations described in Section 6.2 and 6.3. To emphasize is CoWebViz’s current usage to inform
surgeons during reconstructive surgery in the operating room, which shows the interest and fea-
sibility of its usage in practical medicine. Its usage as a visualization service in a data center for
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